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FOREWORD

Monsoons 'have always been considered an important
regional problem of the Eastern Hemispheric tropics.
More recently the global aspect of the monsoons has
become increasingly evident. It is clear that the Global
Experiment will be greatly strengthened by the study of
summer and winter monsoons, and in turn, the regional
experiments proposed under MONEX will depend essentially on the observing systems proposed for FGGE.
The incremental effort proposed here for MONEX will
be of major importance for an understanding of the
overall monsoon problem.
The JOC was therefore encouraged when, at its Sixth
Session in Toronto, October 1971, India proposed that
a monsoon experiment be conducted during the Global
Experiment. Since this proposal, two JOC-sponsored
planning meetings have been held: in Yerevan, U.S.S.R.,
March 1973; and in Singapore, October-November 1974.
Moreover, the history of this development must include
the Indo-Soviet Monsoon Experiment (lSMEX) during
1973 and the proposed Monsoon-77 Experiment by India
and the U.S.S.R. for 1977. These are also described in
this MONEX document. The experience and knowledge
gained from these efforts will, no doubt, contribute to
the further planning and implementation of MONEX
itself.
Based on these foundations, particularly on the outcome of the Singapore meeting, a team of experts and
consultants has been assigned the task of refining the

definition of the scientific problems of the monsoons,
involving both the atmosphere and ocean. The observational requirements, both for the composite observing
system of FGGE and for the special MONEX regional
efforts, were then more firmly established. The result is
the subject of this report.
Those who have contributed to this report are:
Prof. T. N. Krishnamurti
Prof. T. Murakami
Dr. R. N. Keshavamurty
Dr. B. S. Chuchkalov
Dr. P. K. Das
Mr. J. Findlater
Prof. H. Stommel
Prof. B. R. Doos
Dr. Ta. Nitta
Dr. V. Boldirev
Dr. J. Perry

(JOC consultant)
(JOC consultant)
(JOC consultant)
(Expert)
(Expert)
(Expert)
(Expert)
(Director of JPS/GAO)
(GAO)
(JPS)
(GAO)

J. SMAGORINSKY
Chairman, Joint Organizing Committee

SUMMARY

The seasonally varying circulations associated with the
annual heating and cooling of the Asia-Europe-Africa
complex are among the most important, yet least understood aspects of the general circulation of the atmosphere.
Monsoon rainfall, varying in timing and amount from
year to year, is the fundamental basis for the rich agriculture of the populous nations of southern Asia. Thus,
the welfare of hundreds of millions of people depends
on nature's annual gift of water through the monsoon.
The monsoon is no less intriguing as a scientific problem. A large fraction of the variance of the global field
of motion is associated with the large-scale seasonal
monsooll circulations. It is therefore not surprising to
find that general circulation models cannot successfully
simulate the global behaviour of the atmosphere without
explicitly incorporating the processes which drive the
large-scale monsoon.
In recognition of the need for special study of the
monsoon, a Monsoon Sub·Programmt'; has been developed within the framework of the Global Atmospheric
Research Programme. It consists of a coordinated group
of observational efforts, together with associated data
processing and research programmes. The central field
experiment of the Monsoon Sub-Programme is the Monsoon Experiment (MONEX). This will be a group of
observational studies during the period of the First
GARP Global Experiment (FGGE) over the Arabian Sea,
Indian Ocean, Bay of Bengal, and southeast Asia.
Closely related programmes led by India and the U.S.S.R.
will precede MONEX and help to guide its planning.
Moreover, a West African Monsoon Study (WAMEX)
will also be conducted during the FGGE to study the
seasonal circulations of that region.
Scientific Problems and Objectives

Over India and its neighbourhood, the onset of the
monsoon is marked by a pronounced increase in rainfall
around the last week of May. This, however, is the
consequence of changes in a large and complex circulation system of continental scale. A substantial part of
the moisture required for the monsoon precipitation is
supplied by southwesterlies over the Arabian Sea, which
are a continuation of the southeast trade winds of the
southern hemisphere. It is not clear how much of this
moisture originates in the southern hemisphere and how

much is derived from the Arabian Sea itself. The situation
is complicated by the presence of distinctive features in
both atmosphere and ocean. The low-level atmospheric
jet and the Somali current transport much heat, moisture,
and momentum, while the low tropospheric inversion
existing over much of the region controls air mass modification and thus the efficiency of the monsoon heat
engine.
During July and August, monsoon depressions forming over the northern Bay of Bengal become important
factors in regional weather. While their strncture has
been studied in their later stages of development, the
mechanisms of their formation are largely unknown.
Mid-tropospheric cyclones are also associated with heavy
rainfall over the Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal, and
Southern Indochina. These attain their largest amplitude
at about 600 mb, while exhibiting no closed circulation
in lower or upper troposphere. Observational studies
are required to define more clearly the structure of these
systems.
Within the main Indian monsoon itself, a number of
phenomena merit study. First, the onset of the monsoon
appears to be related to the behaviour of the inter-tropical
convergence zone, and also to larger-scale events in both
hemispheres. The monsoon period itself comprises both
active and break episodes associated with marked circulation changes. These variations in the monsoon may
be related to the movement of synoptic-scale disturbances
or to variations in the large-scale atmospheric circulation.
Indeed, the interactions of the entire monsoon regime
with the circulations of both troposphere and stratosphere in both hemispheres require study.
The massive circulation of the summer monsoon is
driven by intense sources of sensible and latent heat.
The Tibetan Plateau acts as a heat source in mid-troposphere, while the torrential precipitation over India provides strong releases of latent heat extending to lower
levels. Total heating is the resultant of many factors
which are poorly measured at present.
The winter monsoon produces intense rainfall over
Southeast Asia in the north-east flow from the continent.
Within this regime, particular studies are required with
regard to cold monsoon surges, dry and wet episodes,
and the interaction of the winter monsoon and the largescale circulation.
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Pre-MONEX Activities
The Indo-Soviet Monsoon Experiment (ISMEX-73)
was conducted during the period May 15 to July 10, 1973,
by the U.S.S.R. and India. Six vessels obtained meteorological and oceanographic measurements over the
Arabian Sea and the equatorial and southern Indian
Ocean. Important insights into the onset of the monsoon,
active and break monsoon periods, and oceanographic
phenomena were obtained.
The results of ISMEX-73 provided useful background
for the development of plans for a similar programme in
1977 termed Monsoon-77. The JOC and the Intergovernmental Panel on the FGGE have recognized the
value of this effort as a precursor to MONEX. At their
urging, an international Planning Meeting wa,s held in
Colombo, Sri Lanka, in May 1976. As now conceived,
the Monsoon-77 experiment would establish a polygon
formation of ships in the western and eastern sectors of
the Arabian Sea for long periods during the summer
and the winter of 1977. Plans for management, data
processing, logistics, etc., are rapidly advancing at this
writing.
Observational Requirements and Observing Systems for
MONEX
The scientific problems identified above require observations for their resolution. The required observations
can be provided by a combination of the overall FGGE
observing system and a special MONEX observing
system.
First, the planetary scale aspects of the monsoon may
for the most part be resolved by the FGGE observing
system. It is particularly important that the planetary
scale component of heating be measured on a daily basis
for the entire year. This will require measurement of
radiation components, rainfall, sea-surface temperature,
sensible and latent heat fluxes over both ocean and land,
measurement of surface heat balance components, etc.
In order to study the regional MONEX problems
described above, it is essential to resolve in space and
time the individual phenomena. Thus, for example,
high-resolution measurements of the low-level atmospheric jet and Somali current are required. Simultaneously, observations needed for air-sea interaction
studies and for definition of the inversion layer over the
Arabian Sea must be made. For study of Bay of Bengal
cyclogenesis and the mid-tropospheric cyclones, adequate
definition of the three-dimensional structure of the atmosphere is required on a smaller scale than provided by
the FGGE network. Similarly, critical regions of the
winter monsoon area require detailed observation.

IX

Many elements of the FGGE observing system are
relevant to these needs. However, particular emphasis
will be required on the strengthening of the WWW surface and upper-air networks, collection of all possible
ship and aircraft reports, derivation of winds from geostationary satellite cloud images, and satellite measurements of sea-surface temperatures. The aircraft dropwindsonde programme and the tropical wind observing
ships of the FGGE special observing systems will be
particularly valuable.
In addition to these, additional special MONEX observations are planned. Specific proposals for the use of
these MONEX systems have been formulated in terms
of the observational needs for each of the major MONEX
problem areas. The additional observations envisaged
include:
-

Special surface stations for rainfall measurement
Special upper-air observing stations
Special MONEX ships
Research aircraft with dropsonde capability
Enhanced resolution of cloud vectors from geosynchronous satellites
- Sea-surface temperature measurements from
research aircraft
- Special collection of data from commercial ships
and aircraft
- A coastal radar network
- High-frequency day and night imagery from satellites
- Surface drifting and air-deployed expendable buoys
- Equatorial constant level balloons near 150 mb
- Special surface radiation measurements
- Airborne radiometric measurements
- Low-level superpressure balloon flights (satellitetracked).

Detailed proposals for the employment of these
resources are presented in this document. These are
designed to complement and enhance the overall FGGE
observing system rather than to compete with it.
Data Management System for the Experiment
As in the Global Experiment itself, two types of data
flow are considered in MONEX planning. A great deal
of data will be collected in nearly real time and transmitted over the GTS. This will form the basis of the
MONEX Level II-a data sets. However, much other
valuable data will only be available after weeks or
months. These, together with the Level II-a data, will

x
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form the complete Level II-b MONEX data sets. These
data, in turn, will be processed into Level III-b analyses
by participating centres.
To accomplish this data processing, it is envisaged
that three regional data collection and operation centres
be established for the west Arabian Sea and north Bay
of Bengal (summer monsoon), and for the South China
Sea, Malaysia and Indonesia (winter monsoon). These
will most probably be attached to RMCs or NMCs in
the regions. They will both collect all data from their
region, and also control the special MONEX- observing
systems operating withit:t their areas. These centres will
thus require adequate communications together with
facilities for data analysis and reception of satellite
imagery.
In order to integrate the outputs of the regional centres
into complete and definitive MONEX Level II-b data
sets, a MONEX Level II-b Data Collection and Processing Centre is also proposed to be attached to an
RMC in the MONEX area. This centre will produce a
quick-look data set within 45 to 60 days after observation
time, and a final MONEX Level II-b data set within a
year after the Experiment.
Because of the regional interests in the various component MONEX experiments, several analysis centres
for the production of Level III-b data sets are proposed.
These would concentrate respectively on the Arabian
Sea, the Bay of Bengal, and the winter monsoon area.
The entire output of the Experiment would be archived
in two types of facilities. One would be a special centre
which would undertake to provide early access to the
data by specially interested countries and scientists. The
other, of course, would be the World Date Centres, to
ensure long retention and broad availability.
Oceanographic Programme for MONEX
Oceanographic studies during MONEX will concentrate on the Somali and Equatorial Currents and their
associated upwelling. These play an important role in
the ocean-atmosphere feedback mechanism which comprises the monsoon system. Moreover, the variability
of the monsoon permits study of the time-dependent
response of the ocean to atmospheric forcing. Observational programmes involving research ships, moored and
drifting buoys, aircraft, etc., are under development and
are described in preliminary form.
Numerical Experimentation Programme
In common with all GARP programmes, the ultimate
objective of MONEX is to express the knowledge gained

in the form of quantitative numerical models of the
phenomena of interest. In MONEX, it is proposed to
separate the problem areas in terms of their scale and
nature. Some components, for example, can perhaps be
investigated by fine-mesh models over a limited computational domain. These might include specialized models
for the Arabian Sea, western Indian Ocean, and the
Bay of Bengal, and for mid-tropospheric disturbances.
On a larger scale, global models with nested fine grid
regions are proposed to study the interactions of the
monsoon with large-scale circulations. Construction of
these models will help to determine the dominant physical processes in the monsoonal circulations, the degree
of sophistication required to adequately simulate the
monsoon, and the sensitivity of the models to their
numerical formulation.
I
Specific numerical experiments are proposed in four
categories: predictability, controlled experiments to investigate individual physical processes, observing system
simulation experiments, and theoretical model experiments.
Time Schedule for the Experiment
The Experiment is designed to take advantage of the
FGGE Special Observing Periods (SOP's). These are
scheduled as follows:
SOP-I: I January to 28 February, 1979;
SOP-I!: 1 May to 30 June, 1979.
These periods will permit study of most of the significant aspects of the summer and winter monsoons. However, full observation of active and break monsoons,
together with the Bay of Bengal disturbances may require
extension of some field programmes into July and
August of 1979.
Priorities
Since resources for the Experiment must necessarily be
limited, it is essential to assign priorities among the
various components which might conflict with each other
or with the FGGE itself. In assigning priorities, the
JOC first grouped the main component programmes of
MONEX in terms of their scale and nature. The first
broad grouping consisted of those large-scale components
which could be adequately studied with the overall FGGE
observational system. There was clearly no need to
assign special priorities for these components. The component programme on orography, while important, could
be undertaken at any time, and was not crucially dependent on the context of FGGE. It was therefore assigned
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a low priority for special resources during the main
period of MONEX.

First

There remained a number of regional observational
experiments which might indeed compete with each other
for special MONEX-dedicated resources. After much
discussion, the JOC assigned the following priorities:

Second Third

-

-

Inversion layer and low-level jet over the
west Arabian Sea
Bay of Bengal monsoon depressions and
mid-tropospheric disturbances
Onset of monsoon, active and break monsoons.

RESUME

Les systemes de circulation saisonniers qui sont associes au rechauffement et au refroidissement annuels du
bloc continental Asie-Europe-Afrique figurent parmi les
aspects les plus importants, et pourtant les moins bien
elucides, de la circulation generale de l'atmosphere. Les
pluies de mousson, dont la date et la quantite varient
d'une annee a l'autre, jouent un role fondamental dans
l'agriculture tres riche des nations populeuses du sud de
l'Asie. Ainsi, le bien-etre de centaines de millions
d'hommes depend de ce don annuel de la nature.
Le phenomene de la mousson n'excite pas moins notre
curiosite sur le plan scientifique. Une grande partie de la
variance du champ de mouvement global est associee
aux systemes saisonniers de circulation de mousson a
grande echelle. Il n'est donc pas surprenant de constater
que les modeles de la circulation generale ne peuvent
simuler avec succes le comportement global de l'atmosphere s'ils ne tiennent pas compte expressement des
processus responsables de la mousson a grande echelle.
Comme il se revelait necessaire de consacrer une etude
speciale a la mousson, un sous-programme de la mousson
a ete niis au point dans le cadre du Programme de recherches sur l'atmosphere globale. Il s'agit d'executer
divers programmes d'observation coordonnes en meme
temps que les programmes connexes de traitement des
donnees et de recherche. L'experience de la mousson
(MONEX) constitue l'element central du sous-programme
de la mousson. EIle comprendra plusieurs etudes faites
sur la base d'observations pendant la Premiere experience
mondiale du GARP (PEMG) au-dessus de la mer
d'Oman, de l'ocean Indien, du golfe du Bengale et du
sud-est de l'Asie. Des programmes etroitement lies les
uns aux autres seront executes par l'Inde et l'U.R.S.S.
avant l'Experience MONEX et contribueront a orienter
la planification de celle-ci. En outre, une etude de la
mousson d'Afrique occidentale (WAMEX) aura egalement lieu durant la PEMG afin d'elucider les systemes
de circulation saisonniers dans cette region.
Problemes et objectifs scientifiques

En Inde et dans les regions voisines, le declenchement
de la mousson est marque par un accroissement prononce
des chutes de pluie qui se situe vers la derniere semaine
du mois de mai. Cet accroissement resulte toutefois de
modifications qui se produisent dans un systeme de circu-

lation vaste et complexe a l'echelle continentale. Une
part importante de l'humidite requise pour provoquer
les precipitations associees a la mousson est fournie par
les courants de sud-ouest au-dessus de la mer d'Oman,
qui sont en fait une prolongation des alizes de sud-est de
l'hemisphere Sud. On ne sait pas encore exactement quel
pourcentage de cette humidite provient de l'hemisphere
Sud et quel autre resulte de l'evaporation au-dessus de la
mer d'Oman. La situation se complique par le presence
de caracteristiques distinctives a la fois dans l'atmosphere
et l'ocean. Le courant-jet a fa(ble altitude et le courant des
Somalis vehiculent une grande quantite de chaleur,
d'humidite et d'energie cinetique, alors que l'inversion
dans la basse troposphere observee au-dessus d'une
grande partie de la region exerce une influence sur les
variations des masses d'air et, de ce fait, sur le rendement
de la mousson en tant que moteur thermique.
En juillet et en aout, les depressions de mousson qui se
forment au-dessus du nord du golfe du Bengale deviennent
des facteurs importants dans les conditions meteorologiques qui regnent au-dessus de la region. Si l'on a
etudie la structure de ces depressions au cours des stades
ulterieurs de leur developpement, on ne sait en revanche
pratiquement rien des mecanismes qui regissent leur
formation. Les cyclones de la troposphere moyenne sont
egalement associes a de fortes chutes de pluie au-dessus
de la mer d'Oman, du golfe du Bengale et du sud de
l'Indochine. Ils atteignent leur plus forte amplitude a
proximite du niveau de 600 mb, tandis qu'ils ne se traduisent pas par une circulation fermee dans la troposphere inferieure ou superieure. Des etudes fondees sur
des donnees d'observation sont necessaires pour definir
avec plus de precision la structure de ces systemes.
La mousson principale de l'Inde s'accompagne d'un
certain nombre de phenomenes qui meritent d'etre etudies. En premier lieu, le declenchement de la mousson
semble etre lie au comportement de la zone de convergence
intertropicale, ainsi qu'a la manifestation de phenomenes
a plus grande echelle dans les deux hemispheres. Pendant
la mousson proprement dite, on observe des periodes
d'activite et d'interruption associees a des modifications
sensibles de la circula.tion. Ces variations de la mousson
peuvent etre liees au deplacement de perturbations
d'echelle synoptique ou a des variations de la circulation
atmospherique a grande echelle. En fait, il est necessaire
d'etudier les interactions qui s'exercent entre le regime de
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mousson dans son ensemble et les systemes de circulation
tropospheriques et stratospheriques dans les deux hemispheres.

de realiser en combinant l'ensemble du systeme d'observation de la PEMG et un systeme d'observation prevu
specialement pour l'Experience MONEX.

La puissante circulation de la mousson d'ete est declenchee par d'intenses sources de chaleur sensible et
latente. Le plateau tibetain constitue une source de
chaleur dans la troposphere moyenne, alors que les precipitations torrentielles qui se produisent au-dessus de
nnde entrainent une tres importante liberation de chaleur
latente jusqu'aux plus basses couches. Le rechauffement
total resulte de nombreux facteurs qui n'ont guere ete
mesures jusqu'ici.

La plupart des problemes d'echelle planetaire associes
a la mousson pourront Stre resolus grace au systeme
d'observation de la PEMG. Il importe tout particulierement de mesurer tous les jours, durant toute l'annee, le
rechauffement a l'echelle planetaire. Il faudra pour cela
mesurer le rayonnement, les precipitations, la temperature de la mer en surface, les flux de chaleur sensible et
latente, etc.

La mousson d'hiver provoque de fortes chutes de
pluie dans le sud-est de l'Asie au sein du flux de nord-est
d.'origine continentale. Dans ce contexte, il faudra entreprendre des etudes speciales sur les poussees froides de
mousson, les periodes seches et humides ainsi que sur
l'interaction de la mousson d'hiver et de la circulation a
grande echelle.
Activites deployees avant I'Experience MONEX
L'Experience indo-sovietique sur la mousson
(ISMEX-73) a ete realisee par l'U.R.S.S. et nnde entre
le 15 mai et le 10 juillet 1973. Des mesures meteorologiques et oceanographiques ont ete faites a bord de six
navires dans la mer d'Oman et la partie equatoriale et
meridionale de l'ocean Indien. D'importantes donnees
ont ainsi ete obtenues sur le declenchement des periodes
d'activite et d'interruption de la mousson et sur des phenomenes oceanographiques.
Les resultats de l'Experience ISMEX-73 ont fourni des
elements d'information utiles pour l'elaboration des plans
d'un programme analogue qui sera execute en 1977 sous
le titre Mousson-77. Le Comite mixte d'organisation du
GARP et le Groupe intergouvernemental de la PEMG
ont reconnu la valeur de ce programme qui doit preceder
I'Experience MONEX. Sur leur demande instante, une
reunion de planification internationale s'est tenue a
Colombo (Sri Lanka) en mai 1976. Telle qu'elle est
com;ue actuellement, l'Experience Mousson-77 comporte
le deploiement de navires le long d'un polygone dans les
parties occidentale et orientale de la mer d'Oman pour
de longues periodes durant l'ete et I'hiver de 1977. Au
moment de la redaction du present rapport, l'elaboration
des plans de gestion, de traitement des donnees, des
services auxiliaires, etc. progressaient rapidement.
Besoins en matiere d'observations et systemes d'observation
pour I'Experience MONEX
La solution des problemes scientifiques evoques plus
haut necessite l'execution d'observations, qu'il est possible

Afin d'etudier les problemes que pose l'Experience
MONEX a l'echelon regional et dont il a ete question
ci-dessus, il est indispensable d'elucider les differents
phenomenes dans l'espace et dans le temps. Ainsi, par
exemple, il sera necessaire de mesurer avec une grande
precision le courant-jet a faible altitude et le courant des
Somalis. Il faudra proceder simultanement aux observations requises pour etudier les interactions air-mer et
definir la couche d'inversion au-dessus de la mer d'Oman.
Pour l'etude de la cyclogenese dans le golfe du Bengale
et des cyclones de la troposphere moyenne, il faudra
definir comme il convient la structure tridimensionnelle
de l'atmosphere a une echelle plus petite que celle qui
correspond au reseau de la PEMG. Il faudra egalement
effectuer des observations detaillees dans des regions
critiques Oll se manifeste la mousson d'hiver.
Bon nombre des elements du systeme d'observation de
la PEMG doivent permettre de repondre aces besoins.
Il conviendra toutefois d'insister tout particulierement
sur le renforcement des reseaux d'observation en surface
et en altitude de la VMM, le rassemblement du plus
grand nombre possible de messages d'observation de
navires et d'aeronefs, 1'0bservation des vents grace aux
images de la couverture nuageuse fournies par les satellites geostationnaires ainsi que sur les mesures par satellite de la temperature de la mer en surface. Le programme
d'observation du vent a l'aide de sondes parachutees par
des aeronefs et les navires pour l'observation du vent
dans la zone tropicale prevus dans les systemes d'observation speciaux de la PEMG presenteront une utilite
toute particuliere a cet egard.
Il est en outre prevu d'effectuer des observations
speciales supplementaires dans le cadre de l'Experience
MONEX. Pour ce qui est de l'utilisation des systemes
MONEX consideres, des propositions precises ont ete
formulees en fonction des besoins en matiere d'observations pour chacun des principaux problemes a etudier a
l'occasion de l'Experience MONEX. Les observations
supplementaires envisagees comprennent les ressources
suivantes:
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Stations speciales d'observation en surface pour la
mesure des precipitations
Stations speciales d'observation en altitude
Navires speciaux pour l'Experience MONEX
Aeronefs de recherche equipes pour lilcher des
sondes parachutees
Systeme plus precis pour determiner les vecteufs
vent a l'aide de satellites geosynchrones
Mesures de la temperature de la mer en surface au
moyen d'aeronefs de recherche
Systeme special de rassemblement des donnees de
navires marchands et d'aeronefs commerciaux
Reseau radar catier

-

Transmission de jour et de nuit par les satellites
d'images a cadence elevee

-

Bouees derivantes en surface et bouees non recuperables larguees d'aeronefs
Ballons a niveau constant le long de l'equateur, au
voisinage de 150 mb
Mesures speciales du rayonnement en surface
Mesures du rayonnement a l'aide d'instruments
emportes par des ballons ou des aeronefs
Ballons a haute resistance a l'eclatement plafonnant
a basse altitude (dont la trajectoire sera suivie a
l'aide de satellites)

-

La presente publication contient des propOSItIOns
detaillees au sujet de l'utilisation de ces ressources qui
doivent completer et renforcer, plutat que concurrencer,
l'ensemble du systeme d'observation de la PEMG.
Systeme .de gestion des donnees prevu pour l'Experience
Comme pour l'Experience mondiale proprement dite,
on envisage dans la planification de l'Experience MONEX
deux types de circulation des donnees. Vne grande
partie des donnees seront rassemblees pOUf ainsi dire
immediatement et transmises sur les circuits du SMT.
Elles constitueront la base des jeux de donnees MONEX
du niveau I1-a. Toutefois, bon nombre d'autres donnees
precieuses ne seront disponibles qu'apres plusieurs
semaines ou plusieurs mois. Elles constitueront, avec les
donnees du niveau I1-a, les jeux complets de donnees
MONEX du niveau I1-b. Ces donnees, a leur tour, seront
utilisees par les centres participants en vue de l'etablissement d'analyses du niveau Ill-b.
Pour traiter ces donnees, on envisage la mise en place
de trois centres regionaux charges du rassemblement des
donnees et des operations de l'Experience MONEX, pour

l'ouest de la mer d'Oman et le nord du golfe du Bengale
(mousson d'ete) et pour le sud de la mer de Chine, la
Malaisie et I'Indonesie (mousson d'hiver). Ces centres
seront tres vraisemblablement rattaches aux CMR ou
aux CMN etablis dans les regions en question. Us seront
charges a la fois de rassembler toutes les donnees en
provenance de leurs regions respectives et aussi de commander le fonctionnement des systemes d'observation
MONEX speciaux dans ces regions. Ces centres devront
donc disposer de moyens de communications appropries
ainsi que d'installations pour I'analyse des donnees et la
reception des images transmises par satellite.
Afin d'integrer les produits des centres regionaux en
des jeux complets et definitifs de donnees MONEX du
niveau Il-b, il est egalement propose de rattacher a un
CMR situe dans la zone oil se deroulera l'Experience
MONEX un centre de rassemblement et de traitement
des donnees MONEX du niveau Il-b. Ce centre fournira
un jeu de donnees, ayant fait l'objet d'un premier traitement rapide, dans les 45 a 60 jours apres le moment de
l'observation, et un jeu definitif de donnees MONEX du
niveau Il-b dans l'annee qui suivra la fin de l'experience.
En raison des interets regionaux que suscitent les
divers elements du programme MONEX, il est propose
de creer plusieurs centres d'analyse pour la production
des jeux de donnees du niveau Ill-b. Ces centres porteraient leurs efforts respectivement sur la mer d'Oman, le
golfe du Bengale et la region propre a la mousson d'hiver.
La totalite des donnees produites dans le cadre de
l'experience sera archivee dans deux types de centres.
Dans un cas, il s'agira d'un centre special charge de
veiller a ce que les pays et les hommes de science particulierement interesses aient rapidement acces aux donnees. Dans I'autre cas, il s'agira evidemment des centres
mondiaux de donnees, qui seront charges de conserver
celles-ci durant de longues periodes et de les mettre a la
disposition d'un large eventail d'interesses.

Programme oceanographique prevu pour l'Experience
MONEX
Les etudes oceanographiques realisees durant l'Experience MONEX porteront tout specialement sur le courant des Somalis et le courant equatorial, ainsi que sur
la remontee d'eau profonde qui leur est associee. Ces
courants jouent un role important dans les interactions
ocean-atmosphere dont releve le systeme de la mousson.
En outre, la variabilite de la mousson permet d'etudier la
maniere dont l'ocean reagit en fonction du temps a
I'action de l'atmosphere. On met actuellement au point
des programmes d'observation comprenant des navires
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de recherche, des bouees ancrees et derivantes, des aeronefs, etc. qui font l'objet d'une description preliminaire.
Programme d'experience numerique
L'objectif ultime de l'Experience MONEX, commun
les programmes du GARP, est d'exprimer les
connaissances acquises sous la forme de modeles numeriques quantitatifs des phenomenes interessants. Dans le
cadre de l'Experience MONEX, il est propose de differencier les problemes en fonction de leur echelle et de
leur nature. On pourra, par exemple, etudier quelques
elements du programme a l'aide de modeles a mailles
fines en se limitant a un domaine de calcul restraint. 11
pourrait s'agir de modeles conyus specialement pour la
mer d'Oman, l'ouest de l'ocean Indien et le golfe du
Bengale ainsi que pour les perturbations de la troposphere moyenne. A plus grande echelle, il est propose
d'avoir recours a des modeles globaux, avec une grille
fine pour les regions Oll il Y a concentration des observations, afin d'etudier les interactions de la mousson et des
systemes de circulation a grande echelle. L'etablissement
de ces modeles aidera a determiner les processus physiques dominants dans les systemes de circulation de
mousson, le degre de complexite necessaire pour bien
simuler la mousson, ainsi que la fayon dont les modeles
reagissent en fonction de leur formulation numerique.

a tous

11 est propose d'effectuer quatre categories d'experiences
numeriques bien definies, a savoir: experiences portant
sur la possibilite d'etablir des previsions numeriques;
experiences contr6lees visant a etudier des processus
physiques particuliers; experiences de simulation du
fonctionnement des systemes d'observation; experiences
faisant intervenir des modeles theoriques.

Ces periodes permettront d'etudier la plupart des
aspects significatifs de la mousson d'ete et de la mousson
d'hiver. Toutefois, pour observer entierement les periodes
d'activite et d'interruption de la mousson, ainsi que les
perturbations dans le golfe du Bengale, il faudra peutetre prolonger quelques-uns des programmes d'observation jusqu'en juillet et en aout 1979.
Priorites
Les ressources disponibles pour l'experience etant necessairement limitees, il est indispensable d'attribuer des
priorites aux differents elements qui risquent d'etre en
conflit les uns avec les autres ou avec la PEMG proprement dite. Au moment d'attribuer ces priorites, le Comite
mixte d'organisation du GARP a d'abord groupe les
principaux elements du programme MONEX en fonction
de leur echelle et de leur nature. Le premier grand groupe
comprend les elements a grande echelle qu'il serait
possible d'etudier grace a l'ensemble du systeme d'observation de la PEMG. 11 n'etait .manifestement pas necessaire d'attribuer des priorites particulieres a ces elements.
Malgre son importance, la partie du programme concernant l'orographie pourra etre etudiee n'importe quand,
independamment de la PEMG. Elle n'interviendra donc
qu'en derniere priorite pour l'attribution des ressources
speciales durant la periode principale de l'Experience
MONEX.
.
11 restait un certain nombre d'experiences regionales
en matiere d'observation qui risquaient d'etre en competition pour l'attribution des ressources speciales destinees
a l'Experience MONEX. Apres un long debat, le Comite
mixte d'organisation du GARP a attribue les priorites
suivantes:
Premiere priorite -

Calendrier prevu pour l'experience
L'experience est conyue de maniere a tirer profit des
periodes d'observation speciales de la PEMG, a savoir:
Premiere periode d'observation speciale :
1er janvier - 28 fevrier 1979
Deuxieme periode d'observation speciale :
ler mai - 30 juin 1979.

Deuxieme priorite -

Troisieme priorite -

Couche d'inversion et courantjet a faible altitude au-dessus de
l'ouest de la mer d'Oman
Perturbations de mousson et per-'
turbations de la troposphere
moyenne dans le golfe du Bengale
Declenchement, periodes d'activite et rl'interruption de la
mousson.
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Los sistemas de circulacion estacionales asociados con
el recalentamiento 0 enfriamiento anual del bloque cOIJ.tinental Asia-Europa-Africa figuran entre los aspectos mas
importantes, aunque menos comprendidos, de la circulacion general de la atmosfera. Las lluvias de la monzon,
cuyas epocas y cantidades varian de un ano para otro,
desempenan una funcion fundamental en la agricultura
fecunda de las naciones populosas del sur de Asia. Asi,
pues, el bienestar de centenares de millones de mujeres
y hombres depende de ese don anual de la naturaleza
que constituyen las precipitaciones de la monzon.
A pesar de ello, el fenomeno de la monzon excita
nuestra curiosidad en el pIano cientifico. Gran parte d,e
la variacion del campo de movimiento global se halla
asociado a los sistemas estacionales de la circulacion de
la monzon a gran escala. Asi, pues, no es sorprendente
comprobar que los modelos de circulacion general no
logran simular satisfactoriamente el comportamiento
global de la atmosferasi no tienen en cuenta, de manera
expresa, los procesos que originan la monzon a gran
escala.
Como quiera que era necesario consagrar un estudio
especial a la monzon, se ha elaborado un subprograma
de la monzon dentro del marco del Programa de Investigacion Global de la Atmosfera. Se trata de llevar a buen
termino diversos programas de observacion coordinados,
al mismo tiempo que los programas conexos de trata"
miento de datos y de investigacion. El Experimento de la
Monzon (MONEX) constituye el elemento central del
subprograma de la monzon. Ese Experimento comprende
diversos estudios basados en observaciones efectuadas
durante el Primer Experimento Mundial del GARP
(FGGE) sobre el Mar de Oman, el Oceano Indico, el
Golfo de Bengala y el sudeste Asiatico. La India y la
U .R.S.S. llevaran a cabo, antes de realizar el Experimento MONEX, programas estrechamente relacionados
entre si que contribuiran a orientar la planificacion de
dicho Experimento. Por otra parte, durante el FGGE se
llevara a cabo tambien un estudio de la monzon de
Africa occidental (WAMEX), con el fin de definir los
sistemas de circulacion estacionales en esa region.
Problemas y objetivos cientificos

En India y en las regiones vecinas, el comienzo de la
monzon se caracteriza por un incremento pronunciado

de las precipitaciones hacia la ultima semana del mes de
mayo. Ese incremento es, no obstante, consecuencia de
modificaciones que se producen en un sistema de circulacion amplio y complejo, a escala continental. Una
parte importante de la humedad necesaria para provocar
precipitaciones asociadas a la monzon la facilitan las
corrientes del sudoeste que circulan sobre el Mar de
Oman que, de hecho, son una prolongacion de los alisios
del sudeste del hemisferio sur. Todavia no se sabe exactamente cual es el porcentaje de esa humedad que procede
del hemisferio sur, y cual el que resulta de la evaporacion
del mismo Mar de Oman. La situacion se complica por
la presencia de caracteristicas muy particulares, tanto en
la atmosfera como en el oceano. La corriente-chorro de
escasa altitud y la corriente Somali transportan una gran
cantidad de calor, de humedad y de energia cinetica,
siendo asi que la inversion en la baja troposfera observada sobre una gran parte de la region ejerce una influencia sobre las variaciones de las masas de aire y, de hecho,
en el rendimiento de la monzon considerada como
maquina termica.
En julio y en agosto, las depresiones de la monzon que
se forman sobre el norte del Golfo de Bengala se transforman en factores importantes de las condiciones meteorologicas que reinan sobre la region. Si es cierto que se
ha estudiado la estructura de esas depresiones durante
las ultimas fases de su desarrollo, todavia no se sabe
practicamente nada de los mecanismos que rigen su
formacion. Los ciclones de la troposfera media estan
igualmente asociados a fuertes precipitaciones sobre el
Mar de Oman, el Golfo de Bengala y el sur de Indochina.
Esos ciclones alcanzan su mayor amplitud en las proximidades del nivel de los 600 mb, aun cuando no provocan
una circulacion cerrada de la troposfera inferior 0 superior. Para definir con mayor precision la estructura de
esos sistemas, es necesario llevar a cabo estudios basados
en esos datos de observacion.
La monzon principal de India va acompanada por
cierto numero de fenomenos que merecen ser estudiados.
En primer lugar, el comienzo de la monzon parece estar
asociado al comportamiento de la zona de convergencia
intertropical, asi como a la manifestacion de fenomenos
a mayor escala, en los dos hemisferios. Durante la
monzon propiamente dicha, se observan periodos de
actividad y de interrupcion asociados con modificaciones
sensibles de la circulacion. Esas variaciones de la monzon
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pueden estar ligadas al desplazamiento de perturbaciones
de escala sinoptica 0 a variaciones de la circulacion de la
atmosfera a gran escala. De hecho, es necesario estudiar
las interacciones que se producen entre el regimen de la
monzon en su conjunto y los sistemas de circulacion
troposfericos y estratosfericos en los dos hemisferios.
La potente circulacion de la monzon de verano se
desencadena por medio de intensas fuentes de calor
sensible y latente. La meseta tibetana constituye una
fuente de calor en la troposfera media, siendo asi que las
precipitaciones torrenciales que se producen sobre la
India provocan una muy importante liberacion de calor
latente hasta las capas mas bajas. El recalentamiento
total es consecuencia de numerosos factores que hasta la
fecha no han podido ser debidamente medidos.
La monzon de invierno provoca fuertes precipitaciones
en el sudeste de Asia, en el seno del flujo de nareste de
arigen continental. En ese contexto, sera necesario emprender estudios especiales sobre el empuje frio de la
monzon, los periodos secos y humedos asi como sobre la
interaccion entre la monzon de invierno y la circulacion
a gran escala.
Actividades desplegadas con anterioridad al Experimento
MONEX

El Experimento indosovietico sobre la Monzon
(ISMEX-73) fue realizado por la U.R.S.S. e India entre
el 15 de mayo y el 10 de julio de 1973. Se efectuaron
medidas metearologicas y oceanograficas a bordo de
seis buques en el Mar de Oman y en la parte ecuatorial y
meridional del Oceano Indico. Se obtuvieron importantes
datos sobre el comienzo de los periodos de actividad y de
interrupcion de la monzon y sobre los fenomenos oceanograficos.
Los resultados del Experimento ISMEX-73 han facilitado elementos de informacion muy Miles para la elaboracion de los planes de un programa analogo, que se
llevara a cabo en 1977 y que se titulara : « Monzon-77 ».
El Comite Conjunto de Organizacion del GARP y el
Grupo intergubernamental de expertos sobre el FGGE
han reconocido la utilidad de este programa que debe
preceder al Experimento MONEX. A peticion insistente
de esos organos, se celebro una reunion internacional de
planificacion en Colombo (Sri Lanka), en mayo de 1976.
Tal como ha quedado actualmente concebido, el Experimento Monzon-77 supone la utilizacion de una formacion
de buques a 10 largo de un poligono en las partes occidental y oriental del Mar de Oman para periodos de
larga duracion, durante el verano e invierno de 1977. Al
momento de redactar el presente informe, la elaboracion
de los planes de gestion, de tratamiento de datos, de
servicios auxiliares, etc. progresa rapidamente.
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Necesidades en materia de observaciones y sistemas de
observaci6n para el Experimento MONEX

La solucion de los problemas cientificos a que se alude
anteriormente requiere la ejecuci6n de observaciones que
pueden realizarse combinando el conjunto del sistema de
observacion del FGGE con un sistema de observacion
previsto especialmente para el Experimento MONEX.
La mayaria de los problemas de escala planetaria asociados a la monzon podran resolverse merced a un
sistema de observacion del FGGE. Resulta particularmente importante medir todos los dias, durante todo el
ano, el recalentamiento a escala planetaria. Para ello
sera necesario medir la radiacion, las precipitaciones, la
temperatura del mar en la superficie, los flujos de calor
sensible y latente, etc.
Con el fin de estudiar los problemas que plantea el
Experimento MONEX a escala regional, a que se ha
aludido anteriormente, es indispensable determinar la
naturaleza de los diferentes fenomenos en el espacio y en
el tiempo. Asi, por ejemplo, sera necesario medir con
una gran precision la corriente-chorro de baja altitud y
la corriente Somali. Habra que proceder simultaneamente alas observaciones que se requieren para estudiar
las interacciones aire-mar y definir la capa de inversion
sobre el Mar de Oman. Para el estudio de la ciclogenesis
en el Golfo de Bengala y de los ciclones de la troposfera
media, sera necesario definir como puede convenir la
estructura tridimensional de la atmosfera a una escala
mas reducida que la que corresponde a la red del FGGE.
Habra que efectuar, asimismo, observaciones detalladas
en las regiones criticas donde se manifiesta la monzon de
invierno.
Muchos de los elementos del sistema de observacion
del FGGE deben permitir satisfacer esas necesidades.
Convendra, no obstante, insistir particularmente en el
fortalecimiento de las redes de observacion de superficie
y en altitud de la VMM, la concentracion del mayor
numero posiblede informes de observacion de buques y
aeronaves, la observaci6n de los vientos merced a
imagenes de la cobertura nubosa facilitada por los satelites geoestacionarios, asi como sobre las medidas de la
temperatura de la superficie en el mar efectuadas por
medio de satelites. El programa de observaci6n del viento
par media de sandas-paracaidas lanzadas desde aeronaves, y los buques para la observaci6n de los vientos en
la zona tropical previstos en los sistemas de observacion
especiales del FGGE seran particularmente utiles a ese
respecto.
Par otra parte, se ha previsto efectuar observaciones
especiales suplementarias dentro del marco del Experimento MONEX. En 10 que respecta a la utilizaci6n de
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los sistemas MONEX considerados, se han formulado
propuestas precisas en funci6n de las necesidades en
materia de observaciones para cada uno de los principales problemas que deben estudiarse con motivo del
Experimento MONEX. Los medios para efectuar esas
observaciones suplementarias previstas comprenden :
-

estaciones especiales de observaci6n en superficie
para la medida de la precipitaci6n;

-

estaciones especiales de observaci6n en altitud;

-

buques especiales para el Experimento MONEX;

-

aeronaves de investigaci6n equipadas para ellanzamiento de sondas con paracaidas;

-

sistemas mas precisos para determinar los vectares
del viento par medio de satelites geosincronlzados;

-

medidas de la temperatura del mar en la superficie
por media de aeronaves de investigaci6n;

-

sistema especial de concentraci6n de datos procedentes de buques mercantes y de aeronaves comerciales;

-

red de radar costera;

-

transmisi6n durante el dia y la noche de imagenes
a un ritmo elevado por medio de satelites;

-

boyas a la deriva en superficie y boyas no recuperabIes lanzadas desde aeronaves;

-

globos de nivel constante a 10 largo del ecuador,
en las cercanias de los 150 mb;

-

medidas especiales sobre la radiaci6n en superficie;

-

medidas de la radiaci6n por medio de instrumentos
a bordo de globos 0 de aeronaves;

-

globos de alta resistencia al estallido, con techo
maximo a muy baja altitud (cuya trayectoria podra
seguirse por medio de satelites).

La presente publicaci6n contiene propuestas detalladas
sobre la utilizaci6n de estos medios que deben completar
y reforzar el conjunto del sistema de observaci6n del
FGGE en vez de competir con e1.
Sistema de gesti6n de datos previsto para el Experimento
Como para el Experimento Mundial propiamente
dicho, se han previsto en la planificaci6n del Experimento
MONEX dos tipos de circulaci6n de datos. Gran parte
de los datos se concentraran, por asi decirlo, casi inmediatamente y se transmitiran por los circuitos del SMT.
Esos datos constituiran la base del conjunto de datos
MONEX de Nivel Il-a. No obstante, no sera posible

disponer de gran numero de otros datos de gran valor
sino despues de transcurridas varias semanas 0 varios
meses. Esos datos constituiran, con los datos de Nivel
Il-a, el conjunto de datos completos MONEX de Nivel
Il-b. A su vez, esos datos seran utilizados par los centros
participantes con miras a establecer analisis de Nivel Ill-b.
Para el tratamiento de esos datos, se ha previsto implantar tres centros regionales encargados de la concentraci6n de los datos y de las operaciones del Experimento
MONEX, para el oeste del Mar de Oman y el narte del
Golfo de Bengala (monz6n de verano) y para el sur del
Mar de China, Malasia e Indonesia (monz6n de invierno).
Esos centros quedaran seguramente conectados con los
CMR y los CMN establecidos en las regiones en cuesti6n.
Tendran por misi6n concentrar todos los datos procedentes de sus regiones respectivas y asimismo controlar
el funcionamiento de los sistemas especiales de observacion MONEX en esas regiones. Por consiguiente,esos
centros deberan disponer de medios de comunicacion
adecuados, asi como de instalaciones para el analisis de
los datos y la recepci6n de las imagenes transmitidas por
satelite.
Con el fin de integrar los productos de los centros
regionales en conjuntos, completos y definitivos, de datos
MONEX de Nivel Il-b, tambien se ha propuesto conectar,
con un CMR situado en la zona en que se llevara a cabo
el Experimento MONEX, un centro de concentraci6n y
de procesamiento de datos MONEX del Nivel I1-b. Ese
centro facilitara un conjunto de datos que haya sido
objeto de un primer tratamiento rapido, en un plazo de
45 a 60 dias despues del momento de la observacion, y
un conjunto definitivo de datos MONEX de Nivel I1-b
en el plazo de un ano a contar del momento en que
finalice el Experimento.
Dados los intereses regionales que suscitan los diversos
elementos del programa MONEX, se proyecta crear
varios centros de analisis para la produccion de conjunto
de datos de Nivel Ill-b. Esos centros concentrarian sus
actividades respectivamente en el Mar de Oman, el
Golfo de Bengala y la region misma del monz6n de
invierno.
La totalidad de los datos producidos dentro del marco
del Experimento se archivara en dos tipos de centro. En
un caso, se tratara de un centro especial encargado de
garantizar que los paises y los cientificos especialmente
interesados pueden acceder rapidamente a esos datos. En
el otro caso, se tratara evidentemente de Centros Mundiales de Datos, encargados de conservar estos ultimos
durante largos periodos de tiempo, y de ponerlos asimismo a la disposicion de una amplia gama de interesados.

RESUMEN

Programa oceanografico previsto para el Experimento
MONEX

Los estudios oceanograticos realizados durante el
Experimento MONEX versanln especialmente sobre la
corriente Somali y la corriente ecuatorial, y sus corrientes
costeras ascendentes asociadas. Esas corrientes desempefian una funcion importante en las interacciones oceanoatmosfera de que depende el sistema de la monzon. Por
otra parte, la variabilidad de la monzon permite estudiar
la forma en que el oceano reacciona en funcion del
tiempo a la accion de la atmosfera. Actualmente, se
estan terminando de preparar programas de observacion
que comprenden buques de investigacion, boyas fondeadas y a la deriva, aeronaves, etc., que son objeto de
una descripcion preliminar.
Programa de experimentaci6n numerica

El objetivo final del Experimento MONEX, comun a
todos los programas del GARP, consiste en expresar los
conocimientos adquiridos en forma de modelos numericos cuantitativos, en materia de fenomenos interesantes.
Dentro del marco del Experimento del MONEX, se
propone distinguir los problemas en funcion de su escala
y de su naturaleza. Por ejemplo, se podran estudiar los
elementos del programa por medio de modelos de rejilla
fina, limitandose a una esfera de calculo restringida.
Podria tratarse de modelos concebidos especialmente
para el Mar de Oman, el oeste del Oceano Indico y el
Golfo de Bengala, asi como de modelos para el estudio
de las perturbaciones de la troposfera media. A mayor
escala, se propone recurrir amodelos globales, con una
rejilla fina para las regiones donde existe una concentracion de observaciones, con el fin de estudiar las interacciones .de la monzon y de los sistemas de circulacion
a gran escala. La fabricacion de esos modelos permitira determinar los procesos fisicos dominantes en
los sitemas dc circulacion de la monzon, el grado de
complejidad necesario para simular debidamente la monzon, asi como la forma en que los modelos reaccionan
en funcion de su formulacion numerica.
Se propone que se efectuen cuatro categorias de experimentos numericos bien definidas: experimentos que versen
sobre la posibilidad de establecer predicciones numericas;
experimentos controlados que tiendan a estudiar procesos fisicos particulares; experimentos de simulacion del
funcionamiento de sistemas de observacion; experimentos
en los que intervengan modelos teoricos.
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Primer periodo de observacion especial:
1 de enero - 28 de febrero de 1979
Segundo periodo de observacion especial:
1 de mayo - 30 de junio de 1979.
Esos periodos permitiran estudiar la mayoria de los
aspectos significativos de la monzon de verano y de la
monzon de invierno. No obstante, para observar totalmente los periodos de actividad y de interrupcion de la
monzon, asi como las perturbaciones en el Golfo de
Bengala, tal vez sera necesario prolongar alguno de los
programas de observacion hasta julio 0 agosto de 1979.

Prioridades

Como quiera que los recursos disponibles para el
Experimento son necesariamente limitados, es indispensable atribuir prioridades a los diferentes elementos que
son susceptibles de crear conflictos entre si 0 con el
FGGE propiamente dicho. Al momento de definir esas
prioridades, el Comite Conjunto de Organizacion del
GARP ha agrupado, ante todo, los principales elementos
del.programa MONEX en funcion de su escala y de su
naturaleza. El primer grupo importante comprende los
elementos a gran escala que seria posible estudiar merced .
a un conjunto de sistemas de observacion del FGGE. No
era evidentemente necesario atribuir prioridades particulares a esos elementos. A pesar de su importancia, la
parte del programa que se refiere a la orografia podria
estudiarse en cualquier momento, independientemente
del FGGE. Esa parte no intervendnl mas que en ultima
prioridad para la atribucion de recursos especial durante
el periodo principal del Experimento MONEX.
Existen algunos experimentos regionales en materia de
observacion susceptibles de competir entre si para la
atribucion de recursos esspeciale destinados al Experimento MONEX. Despues de un largo debate, el Comite
Conjunto de Organizacion del GARP ha establecido las
siguientes prioridades:
Primera prioridad

Capa de inversion y corriente
en chorro a baja altitud sobreel
oeste del Mar de Oman;

Segunda prioridad -

Perturbaciones de la monzon y
perturbaciones de la troposfera
media en el Golfo de Bengala;

Tercera prioridad

Comienzo de la monzon y periodos de actividad y de interrupcion.

Calendario previsto para el Experimento

El Experimento ha sido concebido de forma que
puedan aprovecharse los periodos de observacion especial
del FGGE, a saber:

PE3IOME

MeHfllOIll,aHCH B SaBI1CI1MOCTM OT BpeMeHI1 rop;a U;l1pRyJIHU;I1H aTMocrIJepbI,
rpeBaHl1eM

I1

CBHSaHHaH C ellierOp;HbIM Ha-

OXJIallip;eHl1eM

ROMrrJIeRCa

ASI1H-EB-

porra-ArIJpI1Ra, HBJIHeTCH OP;HI1M I1S CaMbIX BalliHbIX,

8TO,

O}..l;HaRO,

HBJIHeTCH

rrOCJIe}..l;cTBl1eM

HSMeHeHHM

RpyrrHoM I1 CJIOlliHOM CHCTeMbI D;l1pRYJIHD;1111 ROHTHHeHTaJIbHOrO

MacIIITa6a..

3Ha'lHTeJIbHaH

'1aCTb

BJIarH,

Tpe6yeMaH }..I;JIfl ocap;RoB B rrepHO}..l; MyccoHa, npHHo-

HO eIll,8 B Hal1MeHbIIIeM CTerreHI1 I1SY'leHHbIX aCrreRTOB

CHTCH

06Ill,eM U;l1pRyJIHIJ,1111 aTMocrIJepbI. MYCCOHHble P;OlliP;l1,

MopeM,

IOro-sarrap;HbIMI1

I1SMeHHIOIll,l1eCH ellierOp;HO rro BpeMeHI1 I1 ROJII1'1eCTBy,

BOCTO'lHbIX rraccaTHbIX BeTpoB B IOlliHOM nOJIyrnapHI1.

ROTOpbIe

BeTpaMH

HBJIHIOTCH

Ha}..l;

ApaBl'IMCRI1M

rrp0}..l;OJIllieHl1eM

IOro-

HBJIHIOTCH OCHOBOM 60raToro ypOlliaH MHorOHaCeJIeH-

IloRa He HCHO, RaRoe ROJII1'1eCTBO BJIarl1 o6pasyeTcH

HbIX

B

paMOHOB

IOlliHOM

ArIJpl1RI1.

TaRI1M

06paSOM,

6JIarOCOCTOFIHl1e MEJIJIl10HOB JIIOp;eM SaBI1CI1T OT p;apa

IOlliHOM nOJIyIIIapEH H

RaRoe

ROJIH'IeCTBO

BJIarH

HSBJIeRaeTCH HeIIOCpC}..I;CTBCHHO I1S ApaBHMCRoro MOpH.

rrpl1pOp;bI, ROTOpbIM BblpalliaeTCH B BbIrrap;eHI1I1 ocap;-

CHTyaD;I1H OCJIOlliHHCTCH rrpHcyTcTBHCM xapaRTcpHbIX

ROB, SaBI1CHIll,MX OT MyccOHa.

'1epT RaR B aTMocrIJcpC, TaR H ORcaHC. ATMOCrIJCpHbIC

C Hay'lHoM TO'lRI1 SpeHI1H, MyCCOH rrpep;CTaBJIHeT He
MeHbIIII1M I1HTepec. BOJIbIIIaH '1aCTb I1SMeHeHI1M B rJIO6aJIbHOM rrOJIe p;Bl1llieHI1H SaBI1CI1T OT RpyrrHoMacIIITa6HbIX ceSOHHbIX U;I1PRYJIHD;I1M MyccOHa. TaRMM o6paSOM, He yp;I1BI1TeJIbHO o6Hapyllil1Tb, '1TO MOp;eJII1 06Ill,eM
D;I1PRYJIHD;1111 He MoryT ycrreIIIHo rrepep;aBaTb rJI06aJIb-

CTpyMHbIC Te'leHI1H Ha MaJIOM BbICOTC H COMaJIHMCROC
TC'IeHI1C rrpl1HOCHT MHoro TCrrJIa, BJIarl1 H }..I;BHlliCHHH,
B TO BpCMH RaR EHBCPCI1H B HHlliHCM TponocrIJcpe,
CyIll,CCTByIOIll,aH B 60JIbIIICM '1aCTI1 paMOHa, ROHTpOJIl1pyCT I1SMCHCHHC BOSP;yIIIHbIX Macc H, TaRHM o6paSOM, 3<IJrIJCRTHBHOCTb TCrrJIOBOrO }..I;Bl1raTCJIH MyccOHa.

Hoe rrOBep;eHl1e aTMocrIJepbI B TOM CJIy'lac, eCJII1 OHI1
rrop;po6HO He BRJIIO'IaIOT rrpOD;eCCbI, OT ROTOpbIX saBI1CI1T rrOBep;eHl1e RpyrrHoMacIIITa6Horo MyccOHa.
B
HbIX

Ra'leCTBe rrpl1SHaHI1H Heo6xop;I1MOCTI1 crreD;l1aJIbI1CCJIep;OBaHI1M

rpaMMa

6bIJIa

MYCCOHa,

paspa60TaHa

B

MyccoHHaH
paMRax

rrop;npo-

IlporpaMMbI

I1CCJIep;OBaHl1fl rJI06aJIbHbIX aTMocrIJepHblx rrpou;eCCOB.
Ona COCTOI1T I1S ROOPP;I1Hl1pOBaHHbIX na6JIIO}..I;eHl1M I1
COOTBeTcTByIOIll,eM o6pa6oTRl1 p;aHHbIX, a TaRllie Hay'lHbIX rrporpaMM. OCHOBHbIM rrOJIeBbIM 3RCrrepl1MeHTOM
MyCCOHHOM

rrop;rrporpaMMbI

HBJIHeTCH

3RCrrepl1MeHT

MYCCOH (MOH8RC). OH 6y}..l;eT COCTOHTb I1S HaOJIIO}..I;eHI1M BO BpeMH IlepBoro rJI06aJIbHOrO 3RCnepl1MeHTa
IlI1TAll (IIr8Il) B ApaBEMCROM Mope, l!IHP;I1MCROM

B

HIOJIC H aBrycTc MyCCOHHbIC }..I;crrpCCCHH, rIJOpMH-

pyIOIll,I1CCH Hap; IOlliHOM '1aCTbIO BCHraJIbCROrO SaJII1Ba,
CTaHOBHTCH BalliHbIMI1 rIJaRTOpaMH rrorop;bI B PcrHOHC.
l!Ix

CTpyRTypa

ESy'laJIaCb

B

Ha'laJIbHbIX

CTa}..l;l1HX

paSBHTEH, a McxaHHSMbI rIJOpMHpOBaHHH B OOJIbIIIeM
CTCrrCHI1
crIJcpc

HCI1SBCCTHbI.

TaRlliC

IJ;I1RJIOHbI

CBHsaHbI

C

B

CPC}..I;HCM

06HJIbHbIMl1

Tporro-

}..I;Olli}..l;HME

B

paMOHC ApaBI1MCROrO MOpH, BCHraJIbCROrO SaJIHBa I1
IOlliHOM '1aCTH

l!IH}..I;ORETa.MCRoro rrOJIyocTpOBa.

HMCIOT Hal16oJIbrnyIO aMrrJII1TYP;y Ha BbICOTC

600

OHI1
M6,

HO HC rrpI1BOp;HT R saMRHyToM IJ,HPRYJIHU;MH B Hl1lliHHX
I1

BCpXHI1X

CJIOHX

AmI

TporrocrIJepbI.

Toro, QTo6bI

60JICC nop;po6HO onpC}..I;CJIMTb CTpyRTypy 3Tl1X CI1CTCM,
Hco6xoP;HMbI Ha6JIIOp;CHHH.

OReane, BeHraJIbCROM SaJII1Be I1 IOrO-BOCTO'lHOM '1aCTI1

HCROTOpbIC HBJICHEH, rrpl1cYIll,EC HCrrOCpC}..I;CTBCHHO

ASI1R. TeCHO CBHsaHHble Mellip;y C060M rrporpaMMbI,

rJIaBHoMy I1H}..I;HMCROMy MyCCOHy, SaCJIYllil1BaIOT I1C-

rrpOBOp;I1MbIe l!IH}..I;l1eM I1 CCCP, rrpOBO}..l;HTCH }..I;O HaqaJIa

CJIC}..I;OBaHHM. Bo-rrepBblx, npC}..I;CTaBJIHCTCH, '1TO rrOHB-

MOH8RC I1 OHI1 rroMoryT B nJIaHl1pOBaH1111 3RCrrepl1-

JICHHC MyccoHa CBHsaHO C rrOBC}..I;CHI1CM SOHbI BHyTpE-

MeHTa.

CJIe}..l;yeT TaRllie CRasaTb, '1TO I1CCJIep;OBaHl1e

TpOrrE'ICCROM ROHBcprCHU;HH H TaRlliC C 60JICC RpyrrHo-

sarrap;HoarIJpl1RaHCROro MyccoHa 6yp;eT TaRllie rrpOBe-

MacIIITa6HbIMH

}..I;eHO

pHHX.

IlcpHo}..l; MyccoHa

TaR H

rraCCHBHbIC rrepHop;bI,

BO

BpeMH

Ilr8Il

}..I;JIH

I1SY'leHI1H

ceSOHHbIX

U:l1pRyJIHD;I1M B 3TOM paMOHe.

rrcpCMeIll,CHHHMH

B

BRJIIO'IaCT

060HX
RaR

nOJIyIIIaaRTHBHbIC,

CBHsaHHbIC C OCOObIMH

HSMCHCHEHMH D;l1pRyJIHU;I1I1. 8TH BapHan;EH B MyCCOHC
MoryT OTHOCHTbCH R P;Bl1lliCHHIO BOSMyIll,CHEM ClilHon-

HayQHI.Ie np06JIel\IbI H n;eJIH

TI!'1CCROrO
Ha}..l; l!IHp;l1eM H cocep;HHMH cTpaHaME Ha'laJIO MYCCOHa

rrpOHBJIHeTCFI

B

SHa'lI1TeJIbHOM

yBeJII1'1eHI1I1

}..I;OlliP;H rrpl16JIl1SHTeJIbHO B nOCJIep;HIOIO He}..l;eJIIO MaH.

IIITa6HOM

MaCIIITa6a

HJII1

Bapl1aU;HHM

aTMocrIJcPH~M D;l1pRYJIHD;HH.

KpyrrHoMac-

Ha caMOM }..I;eJIC,

BSaHMO}..l;cMCTBI1C Bccro MyccoHHoro pClliHMa C IJ,EPRYJIHD;I1HMH RaR

TponocrIJCpbI,

TaR

H

CTpaTocrIJcpbI

B
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PESIOME

060HX nOJIyIIIapHHx,

Tpe6yeT ,ll;aJIbHeMIIIerO HCCJIe-

MbIe Ha6JIIOAeHHH MoryT 6bITb npeAOCTaBJIeHbI ROM6HHaIJ;HeM HeCROJIbRHX CHCTeM Ha6JIIOAeHHM ITr8IT H

,ll;OBaHHH.
RpynHafl IJ;HPRYJIHIJ;HH JIeTHerO MyccoHa npHBO-

CneIJ;HaJIbHOM CB:CTeMbI Ha6JIIOAeHHM MOH8RC.

HCTOtIHHRaMH

Bo-nepBbIx, acneRTbI nJIaHeTapHoro MacmTa6a AJIH

OLIJ;yTHMoro HJIH CRpbITOrO TenJIa. TH6eTCROe nJIaTO

MyccoHa MoryT B 60JIbIIIeM CTeneHH 6bITb paspeIIIeHbI

,ll;HTCH

B

,ll;BHllieHHe

HHTeHCHBHbIMH

HBJIHeTCH CBOerO p0,ll;a HC'rOtIm'l'ROM TenJIa B Cpe,ll;HeM

caCTeMOM Ha6JIIOAeHHM ITr8IT. B tIaCTHOCTH, BeCbMa

Tponoc!Jlepe, B TO BpeMH RaR JIHBHeBbIe AOlliAH HaA

BalliHO, qTO ROMnOHeHT nJIaHeTapHoro MacmTa6a Ha-

TeppHTOpHeM MHAHH HBJIHIOTCH HCTOtIHHROM CHJIbHbIX

rpeBaHHH AOJIllieH HSMepHTbcH ellie,ll;HeBHO B TeqeHB:e

BbIXOAOB CRpbITOrO TenJIa, pacnpOCTpaHHIOIIJ;erOCH Ha

Bcero rOAa. 8TO nOTpe6yeT HSMepeHHM ROMnOHeHTOB

pesyJIb-

pa,ll;HaIJ;HH, AOlliAH, TeMnepaTypbI nOBepXHOCTB: MOpH,

TaT MHorHX !JlaRTOpOB, ROTopbIe B HaCTOHIIJ;ee BpeMH

ROMnOHeHTOB OIIJ;yTHMoro H cRpbIToro nOTOROB TenJIa,

HCCJIeAYIOTCH He,ll;OCTaTOtIHO.

HT. ,ll;.

60JIee HHSRHe ypOBHH. 06IIJ;ee HarpeBaHHe -

3HMHHM MyCCOH npHHOCHT HHTeHCHBHoe BbInaAeHHe

,IJ;JIH Toro tIT06bI HSyqHTb perHOHaJIbHbIe np06JIeMbI

ocaAROB HaA TeppHTopHeM IOrO-BOCTOtIHOM ASHH B

MOH8RC, YRasaHHble BbIIIIe, He06xOAHMO peIIIHTb B

C ceBepO-BOCTORa ROHTHHeHTa.

npOCTpaHCTBe H BO BpeMeHH HHAB:BHAyaJIbHbIe HBJIe-

Tpe6yeTcH onpeAeJIeHHOe HSytIeHHe 3Toro pelliHMa,

HMH. TaRHlVi o6paSOM, HanpHMep, He06xOAHMbI HSMe-

a

CyXHX H

peHHH C BbICOROM CTeneHbIO paspemeHHH aTMoc!Jlep-

BJIalliHbIX nepHOAOB H BsaHMOCBHSH SHMHero MyccoHa

Horo CTpyMHoro TetIeHMH Ha MaJIOM BbICOTe H COMaJIHM-

pesyJIbTaTe
HMeHHO

nOTORa

nopbIBOB XOJIOAHOrO

MyccoHa,

CRoro TeqeHB:H. OAHOBpeMeHHO Heo6xOAHMO Ha6JIIO-

H RpynHoMacIIITa6HOM IJ;HPRYJIHIJ;HH.

AeHHe sa BsaHMOAeMCTBHeM OReaHa M aTMoc!JlepbI H sa
onpeAeJIeHHeM

MOH;nW

,IJ,eHTeJIbHOCTb JJ;O Haqa;rra

CJIOH

HHBepCHH

HaA

ApaBHMCRMM

MopeM. ,IJ;JIH HCCJIeAOBaHHH IJ;HRJIOreHeSHca EeHraJIb-

COBMeCTHbIM HHAO-COBeTCRHM 3RcnepHMeHT MYCCOH

SaJIHBa M ~HRJIOHOB B cpeAHeM Tponoc!Jlepe

CRoro

(MCM8RC-73) 6bIJI npOBeAeH B nepHOA C 15 MaH no

Tpe6yeTcH

10 HIOJIH 1973 r. CCCP H MHAHeM. IIIecTb CYAOB npo-

TpexpaSMepHOM CTpyRTypbI aTMoc!JlepbI Ha MeHbmeM

BOAHJIH

MeTeOpOJIOrHqeCRHe

H

oReaHorpa!JlHqeCRHe

aAeRBaTHoe

onpeAeJIeHHOe

MaCIIITa6e no cpaBHeHHIO C ceTbIO ITr8IT. AHaJIOrHqHO,

HSMepeHHH B ApaBHMCROM Mope H 3RBaTOpHaJIbHbIX

RpHTHqeCRHe

H IOlliHbIX tIaCTHX MHAHMCRoro OReaHa. EbIJIa nOJIy-

AeTaJIbHbIX Ha6JIIOAeHHM.

tIeHa IJ;eHHaH HH!JlopMaIJ;HH

0

HatIaJIe

aRTHBHbIX

onpeAeJIeHHe

paMOHbI

SHMHero

MyccoHa

Tpe6YIOT

H

,IJ;JIH

naCCHBHbIX nepHOAOB MyccoHa, a TaRme 06 OReaHO-

ITr8IT

rpa!JlHtIeCRHX HBJIeHHHX.

CRasaTb, qTO HYlliHO npHJIOlliHTb oco6bIe yCHJIHH AJIH

PesYJIbTaTbI MCM8RC-73 npeAOCTaBHJIH IJ;eHHyIO

MHorHX

3JIeMeHTOB

He06xOAHMbI

TaRHe

CHCTeMbI

Ha6JIIOAeHHM

Ha6JIIOAeHHH.

CJIeAyeT

yRpenJIeHHH npHseMHOM H a3pOJIOrHqeCROM ceTH Ha-

HH!Jl0pMaIJ;HIO AJIH paspa60TRH nJIaHOB aHaJIOrHtIHOM

6JIIOAeHHM

nporpaMMbI B

nOA HaSBaHHeM MYCCOH-77.

c60py Bcex BOSMOlliHbIX CYAOBbIX H CaMOJIeTHbIX CBO-

OOR H MellinpaBHTeJIbCTBeHHaH rpyIIlla 3RcnepTOB

AOR, onpeAeJIeHHIO BeTpa no !JlOTorpa!JlHHM 06JIaROB

1977 r.

BMO,

YAeJIHTb

npHCTaJIbHOe

BHHMaHHe

no ITr8IT npHSHaJIH IJ;eHHOCTb 3THX yCHJIHM B RatIeCTBe

C reOCTaIJ;HOHapHbIX cnyTHHRoB H cnyTHHRoBbIM HS-

nepBoro IIIara MOH8RC. ITo HX npocb6e B ROJIOM60,

MepeHHHM

IIIpH JIaHRa, B Mae 1976 r. 6bIJIO npoBeAeHo MelliAY-

rpaMMa c6paCbIBaHHH C CaMOJIeTOB BeTpOBbIX SOHAoB

HapoAHoe COBeIIJ;aHHe no IIJIaHHpOBaHHIO. B COOTBeT-

H CYAa Ha6JIIOAeHHH sa TpOnHqeCRHM BeTpoM CHCTeMbI

CTBHH C IIJIaHHpOBaHHeM, HMeIOIIJ;HMCH Ha cerOAHHIII-

cneIJ;B:aJIbHbIX

HUM AeHb, 3RcnepHMeHT MYCCOH 6YAeT npeACTaBJIHTb

OC06yIO IJ;eHHOCTb.

C060M IIOJIHrOHHYIO !JlopMaIJ;HIO CYAOB B sanaAHbIx H
ApaBHMCRoro

MOPH

B

B

Ha6JIIOAeHHM

AOnOJIHeHHe R

ITr8IT,

6YAyT

ITpo-

HMeTb

3TOMy nJIaHHpyIOTCH AonOJIHa-

TetIeHHe

TeJIbHble CneIJ;HaJIbHble Ha6JIIOAeHHH MOH8RC. Cne-

npOAOJIlliHTeJIbHOrO BpeMeHH JIeTOM H SHMOM 1977 r.

IJ;M!JlHqeCRHe npeAJIOllieHHH no HCnOJIbSOBaHHIO 3THX

BOCTOtIHbIX

tIaCTHX

TeMnepaTypbI nOBepXHOCTH MOpH.

ITJIaHbI no ynpaBJIeHB:IO AaHHbIMH H o6pa60TRe, cHa6-

CMCTeM MOH8RC 6bIJIH c!Jl0PMYJIMpOBaHbI, yqHTbIBan

llieHHIO

nOTpe6HOCTH Ha6JIIOAeHHM RalliAOM OCHOBHOM npo6-

H

T. A.

6bICTpO

npOrpeCCI-IpYIOT

B

nepHoA

HanHcaHHH 3Toro AORyMeHTa.

JIeMHOM TeMbI MOH8RC. ITJIaHapYIOTCH CJIeAYIOIIJ;He
AOnOJIHHTeJIbHble Ha6JIIOAeHHH :

IIoTpeoHocTH B HaOJIIOp;eHHHx H CHCTeMLI HaOJIlOp;eHHH
P;JIH

MOH3KC

HayqHbIe np06JIeMbI, BbIAeJIeHHble BbIIIIe, Tpe6YIOT
npoBeAeHHH Ha6JIIOAeHHM AJIH HX peIIIeHHH. Tpe6ye-

CneIJ;HaJIbHbIe npHseMHble CTaHIJ;HH AJIH HSMepeHHH AomAn
cneIJ;HaJIbHbIe aapOJIOrHqeCRne CTaHIJ;HH Ha6JIIOAeHHM
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CneIJ;HaJIbHIiIe cy.n;a MOH8RC

06paSOM, Tpe60BaTb a.n;eRBaTHoH CBJISH C TOtII<aMH

HCCJIe.n;OBaTeJIbCRHe CaMOJI6TbI, 060py.n;OBa.HHbIe

06pa60TRH .n;aHHbIx 11 npH6Ma crryTHHRoBbIX

.n;JIJI C6paCbIBaeMbIX SOH.n;OB

,IJ;JIfl Toro, tIT06bI YBflsaTb BbIXO.n;HYIO npo.n;YRIJ;HIO

yJIytImeHHOe paspememIe BeRTopOB 06JIaROB C

perHOHaJIbHbIX IJ;eHTpOB B nOJIHbIe H onpe.n;eJIeHHbIe

reOCHHxpoHyca

ROMrrJIeRTIiI .n;aHHbIX "YPOBHfl II-b, IJ;eHTp
HSMepeHHe TeMnepaTypbI nOBepXHOCTH MOpJI C
HCCJIe.n;OBaTeJIbCRHX CaMOJI6TOB
CneIJ;HaJIbHbIH

~OTO

rpa~HH•

c60p

.n;aHHbIX

c60pa H

06pa60TRR .n;aHHbIX "YPOBHll II-b MOH8RC TaRme
rrpe.n;JIaraeTCJI npH.n;aTb PMIJ; B paHOHe MOH8RC.

C ROMMeptIeCRHX

8TOT IJ;eHTp

6y.n;eT

BbI.n;aBaTb

45-60

6IiICTpbIe

ROMnJIeRTbI

Cy.n;OB H CaMOJI6TOB

.n;aHHbIX B TetIeHHe

6eperOBaJI ceTb JIORa:U;HOHHbIX CTaHIJ;llH

.n;eHHfl H SaRJIIOtIHTeJIbHbIH ROMnJIeRT .n;aHHbIX "YPOBHfl

RpyrJIOcyTOtIHbIe cnyTHHRoBbIe ~OTorpa~HH C

II-b crrycTJI ro.n; rrOCJIe 8RcrrepHMeHTa.
BBH.n;y perHOHaJIbHbIX HHTepeCOB paSJIHtIHhIX ROM-

BbICORllM paspemeHHeM

rrOHeHTOB

npHseMHbIe .n;peH~YIOII(He H Ha.n;yBHbIe 6yH

150

8RcrrepHMeHTa

MOH8RC

rrpe.n;JIaraIOTCR

HeRoTopbIe IJ;eHTpbI aHaJIHSa npo.n;YRIJ;HH ROMrrJIeRTOB

8RBaTOpl1aJIbHbIe ypaBHoBemeHHbIe mapbI-SOH.n;bI
Ha BbICOTe OROJIO

.n;HeH nOCJIe BpeMeHH Ha6JIIO-

M6

.n;aHHbIX "YpOBHJI Ill-b. 8TH IJ;eHTpbI 6y.n;YT CROHIJ;eHTpHpoBaHbI

CneIJ;HaJIbHbIe npHseMHbIe HSMepeHHJI paARaIJ;HH

COOTBeTCTBeHHO

B

ApaBHHCROM

Mope,

BeHraJIbCROM SaJIHBe H paHOHe aHMHero MyccOHa.

pa.n;HoMeTplltIeCRHe HSMepeHHJI C CaMOJIeTOB

BCJI BbIxo.n;HaJI rrpo.n;YRIJ;Hfl

8RcrrepHMeHTa

6y.n;eT

nOJI6TbI mapoB-soH.n;OB C 60JIbmHM .n;aBJIeHHeM

xpaHHTbCR .n;ByMfl cnoc06aMH. O.n;HHM cnoc060M 6y.n;eT

Ha HHSROM ypoBHe (perHCTpaIJ;Hfl co cnyTHHROB)

RBJIJITbCJI

IJ;eHTp,

CrreIJ;HaJIbHbIH

ROTOpbIH

AOJImeH

npe.n;OCTaBHTb CRopeHmHH .n;ocTyrr R .n;aHHbIM CTpaHaM
1l0.n;p06HbIe npeAJIOmeHHJI no HCnOJIbSOBaHHIO 8THX
pecypcoB npe.n;cTaBJIflIOTCJI B 8TOM .n;oRyMeHTe. OHH

H

ytIeHbIM,

llMeIOII(HM

OC06bIH

HHTepec.

,IJ;pyrHM,

JIBHTCJI MHPOBOH IJ;eHTp .n;aHHbIX, ROTOpbIH o6eCnetIHT

npe.n;ycMoTpeHbI B RatIeCTBe .n;onOJIHeHRfl H yCHJIeHHJI

.n;JIHTeJIbHOe xpaHeHHe H mHpoRyIO pacnpOCTpaHJIe-

06II(eH

MOCTb .n;aHHbIX.

CHCTeMbI

Ha6JIIOAeHHH

llr8ll,

a

He

.n;JIfl

ROHRypeHIJ;HH C HeH.

OReaHol'paqllltIeeKaH npOl'paMMa .n;JIH MOH31W
ClICTeMa ynpaBJIeHlUl .n;aHHLIMlI .n;JIH 3KcnepllMeHTa
RaR H B rJI06aJIbHOM 8I<CnepHMeHTe, rrpH rrJIaHHpO-

OReaHOrpa~HtIeCRHe

HCCJIe.n;OBaHHJI

BO

BpeMJI

MO H8RC 6y.n;YT CROHIJ;eHTpHpOBaHbI Ha COMaJIHHCROM

BaHHH MOH8RC paccMaTpHBaIOTCJI .n;Ba THrra rrOTORa

R 8RBaTOpRaJIbHOM TetIeHHJlX H

.n;aHHbIX. BOJIbmOe ROJIRtIeCTBO .n;aHHbIX 6y.n;eT c06paHo

no.n;'b6MOM BOAbI. 8TH JIBJI8HHJI HrpaIOT BamHyIO POJIb
MexaHHSMe

06paTHOH

CBJISH

CBJISaHHbIM C HHM

OReaH-aTMoc~epa,

nOtITH onepaTlIBHo H rrepe.n;a,HO no rCT. 8TO COCTaBHT

B

OCHOBy ROMrrJIeRTOB .n;aHHbIX MOH8RC "YpOBHJI II-a.

ROTOpbIH BRJIIOtIaeT MyCCOHHyIO cRcTeMy. BOJIee Toro,

CJIe.n;yeT CRasaTb, tITO MHoro .n;pyrRx IJ;eHHbIX .n;aHHbIX

RSMeHtIHBOCTb MyccoHa nOSBOJIJIeT npOBo.n;HTb HCCJIe-

6y.n;eT HMeTbCfl rrOCJIe HeCROJIbRHX He.n;eJIb H MeCJIIJ;eB

.n;OBaHHfl BpeMeHHOH peaRIJ;llH OReaHa Ha aTMoc~ep

rrpoB8.n;eHHfl 8RcnepHMeHTa. 8TH .n;aHHbIe COBMeCTHO

HbIe JIBJIeHHfl. llporpaMMbI Ha6JIIO.n;eHRH, BRJIIOtIaIO-

C .n;aHHbIMH "YpOBHJI II-a COCTaBJIT nOJIHbIH ROMrrJIeRT

II(He

.n;aHHbIx "YPOBHfl II-b MOH8RC. 8TH .n;aHHbIe B CBOIO
OtIepe.n;b 6y.n;yT 06pa6aTbIBaTbCJI B a,IiaJIHS "YPOBHfl

.n;peH~YIOII(Re 6yH, CaMOJI6TbI, paspa6aTIiIBaIOTCJI B
HaCTOJIII(ee BpeMfl H npe.n;cTaBJIRIOTCfl B npe.n;BapH-

III - b cooTBeTcTByIOII(HMH ytIaCTByIOII(HMH :u;eHTpaMH.

TeJIbHOM Bllj:(e.

,IJ;JIfl rrpoBe.n;eHHfl 06pa60TRH .n;aHHbIX rrpe.n;ycMaTpHBaeTcfl, tITO TpH perHOHaJIbHbIX u;eHTpa. c60pa H 06-

HCCJIe.n;OBaTeJIbCRHe

cy.n;a,

aaJIROpeHHbIe

HJIH

llpOl'paMMa IIO '1HCJIeHHoMy 3KcnepllMeHTHpoBaHlIIo

pa60TI<R .n;aHHbIX 6y.n;yT cos.n;aHbI B sarra.n;HoH tIaCTH

ROHetIHOH IJ;eJIbIO MOHERCA, RaR H Bcex rrpo-

ApaBHHcRoro MOpJI H B ceBepHoH tIaCTH BeHraJIbCROrO

rpaMM TIHrAll, JIBJIJIeTCJI rrpe.n;cTaBJIeHlle nOJIytIeH-

SaJIHBa (JIeTHHH MyCCOH) H .n;JIJI RHTaHcRoro MOpJI,

HbIX SHaHHH B ~opMe ROJIlItIeCTBeHHbIX '1HCJIeHHbIX

MaJIaHSHH H HH.n;oHesRH (SHMHHH MyCCOH). OHH, no

Mo.n;eJIeH

BceH BepOJITHOCTH, 6y.n;YT rrpH.n;aHbI PMIJ; H

MOH8RCE

HMIJ;

npe.n;CTaBJIflIOII(RX
rrpe.n;JIaraeTCJI

I1HTepec
paa.n;eJIHTb

JIBJIeHHH.

B

rrp06JIeMHbIe

8THX perHoHoB. 8TH IJ;eHTpbI 6y.n;YT c06HpaTb AaHHbIe

paHoHbI rro HX MacmTa6aM H rrpHpo.n;e. HeRoTopbIe

HS cooTBeTcTByIOII(HX perHoHOB H TaRme ROHTpOJIH-

ROMnOHeHTbI, HarrpHMep, MoryT paccMaTpHBaTbCJI B

pOBaTb CrreIJ;HaJIbHbIe Ha6JIIOj:(eHHfl MOH8RC, npo-

Mo.n;eJIJIX MeJIROH ceTRH, rrpe.n;cTaBJIflIOII(eH orpaHH-

Bo.n;HMbIe B HX paHOHax. 8TH IJ;eHTpbI 6y.n;yT, TaRHM

qeHHyIO

BbItIHCJIfleMYIO

06JIaCTb.

8TH IWMrrOHeHTbI

PESIOME
MoryT BRJIIOqaTh CrreIJ;HaJII'1SHpOBaHHhle MOp;eJIIf ApaBHHCROrO MOpJI, Sarrap;HOH qaCTH IIIHp;HHClwrO OReaHa,
BeHraJIhCROrO saJII1:Ba H

Cpep;HeTpOrrOC<pepHI>lX BOS-

Mym;eHI'1H. ,IJ;JIJI 60JIee RpyrrHoro MacrrITa6a rrpep;JIaraIOTCJI rJI06aJIhHhIe MOp;eJIH C rHeSp;OBhIMH perHOHaMH
MeJIROH

CeTRH

P;JIH

HCCJIep;OBaHHH BSaHMOp;eHCTBHH

MyccoHa C RpyrrHoMacIIITa6HOH IJ;HpRyJIHIJ;HeH. Cosp;aHHe BTHX MOp;eJIeH rrOMOmeT Orrpep;eJIHTh P;OMHHHpyIOm;He <pHSHqeCRHe rrpOu;eCChI MyCCOHHhIX IJ;HpRyJIHIJ;HH,
CTerreHh ,CJIOmHOCTa, He06xop;HMyIO P;JIH ap;eRBaTHOrO
MOp;eJIHpOBaHHH MyccoHa H qYBCTBaTeJIhHOCTh MOp;eJIeH R HX qaCJIeHHOH <pOpMyJIHpOBRe.
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IIpHopHTeTJ,I
BBHP;y Toro, qTO <pOHP;DI BRcrrepHMeHTa 06JISaTeJIl:>HO
p;OJImHhI

OrpaHHqeHhI,

He06xop;HMO HaMeTHTh

pble MoryT BCTyrrHTb B ROH<pJI11RT p;pyr C p;pyroM HJIa
C TIrSTI. TIPH BhIp;eJIeHHH rrpHopaTeTOB OOK B rrepByIO Oqepep;b crpyrrrrHpOBaJIa OCHOBHhIe ROMrrOHeHThI
rrporpaMM MOHSKCA C TOqRH SpeHHJI HX MacIIITa60B
H rrpHpop;l:>I. TIepBaH 60JIhIIIaH rpyrrrra COCTOHJIa 11s
RpyrrHoMaCIIITa6Hl:>IX

ROMrrOHeHTOB,

ROTophIe

MoryT

6bITh TaRme HsyqeHl:>I BceH CHCTeMOH Ha6JIIOp;eHHH
TIrSTI.

TIpep;JIaraIOTCJI CrreIJ;H<pHqeCHHe qHCJIeHHhIe BRCrre-

6hITh

rrpHopaTeThI cpep;H paSJIHqHl:>IX ROMrrOHeHTOB, ROTO-

Ill,

P;HMOCTH

TaRHM 06paSOM, He cym;ecTByeT He06xo-

BhIp;eJIHTh

CrreIJ;HaJIhHhIe

rrpHopHTeThI

P;JIH

paMeHThI qeThIpeX BHP;OB : rrpep;cRasyeMocTh, ROHTpO-

BTHX ROMrrOHeHTOB. TIporpaMMa ROMrrOHeHTOB rro opo-

JIHpyeMhIe BRCrrepHMeHThI P;JIH HCCJIep;OBaHHH HHp;HBa-

rpa<pHH, HBJIHIOm;aHCH OqeHh BamHOH, MomeT 6l:>ITh

p;yaJIhHl:>IX

<pHSHqeCRHX

npOIJ;eCCOB,

BRCnepHMeHThI

ocym;eCTBJIeHa B JII060e BpeMH H OHa He HBJIHeTCH B

MOp;eJIHpOBaHHH CHCTeM Ha6JIIop;eHHH H BRCrrepaMeHThI

60JIbIIIOH CTerreHH saBHCHMOH OT cop;epmaHHH TIrSTI.

TeOpeTHqeCROHMOp;eJIH.

TaRaM 06paSOM, HeSHaqHTeJIbHhIe rrpHopHTeThI 6hIJIH
Bblp;eJIeHhI

eH

HS

CrreIJ;HaJIhHDIX

<pOHP;OB

BO

BpeMH

OCHOBHoro rrepHop;a MOHSKCA.
SRcrrepHMeHT
co

rrJIaHapyeTcH

CrreIJ;HaJIhHhIMH

rrepHOp;aMH

rrpOBeCTH

COBMeCTHO

Ha6JIIOp;eHHH

TIrSTI

(CTIR). OHa SarrJIaHHpOBaHl:>I CJIep;yIOm;HM 06paSOM:

I : 1 JIHBapJI - 28 <peBpaJIJI 1979.
CTIH-II : 1 MaH - 30 aIOHH 1979 r.

CTIH-

OCTaIOTcH HeCROJIhRO perHOHaJIhHhIX BRcrrepHMeHTOB, ROTophIe MoryT p;eHCTBHTeJIhHO ROHRypHpoBaTh
Memp;y C060H C TOqRH speHHH CrreIJ;HaJIhHl:>IX pecypcoB
MOHSKC. TIocJIe 06cymp;eHHH OOK BhIp;eJIaJIa CJIep;YIOIIJ;He rrpHopHTeThI :
TIepBoe -

STH rrepHop;hI rrOSBOJIJIT asyqHTh Ha1160JIee BamHhIe

ApaBYIHCROro MOpH

acrreRThI JIeTHHX H SaMHHX MyCCOHOB. Op;HaRo rrOJIHhIe
Ha6JIIOp;eHHJI sa aRTHBHl:>IMH H rraCCHBHhIMH MyCCO-

CJIOH HHBepCHH H cTpyHHoe TeqeHHe Ha
MaJIOH BDICOTe Hap; sarrap;HOH qaCTbIO

BTopoe -

,IJ;errpeccHH MyCCOHOB B BeHraJIbCROM

HaMH, a TaRme sa BosMym;eHHHMH B paHoHe BeHraJIl:>-

SaJIHBe H cpep;HeTporrOC<pepHhIe BOSMy-

CRoro SaJIHBa MoryT rrpaBeCTa R rrpOp;JIeHHIO cpORa

m;eHHH

HeRoTophIX rrOJIeBl:>IX nporpaMM p;o HIOJIH H aBrycTa

1979 r.

TpeTbe

-

BOSHHRHOBeHHe MyccoHa, aRTHBHhIe H
rraCCHBHhIe MyCCOHhI
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1. INTRODUCTION

The importance of the monsoons as a major energy
source for the global circulation during summer and
winter has been well recognized by a number of studies
(for example Krishnamurti, 1971a and b). General circulation models that failed to reproduce the broad scale features of the monsoon circulation, also failed to reproduce
many observed features of the circulations features elsewhere. On the other hand, general circulation models
that incorporated somewhat properly the heating from
the land and oceanic areas, i.e. components such as the
heat balance of the earth's surface, shallow and deep
convection and realistic air sea interaction, succeeded in
simulating many of the broad scale features of the monsoons realistically (Hahn and Manabe, 1975; Murakami
et al., 1970). These studies have also reproduced many
of the observed features away from the monsoon belts
quite realistically. The large amplitude circulation features of the monsoon circulations (e.g. the monsoon
trough and the Tibetan high of the northern summer)
contribute significantly to much of the variance of the
total global motion field (Krishnamurti, 1971a). Furthermore, it is also recognized that much of the variance
(50%) of this total motion field comes from the quasistationary components of the tropical zonal harmonics.
The recognition of the importance of the monsoons in
numerical prediction comes also from short range numerical weather prediction efforts. In the short range forecasts with a hemispheric model with a wall at ISDN or
at 20 o N, the quality of the forecasts north of the wall
deteriorates very rapidly and beyond 3 days there is
almost no skill. The inclusion of the total monsoon belt
and the associated strong interhemispheric flows has
been shown to be very desirable for hemispheric forecast
models (Abbott, 1973).
The story of the monsoons is on many scales. During
the summer monsoon the big question of course is the
monsoon rainfall, why is there more rain in some years
than in others. There are a variety of rain producing
monsoon disturbances and other related disturbances
that need to be examined for our understanding of the
monsoons.
The question of monsoon rainfall, in many regions, is
not properly understood primarily because of lack of
observations and definitive description of disturbances.
This monsoon experiment is designed to provide data in
. space and time for a limited period during 1978-1979

that would go far beyond what has been available in the
past. A number of these monsoon problems are by their
very nature global in character. They include problems
such as large scale aspects of onset, active and break
monsoons during the northern summer and planetary
aspects of the winter monsoon circulation. In order to
carry out meaningful studies of these problems it was
felt that a full implementation of the FGGE data base
would be an essential requirement. Some of these problems have important regional manifestations and they
are to be examined in several relevant experiments that
are being proposed here. These regional experiments
are primarily being designed to provide a better understanding of the summer and winter monsoons over the
land and oceanic areas around the Arabian Sea, Indian
Ocean, Bay of Bengal, East China Sea and the Java Sea.
The experiments are proposed to take place during the
First GARP Global Experiment in 1978-1979. They are
furthermore scheduled in such a way as to exploit (as far
as possible) the observations that will become available
from the special observing periods, SOP-I and SOP-II,
of FGGE. As such a number of component regional
experiments are proposed, efforts are being made to
study these (as far as possible) during January-February
1979 and May-June 1979. In the design of these experiments, the objectives of FGGE have been a major guide
line. Throughout the planning of MONEX, care has
been exercised to avoid any conflicts with the FGGE
planning and any direct competition with FGGE
resources.
We shall begin with the phenomenon of the low level
cross-equatorial jet which is a major current during the
summer monsoon months (Findlater, 1969a). It should
be possible to find out more about its structural details
during MONEX. We have proposed an experiment here
that should examine this current in sufficient detail for
the results to be of major interest to the monsoon problems. There is also considerable interest in the oceanographic groups on the importance of the Somali current
which is closely tied to this problem of the cross-equatorial
low level jet. Oceanographers have also expressed considerable interest in the detailed definition of sea-surface
temperature, surface wind and current speeds, the structure of the ocean mixed layer, equatorial dynamics and
the coastal upwelling problems. It is generally felt that
these are not exclusive oceanic problems but that they
have major impact on the overall monsoon problem.
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For this reason we propose an oceanographic programme
in MONEX. The combined meteorologicaJ and oceanographic problem would have to be tackled by a multinational effort to obtain the proper resolution of observations that are described here. We also want to examine
the important problem of sensible heat and moisture flux
for the monsoon oceans and especially the Arabian Sea.
We have described a component experiment during
FGGE that will use both surface-based and space-based
platforms to provide the details we need to solve this
problem. Hitherto such studies have been limited to a
few ships of opportunity passing along the fringes of the
Arabian Sea.
Also we want to look at the detailed structure of the
inversion over the Arabian Sea. It is known that towards
the east from eastern Africa over the Arabian Sea the
inversion rises and convection starts to increase. The
structure of the inversion has very serious implications
for the monsoon rainfall problem. During years of
drought the inversion extends well into the continent to
the east. The dynamical and the thermodynamical processes that are responsible for the maintenance of the
monsoon-inversion constitute a very important problem
in this area and we propose to look at detailed observations via MONEX.
We have defined three major efforts over the Arabian
Sea during May and June 1979 to examine the air-sea
interaction, low level cross-equatorial jet and the inversion. The totality of the observations that we hope to
obtain will provide the best data sets for three and four
dimensional analysis, description and input for detailed
numerical weather prediction studies of the atmosphere
and ocean in this region.
Going on to the Bay of Bengal we arrive at the scene
of the rain producing monsoon disturbances. The presence or absence of monsoon disturbances (especially the
monsoon depression) makes the difference between rainy
monsoons and droughts. The formation of this depression
evidently depends on a number of complex parameters
which are not too well understood. Some of these are:
the mountains, the sea, the clouds and the large scale
flow instabilities. The experiments over the Bay of
Bengal will hopefully provide the best possible data set
that would be required to examine these various physical
effects on the formation and motion of the monsoon
disturbances. These observations during July and August
1979 will also help us in examining the three dimensional

structure of mid-tropospheric cyclones. These are
cyclones that possess a cyclonic circulation at around
the 5 km level; the closed circulation is usually absent at
the surface and near the 200 mb surface. These deserve
special studies because they are another major rain pro~
ducing weather system of the monsoon world. They have
been known to produce rainfall of the order of 10 to
20 cmsJ24 hrs. Presence or absence of these features can
also mean the difference between floods and droughts.
No additional observations would be required to examine
the mid-tropospheric cyclones other than those required
for the studies of the Bay of Bengal disturbances. Here
again detailed consideration has been given to obtaining
adequate data sets for numerical weather prediction over
this region. The total observing system would consist of
platforms such as ships, aircraft, surface-based weather
network and satellites.
A regional experiment is proposed here for the study
of the meteorological problems related to the winter
monsoons. This is to be carried out during January and
February and thus to coincide with the first special
observing period of FGGE. This regional experiment
will be especially relevant to the northern winter rainfall
problems of Indonesia, the southern parts of Malaysia
and the adjoining region near the Java Sea. It is also
recognized here that the major monsoon experiment has
important implications for the global winter monsoons.
The proposal includes a small extension of the proposed
FGGE observing system and calls for ships, aircraft and
satellite observations.
In this document we shall begin with a short review of
the .monsoon activities over the Indian Ocean - Arabian
Sea area during 1973. This was the Indo-Soviet Experiment called ISMEX-73. We also present a short review
of the Monsoon-77 Experiment. Following that, we
present the scientific objectives and the scientific problems
for summer and winter monsoons for MONEX. Later we
shall discuss the observing systems, oceanographic problems, the data management questions, numerical experimentation problems relevant to MONEX and some
management problems. It should be recognized that this
first MONEX document is not a complete MONEX plan.
Separate detailed planning documents will be needed in
areas such as the management and operational aspects of
the field experiments. As the experimental plans evolve,
it is hoped that, these more sharply focussed individual
component plans will be prepared.

2. REVIEW OF PRE-MONEX ACTIVITIES

2.1

Preliminary results of Indo-Soviet Monsoon
Experiment (ISMEX-73)

2. 1. 1 The Indo-Soviet Monsoon Experiment was conducted during the period 15 May to 10 July 1973, by
the U.S.S.R. and India. Four research vessels from the
Hydro-meteorological Service of the U.S.S.R., and two
Indian naval ships equipped with meteorological and
oceanographic instruments participated in field experiments over the Arabian Sea, along the equator and to
the south of it.

Research vessels from the U.S.S.R. took hourly surface observations, and upper air ascents (RSjRW) four
times a day. Surface observations at routine synoptic
hours, together with upper air ascents twice a day, were
organized on the Indian ships. Observations of temperature, salinity and ocean currents were made at different
depths below the sea surface by the Soviet ships. The
formation and track followed by ships from the U.S.S.R.
and India is shown in Figure 2. 1.
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In addition to the data collected by these ships, special
arrangements were made to obtain post-flight reports
from commercial aircraft flying over the Arabian Sea
during this period. A seminar was held on 11 July 1973
on board the ship "Okean" in Cochin. A number of
scientific topics were discussed by the Indian and Soviet
scientists present at this seminar.

(b)

Active and Break monsoons
A comparison between periods of active and weak
monsoon conditions was made by Jambunathan
and Ramamurthy (1974). They found some evidence of a difference in the strength of westerly
winds over the Arabian Sea during periods of
active and weak monsoon; but they observed no
marked difference in the thermal structure over the
Arabian Sea between a period of strong and weak
monsoon.

(c)

Synoptic features of the monsoon

(i)

During the entire period, a low-level jet of
25-30 m/sec was observed over west central
Arabian Sea at 950-900 mb.

(ii)

Burlutski (1974) has suggested an explanation for
the sudden onset of the summer monsoon over the
western part of the Indian Ocean, and its extension
to India.

The analysis. carried out showed close interaction
between variations in the regional features of the
southwest monsoon and the large scale processes
over south Asia and the regimes of ocean currents.

(d)

Calculation of physical quantities

(i)

An appreciable amount of moisture seemed to be
picked up over the Arabian Sea.

Concerning the evolution of the phenomenon, the
following are found;

(ii)

Computations of horizontal fluxes of moisture in
the lower troposphere showed that there was flux
divergence over the Arabian Sea during strong
monsoon towards India. In the earlier stages, the
flux divergence was small and sometimes there was
even convergence. The eastward flux across the
west coast of India was comparable to the northward
flux across the equator.

(iii)

Computations were also made by Jambunathan
and Ramamurthy (1974) of the flux of water vapour
over the Arabian Sea. Contrary to the observations
of Godbole and Ghosh (1975), they found a flux
of moisture from the Southern Hemisphere. It is
to be noted, however, that the periods considered
by Godbole and Ghosh, and by Jambunathan and
Ramamurthy were different.

(iv)

Computations were made of fluxes of moisture,
heat and water vapour. A comparison between
these computations, and those made earlier was
published by Godbole and Ghosh (1975). This
study also describ~s characteristics of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) at approximately lOoN; They suggest that transport of water

A preliminary analysis of the data has been made both
in the U.S.S.R. and in India. The meteorological data,
which are available in India, have been put on punched
cards. The weather charts prepared in India based on
data collected during ISMEX-73, are also available on
microfilm. (Enquiries and requests on the ISMEX-73
data prepared in India should be addressed to the
Director-General of Observatories, India Meteorological
Department, Lodi Road,.New Delhi·110 003, India.)
The analyses made in the U.S.S.R. have now been
published in a consolidated form.
2. 1.3
(a)

simultaneous decrease in activity over the equator.
After the onset of the monsoon, there was large
dryness in the middle troposphere in the equatorial
region, particularly around 65°E.

Summary of results:
Onset of the monsoon
Regarding an overall view of the phenomenon;

(i)

(ii)

The changeover of the geopotential field at 300 mb
and above to the normal pattern lagged by 10 days
behind the arrival of monsoon, whereas the organization and position of the monsoon trough in the
lower levels was almost simultaneous with the
onset.

(iii)

Prior to the onset of monsoon, the ITCZ played
an important part in causing precipitation over
southern peninsular India. Orography influences
precipitation over the peninsula much more after
the onset of monsoon than in the pre-monsoon
period.

(iv)

The Berson westerlies are replaced by easterlies
about the onset time.

(v)

During the onset phase of the monsoon, large eastwest oriented cloud bands formed over the south
Arabian Sea. These were associated with an eastwest trough - well marked at 700 mb.

(vi)

During the onset phase, the clouding near the
equator shifted north and northeastwards with a

2.
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vapour was not appreciable from the Southern
Hemisphere into the Arabian Sea, especially eastward of the 55°E.
(v)

In 1973 the main transport of air mass through the
equator was observed to the west from 65° to
70 E.

(v)

5

The connexion between the quasi-biennial oscillation and the fluctuation of temperatures of equatorial waters was established (Burlutski, 1974;
Lakhtin, 1974).

0

After the onset of monsoon the transport through
the equator increases approximately 6 times. The
estimates showed that about 2/3 of all moisture
inflow to the atmosphere in the western part of the
Arabian Sea was from the Southern Hemisphere.
(vi)

Computations of vertical velocities during premonsoon and monsoon periods revealed a distinct difference in the pattern over the Arabian Sea
in the two periods. In the pre-monsoon periods
the pattern of vertical motion is the same over the
eastern and central part of the Arabian Sea. But
after the establishment of the monsoon, there is
downward motion in a large part of the troposphere to the west of 65°E whereas there is upward
motion to the east of 65°E.

(vii) Energy balance computation shows that convection
processes contribute considerably to the balance in
the eastern part of the Arabian Sea during the
monsoon period (Kritchak, 1974; Lisogurski, 1974).
(e)

Numerical experimentation
Based on ISMEX-73 data, numerical experiments
were conducted by a team of Indian and Soviet
scientists with the primitive equation baroclinic
model at the Regional Meteorological Centre, New
Delhi.

(f)

Oceanographic studies

(i)

Sea surface temperature observation during
ISMEX-73 confirmed the existence of cold waters
off Somalia. These low water temperatures spread
eastwards with the advance of the monsoon season.

(ii)

The summer monsoon plays a decisive role in the
redistribution of the thermal characteristics in the
layers of water beneath the sea-surface down to
100 m (Lakhtin, 1974).

(iii) The upper boundary of the thermocline lies deep
in the central part of the Arabian Sea as a result of
the cooling of the surface water and strong intermixing and sinking from 40-60 m to 75-100 m.
(iv)

In the pre-monsoon period, the influence of the
ITCZ caused some lowering of water temperature
in different surface layers.

2.2 The Monsoon-77 Experiment
The results of ISMEX-73 have provided useful data
and experience for developing a similar experiment in
1977 (Monsoon-77). The ISMEX-73 experiment suggests
that a polygon formation of ships in the western and
eastern sectors of the Arabian Sea for long periods could
provide useful data. In each of these sectors there are
marked differences in the profile of vertical motion
which, in turn, are Closely related to strong crossequatorial flow near the African coast, the dynamics of
ocean-atmosphere boundary layer and its impact on
ocean currents.
The Inter-governmental Panel on the FGGE at its
second session. (Geneva, September 1975), and the JOC
at its eleventh session (Tokyo, October 1976) have proposed that the Monsoon-77 Experiment be carried out
in the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal during the
summer of 1977 (mainly May, June, July and August,
1977) and over the Malaysia-Indonesia region during the
winterofl977 (mainly in December 1977). TheISMEX-73
and the Monsoon-77 Experiments are excellent preludes
to the major part of the GARP Monsoon SUb-programme,
i.e. Monsoon Experiment (MONEX) to be carried out
in 1979 during SOP-I (January-February) and SOP-II
(May-June). In this context, it was emphasized that the
Monsoon-77 Experiment should be conducted as an
international experiment, in which all nations which
have an interest in the monsoons should be encouraged
to participate.
At the suggestion of JOC, a Planning Meeting for the
Monsoon-77 Experiment was held in Colombo, Sri
Lanka, from 17 to 21 May 1976. The Planning Meeting
decided that:
The planning for the Monsoon-77 Experiment would be
designed in the following way;
(1) Overall Scientific Objectives
The Monsoon-77 Experiment aims at the same
scientific objectives as the MONEX, though the
Monsoon-77 will be on a smaller scale than MONEX.
(2) Observing System
A polygon formation of ships over the Arabian Sea
and the Bay of Bengal, such as was implemented
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during the ISMEX-73, will also be deployed as a
special effort to augment the observing system for
the Experiment.

The importance of air-sea interaction for the monsoon is reflected in detailed oceanographic plans at
the locations of the ships.

(3) Data Management System
All data will be collected and processed at the Data
Processing Centre at New Delhi, where an international analysis team will function. Processed data
will eventually be made available to users through
the World Data Centre-B (Moscow) and also through
WMO, if possible.

(5) Management of the Experiment
A Management Group consisting of representatives
of East Africa, India, Sri Lanka and U.S.S.R. will
be formed. The Group will be responsible for the
implementation of the programme and will meet
periodically in New Delhi during the Experiment.
The Group will keep JOC and all participating
countries informed of their activities.

(4) Oceanographic Programme

3. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES OF MONEX

MONEX is planned as a major experiment within the
GARP Monsoon Sub-programme. It aims at observing
and understanding comprehensively a remarkable
phenomenon deviating from the global circulation of
the atmosphere - the monsoon.

coupled atmosphere-ocean-Iand system in which the
sea-surface temperature becomes a predicted variable.
This degree of non-linearity is essential to understand
inter-annual variability and ultimately the dynamics of
climatic change over a large range of time scales.

Within the context of the planetary general circulation,
the Asia-Europe-Mrica continental complex is the largest
disrupting surface irregularity. Its role is primarily thermal, in that it provides a lower boundary of small heat
capacity embedded in a world ocean of near infinite heat
capacity. The seasonal variation is most pronounced
away from the equator, and it is the very large-scale
land-sea contrast and its seasonal variations that drive
the planetary monsoon circulation as a dominant element
of the general circulation.

The elements of the FGGE observational programme
for a full year satisfy the primary scientific requirements
for the study of the large scale aspects of the monsoon.
However, special emphasis for MONEX lies in ensuring
the provision of:

The orographic barriers (for example, the east African
highlands, the Himalayas and Burmese mountains, the
individual characteristics of the adjacent seas, the Indian
Ocean, the Arabian Sea, the Bay of Bengal, the China
Seas, etc.), the possibility of various types of instability,
and even the proximity of Indonesia and Australia, provide exceedingly important modifications to the atmospheric response, which collectively we refer to' as the
monsoon.
We may separate the problem to be solved in the study
of the broad planetary monsoon from that of the important and difficult regional components. It is, however,
recognized that the two scales are strongly coupled and
the understanding of mutual interaction will also be an
aim of MONEX. The planetary monsoon can probably
be studied within the year-long FGGE proper, whereas
the regional facets will require special regional observing
systems activated over certain portions of the FGGE
year. As is characteristic of the totality of problems in
GARP, the role of the land and ocean and the complexities of their interactions with the atmosphere are an
integral part of the monsoon problem.
3. 1 Large-scale aspects of the monsoon

Here we wish to understand the energetics and gross
characteristics of the seasonal atmospheric response to
the presence of the Asia-Europe-Africa "island". It is
perhaps simplest, in the first instance, to take as known
the annual variation of the distribution of sea-surface
temperature. Clearly, one must deal ultimately with the

-

the sea-surface temperature;
vertical wind structure, especially in the equatorial
zone;
quantitative measurements of precipitation over the
oceans and continents;
snow cover.

One of the important aspects of FGGE, as well as of
MONEX, is to construct coupled ocean-atmosphere
models which are capable of reproducing seasonal and
interannual variations of the monsoon. Such models are
useful not only for identifying the physical factors which
control the monsoon by use of various controlled experiments, but also for performing extended-range forecasts.
It is therefore recommended to validate the atmospheric
and oceanic parts of the models separately. Intensive
oceanographic theoretical studies are required in order
to incorporate the results of GATE, AMTEX, and
NORPAX, for the better parameterization or resolution
of meso-scale eddies, the mixed layer, and special ocean
currents. Similarly, the results of experiments such as
AMTEX and GATE will permit improved parameterization of the atmospheric boundary layer and cumulus
convection. It is desirable to try to simulate the seasonal
variation of the monsoon circulation by use of a global
model of the atmosphere. Data from the FGGE will be
excellent for verification of the model. If the atmospheric
model is validated satisfactorily, one can then carry out
numerical experiments in order to identify various factors which influence the character of the monsoon
phenomenon.
3.2 Regional aspects of the monsoon

The main strategy is to have a reasonable network in
the general monsoon area and to have fine mesh obser-
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vations in the cyclogenetic region of the northern part
of the Bay of Bengal, over the eastern Arabian Sea and
along the Somali coast in the region of low-level strong
winds.
It is recommended to carry out the regional numerical
experiments by use of a regional coupled model with
high computational resolution. With such a model one
can study not only the mechanisms of local interactive
phenomena, such as the Somali current, but also the
role of the large-scale circulation in the Indian Ocean
upon the monsoon circulation.

-

(b) Winter monsoon

~

3.3

MONEX component programmes

In the context mentioned above, the lOC decided the
scientific programme for MONEX should consist of the
following main components:
Summer monsoon

(a)

-

Arabian Sea studies

(c)

Cold monsoon surges
Heavy rainfall and dry spells (Indonesia-Malaysia)
Interaction of winter monsoons and other Iargescale circulations

Orographic effects

(d) Oceanographic programme

The overall distribution of the main components of
MONEX is schematically illustrated in Figure 3.1. Primary scientific objectives are summarized in Table 3.1.

MONEX

.- - - - - j

,

Monsoon disturbances
Onset of monsoon, active and break monsoons
Interaction of monsoon circulation and other
circulation regimes
Mean heat sources and long-term heating variations

.! AREAS OF MONEX

COMPONENTS FOR WINTER MONSOON

Figure 3.1

SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF MAJOR
COMPONENTS OF MONSOON EXPERIMENT

MONEX-schematic illustration of major component programmes.
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TABLE 3.1

MONEX - primary scientific objectives
(Summer mOl/soon *)
(Winter monsoon **)
Scientific problems to be solved (examples)

Description

Monsoon data set

Large-scale aspects of the monsoon

*

-

Onset of the monsoon

-

Active and break monsoons

-

*

Effects of heat sources and orography *, **

-

Physical processes involved in the "onset" of the
monsoon

-

Unified, detailed descriptions of monsoon fluctuations
associated with the phase change between "active" and
"break" monsoons

-

Diagnostic study and/or
prediction experiment
with
Global models

Sensitivity study of monsoon circulation to heat sources

Regional aspects of the monsoon
-

Arabian Sea and western Indian Ocean
studies *

-

Low level cross-equatorial jet: its structural details

-

Inversion: its detailed structure and mechanism of the
maintenance

-

Formation of the depression

-

Relation between the regional disturbance development
and the entire winter monsoon system

-

Physics of heavy rain making
Maintenance mechanism of dry spells

-

Influence of topography on the formation of equatorial
disturbances

-

Diagnostic studies on momentum, vorticity, moisture and
energy balance of mean monsoonal circulation

-

Interaction of regional monsoon
circulation with:
(a) the central and western Pacific circulation

-

Examination of possible existence of the atmospheric
teleconnection between the monsoon region and the
Pacific region (lateral coupling)

(b) the mid-latitude waves
(c) the circulation in the stratosphere

-

Examination of the dynamical and thermal coupling of
the tropospheric and stratospheric circulations (vertical
coupling)

~

*
Cold monsoon surges **
Monsoon disturbances

-

Heavy rainfall and dry spells
(Indonesia-Malaysia) **

-

Effects of heat sources and
orography *, **

Limited area models

Interactions *, **
-

Inter-hemispheric interaction

3.4 Differences and similarity between proposed MONEX
and GATE

The two experiments are very different in their scientific objectives and in details of execution. The regional
MONEX experiments are primarily directed at questions
related to monsoon rainfall by large-scale processes and
disturbances, while the central objective of GATE was
focused on observations relevant to the parameterization
of cumulus convection. In both experiments a requirement is for data sets for numerical prediction experiments.
Both experiments call for meso-scale observations; in
GATE the meso-convective scale and in MONEX the

Global models

meso-scale low-level jet, the boundary layer and the
meso-scale air-sea coupling. The mesa-scale emphasis is
thus very different in the two programmes. MONEX over
the Arabian Sea is not going to be similar to GATE since
monitoring of convective elements is not an explicit
requirement for MONEX. The Arabian Sea area is
viewed as one where the time scales of air-sea phenomenon in the vicinity of the East African coast are comparable. Much of this coupling seems to occur on subsynoptic scales and some of the proposed MONEX
experiments over the Arabian Sea address these questions. (Refer to ICSUjWMO, 1972: Experimental
Design Proposal for the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment. GATE Report, No. 1.)

4. SUMMER MONSOON (THE SCIENTIFIC PROBLEMS)

Many opinions have been expressed from time to time
on a precise definition of the summer monsoon. Over
the northern hemisphere, it is generally considered tb be
an extension of the trade winds from the southern hemisphere which, on crossing the equator, are deflected by
the earth's rotation and approach the land masses from
a southwesterly direction. Over India and its neighbourhood, it sets in around the last week of May and somewhat earlier over southeast Asia. It is most pronounced
during the months of July and August. By the middle of
September the summer monsoon begins to withdraw
from the Indian sub-continent. In general the date of
the onset of the monsoon is determined by a marked
increase in rainfall, which is maintained over a reasonably
long period. The precise definition of the "onset" has
generally been a futile exercise. A rational view on this
may be that the dependant variables of a monsoon system such as the motion field, cloudiness, rainfall, moisture, pressure and temperature all behave somewhat differently and no single definition would be adequate or
satisfactory. The total monsoon problem with possible
relative phase lags in its elements may be the only overall
view one can offer for the onset. There is a fair amount
of consistency in the date of arrival of the monsoon
rainfall over India each year. The variance of the date
of onset is, approximately, one week. The principal
features of the monsoon are described in the sections
that follow.

yield valuable insight on the relationship between the
moisture supply over the Arabian Sea, and the monsoon
activity over the Indian sub-continent. Ramage, Miller
and Jeffries (1972) have demonstrated that air-sea interactions in terms of large scale heat transfers take place
between Madagascar and Australia and also over the
Arabian Sea. As an example the charts for May and
June 1963 are included as Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
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equivalent heat gain (latent plus sensible heat)
May 1963.
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4. 1 Arabian Sea and western Indian Ocean studies
4.1 . 1 Air-sea interaction
Observations suggest that a substantial part of the
moisture required for monsoon precipitation is supplied
by southwesterlies over the Arabian Sea which are a
continuation of the southeast trade winds of the Southern
Hemisphere (Saha, 1970 and 1974). It is not clear how
much of the moisture comes across the equator, and how
much of it comes as a result of evaporation over the
Arabian Sea. It is, therefore desirable to carry out
continuous monitoring of the horizontal flux of moisture,
heat and mass flowing in and out of the Arabian Sea
throughout the period of MONEX. In addition, it would
be desirable to have information on the time variations
of the componentl? of the heat and moisture budgets
during the MONEX period. Such information could
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For numerical modelling experiments on air mass
transformation over the Arabian Sea, the bulk aerodynamic method is generally satisfactory for computing
fLuxes of moisture, heat and mass. There is a need for
quantitative flux computations to parameterize convective
activity in the presence of a shallow inversion.
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The low-level jet

One of the most intriguing phenomena over eastern
Africa and the Arabian Sea is the low level jet which
has been studied by Findlater (l969a, b, 1971, 1972).
This low level jet, or major current is most pronounced
at heights of 1 to 1.5 km, and flows during the months
.of the northern summer. The general form of the current in July is shown in Figure 4. j. The current flows
4. 1 .2 Inversion layer and low-level jet over eastern from the ocean near Mauritius over the northern tip of
Africa and the western Arabian Sea
Madagascar to reach the Kenya coast at about 3°S and
then penetrates inland over the flat low-lying eastern
Low tropospheric inversion
areas of Kenya, Ethiopia and Somalia to reach the coast
An inversion layer exists over the flat lowlands of again near 9°N where it passes over the well-known area
eastern Africa and over most parts of the Arabian Sea, of upwelling cold coastal water. This jet, or major curjnhibiting the development of deep clouds. The inver- rent, is occasionally reinforced by a stream of air moving
sion is particularly pronounced over the western Arabian northwards up the Mozambique Channel.
Sea where it lies close to the surface (Bunker, 1965),
Although steep pressure gradients found over northern
being intensified both from below and above to more Somalia as well as the northern Arabian Sea may play
than lOoC. The height of the base of the inversion an important part in the maintenance of the jet, the
increases eastwards and it becomes less marked, probably roots cif the system are in the Southern Hemisphere. The
because of the increased sea temperature and the weak- maintenance of this jet and its periodic fluctuations in
ening of the down-drafts of the east-west thermal circu- strength are not well understood.
lation. Therefore, the inversion may not be influenced
In April this current flows across the northern tip of
only by local sea surface temperatures but also by subMadagascar penetrating into eastern Africa during May,
sidence and low level divergence on a much larger scale.
and swinging across the Arabian Sea to India in June
In addition, it may be necessary to consider radiative
(cf. Figures 8a, 9a and lOa of Findlater, 1971). Findeffects on the inversion layer. The inversion disappears
later's (1971) analysis of the low level jet shows that this
to the east of about 65°E where low level convergence
major current from East Africa is in fact a major part of
and ascent in the troposphere favour the dominance of
the southwesterly monsoon flow over the Indian contideep clouds and occasional development of monsoon
nent. We do not have enough knowledge of the relationdisturbances.
ship of the monsoon rainfall over India and this major
The inversion layer is a control factor in the air mass current. Furthermore the dynamics of this low level jet
modification over the Arabian Sea and can have a pro- are not well understood. In a recent study, Krishnafound effect upon the efficiency of the monsoon heat murti et al. (1976) examined the problem of the simuengine. It is desirable to determine by observation the lation of this low level atmospheric jet from a state of
temporal and spatial variations of temperature, humidity rest. They show that the ~-effect, the orographic
and wind in the inversion layer over the Arabian Sea barriers over East Africa and Madagascar and a broad
throughout the period of the monsoon experiment, and scale monsoon forcing over India are some of the crucial
try to relate these to the fLuxes of sensible and latent elements for a proper simulation of the jet. Aside from
heat as well as the horizontal outflow of moisture from monthly averaged data sets the region has not been
the Arabian Sea region.
properly described from observations. One of the major
The change of large scale dry static stability is deter- scientific objectives here is that we make detailed 3-dimenmined by a number of factors such as: horizontal and sional observations on a fine space scale in the horizontal
vertical advective effects, large scale mass divergence, and vertical to describe its structure. The dynamics of
sensible heat flux from the ocean, vertical distribution of cross-equatorial flows and of the east African mountains
radiative heating and cooling, turbulent heat fLuxes, and need to be explored and verified against detailed data
entrainment-detrainment of cloud water. The inversion sets.
structure over wide oceanic areas has very important
implications for the monsoons. The scientific objectives
of this problem include direct and indirect measurement
of all of the above mentioned parameters as far as
possible.

The dynamics of the oceanic low-level Somali current
are also receiving considerable attention.
A numerical simulation of the Somali Current driven
by longshore winds, by Hurlburt and Thompson (1976),
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Figure 4.3

Mean month! y ~lrflow
.
3000 feet (I kilometre) (Fllld!ater,at 1971)

Ju! y.

4.

has shown the development of the Somali Current as an
inertial boundary current and has demonstrated the
importance of nonlinear numerical models in future
studies of the Somali Current. An important feature of
the model is a high-resolution western boundary layer
with 5-km resolution in the direction normal to the
western boundary. A movie of this solution has also
been made. Despite the simplicity of the numerical
experiment, the solution exhibits characteristics in
remarkable agreement with observations of Swallow and
Bruce (1966), Bruce (1968, 1973), and Leetmaa (1972,
1973). The model Somali Current spins up to its maximum speed within a month from the onset of the forcing,
a short time scale consistent with the observations of
Leetmaa. In addition it exhibits a major anti-cyclonic
warm-core eddy which moves northward along the coast
and appears to correspond to the "great whirl", observed
by Swallow and Bruce. It also exhibits the appropriate
distribution of the current and upwelling longshore,
including weak currents and active upwelling along the
coast north of the whirl, and maximum upwelling west
of the whirl where the Somali Current separates from the
coast.
4.2
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Monsoon disturbances

number of years. The long term statIstIcs reveal that
roughly 1 to 3 depressions form during the monsoon
months, the more active months being July and August.
Although they form over the northern part of the Bay
of Bengal they do not acquire hurricane intensity. This
may be due to two reasons, (1) they do not stay over the
oceanic areas for too long a time prior to landfall and
(2) the large scale vertical wind shear over the troposphere (monsoon westerlies at low levels and strong
. easterlies at upper levels) inhibits a local accumulation
of the latent heat released over the disturbance.
The observed structure of the depression has been
investigated by a number of investigators in the last
thirty years, Koteswaram and George (1958), Krishnamurti et al. (1975) and others. These structures are
mostly determined from observations when the depression
has already moved inland over central India where some
upper air observations are available. The monsoon
experiment is expected to provide a detailed description
of the formative stage where we do not have adequate
knowledge of the detailed upper air structure at the·
moment. Such observational studies are essential prior
to any definitive theoretical studies on the instability or
scale interaction mechanism for the formation problem.
The typical horizontal scale of the depression is known
to be around 500 km, in the formative stage.

4.2. 1 Bay of Bengal eyclogenesis
Monsoon depressions have been an important component of Indian weather and have been studied for a
80

Figure 4.4 illustrates the structure of a fully developed
monsoon depression over India during August 1968.
The diagrams illustrate the surface pressure distribution,
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Sea level chart (4 August 1968).
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vertical cross-sections of the meridional wind, absolute
vorticity, a moisture variable and temperature anomaly.
This is based on a recent study of Krishnamurti et al.

(1975). These diagrams illustrate the scale and the variability of the structure of the monsoon depression in the
vertical plane.
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Structure of monsoon depression.
(Krishnamurti et al., 1975)
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For a better understanding of the large scale monsoon
circulation and the dynamics of monsoon disturbances,
the following questions are considered to be important.
(i)

What is their detailed three-dimensional structure?
What is the space-time structure and variability of
the boundary layer, mixed layer and height of
cloud base? What is the cloud-size-spectrum
associated with the monsoon disturbances?

(ii)

What makes the Bay of Bengal so cyclogenetic?
What is the relative role of air-sea interaction
(warm sea surface temperature, sensible heat flux,
etc.) and low level convergence and high level
divergence mechanisms?

(iii) What determines the variation in the frequency of
the monsoon disturbances from one monsoon
season to the other?
(iv)
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In addition the following scientific investigations are
also suggested:
(i)
Detailed four-dimensional analysis of the life cycle
of these disturbances and related diagnostic studies.
Diagnostic studies addressing questions on energetics and mechanisms that may be important
during the life cycle.
(ii) Stability analysis related theories and observational
verifications.
(iii) Limited area fine mesh short range numerical
weather prediction. The forecasts in their ability
to predict detailed features could be used to diagnose mechanisms (including precipitation rates) for
the formation and the entire life cycle of these
disturbances. Preliminary. studies of this problem
have been presented by Krishnamurti et al. (1976).
(iv) Global general circulation models. Their capability in simulating reasonable cyclone tracks and
reasonable life cycle will provide valuable understanding of the physics.

What instability mechanism is responsible for their
initiation and development? Are they barotropically
or baroclinically unstable systems, or, is the main
driving provided by convection and then barotropically damped systems? The relative roles of
warm sea surface temperature, barotropic-baro- . 4.2.2 Mid-tropospheric disturbances (Bay of Bengal)
clinic instability mechanisms on the formation
Mid-tropospheric cyclones are found generally over
problem deserve careful examination. Further- four regions of the summer monsoons:
more there is always some degree of convective
cloud cover over the northern Bay of Bengal during (i)
Northeastern part of the Arabian Sea
the formative stages, hence the role of convection
(ii) Northern Bay of nengal
and of the CISK type mechanisms deserve careful
studies. Moreover, the monsoon zonal current (iii) Southern Indochina, and
seems to be baroclinically stable. Significant
(iv) South China Sea (early summer).
association between the vorticity at 900 mb and
rainfall distribution (Keshavamurty, 1971) does
According to the observational studies of Miller and
suggest the importance of the role of Ekman pumpKeshavamurthy (1968) and Krishnamurti and Hawkins
ing and CISK mechanism to explain the further
(1970) they are known to either move very slowly westgrowth of the depressions. The westward or westward or remain quasistationary for many days. Their
north-westward movement of the depressions may
scale is roughly of the order of 3,000 km in the horizontal
be due to the combined effects of steering by the and about 5 km in the vertical. Their largest amplitude
basic current, ~-effect, the slope of the lower is near the 600 mb surface and they appear as a closed
boundary (which enhances the ~-effect in this area)
cyclonic circulation generally in the middle troposphere.
and the divergence effects. The role of barotropic They usually have a pronounced warm core above the
instability and CISK was also examined by Shukla middle level and a slight cold core below that level.
(1976).
They are usually characterised by very intense convective
(v) Why do they move in the west north-westerly and nonconvective rainfall rates. Total rainfall amounts
directions and in particular in initial stages what of the order of 20 cmJ24 hrs are not uncommon. Flows
causes this peculiar regularity in the direction of near the surface and at the 200 mb level do not show
closed circulations. The formation and maintenance of
their movement?
(vi) What is the role of the monsoon disturbances in these phenomena is an important monsoon problem.
driving the monsoon circulation and vice versa? Figures 4. 5 and 4. 6 illustrate some aspects of the structure of these phenomena.
(vii) Is monsoon rain associated with large scale dynamically forced ascent or small scale convection which
Quite recently, an attempt was made by Mak (1975)
is organized over larger areas?
to simulate mid-tropospheric disturbances developing
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(Krishnamurti and Hawkins, 1970).

over the northeastern Arabian Sea, using a modified
Eady model in which the basic flow is assumed to have
a zonal component with a uniform easterly vertical shear,
and a southerly component having a maximum value at

a low tropospheric level. Mak showed that the wavelength, growth rate and phase speed of the most unstable
wave are quite comparable to the corresponding observed
values. More importantly such an unstable mode has a

4.
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strong cyclonic circulation near 600 mb, but is weak
near the earth's surface and in the upper troposphere.
That these properties are strikingly similar to the observed
counterparts may lend support to the basic hypothesis
involved in Mak's model. However, the model may not
be capable of satisfactorily simulating mid-tropospheric

disturbances developing over the Bay of Bengal and
Indochina where the southerly flow is less pronounced
with weak vertical shear. Further numerical studies are
needed to gain a deeper insight and clear comprehension
of the development mechanism of the mid-tropospheric
disturbances over the entire monsoon region.
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Figure 4.6 (a)

4.3

80

E

Composite kinematic analyses for the low level (500 m to 900 m). The wind
data used for these analyses are plotted on each chart, with a long barb
representing 10 kts, a short barb,S kts. Solid lines are streamlines, dashed
lines are isotachs. The letter C over the Konkan coast denotes the center
of the wind field for the Arabian Sea cyclone. (Miller and Keshavamurthy,
1968).

The following questions are felt to be very important:

Onset of the monsoon, active and break monsoons

4.3 . 1 Onset of the monsoon

The onset of the monsoon is a central problem for
MONEX (Figure 4.7). The onset of monsoon rainfall
over the continental parts of southeast Asia occasionally
takes place with a northward motion of the rainbelt from
near the equator.

(i)

Does the ITCZ merely lose its identity in its equatorial position under the influence of the continentality (viz. continental monsoon trough)?

(ii)

What are the dynamical mechanisms that describe
the replacement of an oceanic ITCZ by a continental monsoon trough? Furthermore, what is their
relation to the onset?
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Figure 4.6 (b) Composite kinematic analyses for 600 mb. The wind data used for these
analyses are plotted on each chart, with a long barb representing 10 kts,
a short barb, 5 kts. Solid lines are streamlines, dashed lines are isotachs.
The letter C over the Konkan coast denotes the centre of the wind field for
the Arabian Sea cyclone. (Miller and Keshavamurthy, 1968).

(iii)

What are the factors that determine the year to
year variation in the date of onset? Do factors
such as (1) mid-latitude westerly regime over and
to the north of India; (2) oceanic temperature
abnormalities over the Indian Ocean and over the

Pacific; and (3) fluxes from the Southern Hemisphere
affect the advance of the monsoon?
The question of the influence of mountains on the
onset of monsoons will be examined in Section 8 which
deals with the question of orography.

'""--7;;---+--------120°

140"

Figure 4.7 Average onset dates of the rainy season.
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Active and break monsoons

The monsoonal flow in the lower troposphere below
about 500 mb undergoes rather drastic changes in
association with active and break monsoons. During
active monsoon periods a series of monsoon disturbances
form and move west northwestwards and rainfall is widespread over the monsoon region with above normal
precipitation in the southern sector of each monsoon
disturbance. When a break in monsoon occurs, the
monsoon trough shifts to the north from its normal
position. No monsoon disturbance forms, and the rainfall becomes below normal over most parts of the monsoon region except near the foothills of the Himalayas
and southern India. During breaks the low level westerlies over Peninsular India shift north to the Ganetic
Plains. Cyclonic vorticity in the lower troposphere (surface to 500 mb) is replaced by anti-cyclone vorticity. In
the lower levels, fluctuations of vorticity are contributed
to considerably by the changes in zonal wind shear,
i.e. due to the northward shift of the wind system.
Power spectrum analysis of zonal wind shows long
periods of 15-30 days. In the middle troposphere, during
breaks, the cyclonic shear zone over the central parts of
the country is replaced by anti-cyclonic flow. The upper
tropospheric easterlies spread to the north during such
epochs. The surface pressure over central and western
India is above normal.
With the northward shift of the monsoon trough to
the foothills of the Himalayas a secondary trough often
forms over the' south Bay of Bengal and the south
Arabian Sea as in the transition months, during the
advance of the monsoon. Feeble mid-tropospheric lows
move from east to west in this trough. Feeble disturbances also move from west to east near the foothills of
the Himalayas. Thus there appears to be preferred
meridional scale of around 25 degrees latitude with a
trough near the foothills and another in the equatorial
region, with anti-cyclonic flow, subsidence and clear
weather in between.
. Occasionally, a break monsoon is associated with the
northward progression of a W-E ridge axis extending
from the South China Sea, through Indochina and the
Bay of Bengal, to India. The lower tropospheric flow
pattern is strikingly opposite to the normal one and a
break monsoon occurs over the monsoon region as a
whole. A detailed observational programme of the
equatorial South China Sea, Bay of Bengal and Arabian
Sea during the MONEX period would seem important.
This would allow a chance to investigate the mechanisms
through which a W-E oriented ridge system develops
over the equatorial region and then propagates northward.
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A general revival of the monsoon takes place under
the influence of mid-tropospheric lows moving northwards along the west coast of India (Koteswaram, 1950;
Ramamurthy, 1972). But this is by no means the only
way in which the cycle might be advanced. Sometimes,
the monsoon recovers when the monsoon trough retreats
to its normal position without any apparent connexion
with the proceeding development of monsoon disturbances. A number of other possibilities might also initiate
this monsoon sequence (Pisharoty and Asnani, 1960;
Ramaswamy, 1962; Dixit and Jones, 1965; Thiruvengadathan, 1972; Raghavan, 1973). A unified and detailed
description, either qualitative or quantitative, does not
appear to exist. Perhaps qualitative synoptic arguments
cannot profitably be pursued much further; numerical
experiments may be useful for investigations of the effects
of varying individual synoptic components before we can
hope to understand these complex interactions.
Active and/or break monsoons should be viewed as
part of the fluctuations occuring on a much larger scale.
It is possible that the changes in circulation over the
monsoon region might result from distant events.
Weak monsoon activity often appears to be associated
with low index type circulation in mid-latitudes and warm
sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies and enhanced
typhoon activity over the Pacific. Normally, with the
advance of summer, the Asian continent and the Tibetan
Plateau are heated with respect to the surrounding oceans
and an east-west Walker circulation (Krishnamurti,
1971b) with ascent over northeast India and descent
oyer the Pacific and a north-south meridional circulation
with ascent over north India and descent over equatorial
reg~ons are set up. In the abnormal years when the
Asian continent is cooler than normal, and the north
west Pacific is warmer than normal, the upper tropospheric anti-cyclone system and the whole Walker circulation may shift eastward.
Findlater (1969a) in an analysis of July and August
1962 found a relationship between the southerly crossequatorial airflow at low level over Kenya and the rainfall of western India. Increased cross-equatorial flow
was followed by increased rainfall over western India.
Although this is a very preliminary study this question
deserves careful examination (Raghavan et al., 1975).

4 .4 Interaction of monsoon circulation and other circulation regimes during the northern hemisphere summer
Scale interactions are usually defined in terms of a
zonal (one-dimensional) wave number (Saltzman, 1970)
or via the use of a two-dimensional wave number (Baer,
1972). We should try to define the monsoon circulations
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as a distinct low wave number mode in such a scale
resolution. Such a definition is essential for studies of
scale interactions; i.e. energy exchanges (both kinetic
and potential) among various waves, zonal flows, steady
flows, transients and heat sources and sinks. Such for. mulation would then define what we mean by the interaction of monsoon circulations and other regimes. A
number of these interactions involve triple correlations
among the usual meteorological variables; e.g. (u, u, v),
(u, v, v), (u, v, 1'), etc.
Based on 200 mb wind data during the three summer
months of 1967, Kanamitsu et al. (1972) measured wave
zonal and the wave-wave interaction terms for the channel between 15°S and 15°N. One of their important
findings is that synoptic waves of wave numbers about
8 receive their kinetic energy from zonal flow and ultralong waves with wave numbers 1 to 3. Colton (1973)
found in his barotropic model experiment that a wavelength range of 6,000-8,000 km is a preferred mode for
receiving kinetic energy through non-linear interactions
with transient parts of ultralong waves in the equatorial
tropical upper troposphere. It is important that during
MONEX measurements be made of the non-linear interaction terms not only of kinetic energy but also for
available potential energy. This would provide fundamental information on the processes whereby the energy
balance is achieved, processes which include maintenance
of the large-scale monsoon circulations.
A comprehensive spectral analysis study relevant to
monsoon disturbances over India was presented by
Murakami, M. (1976). In this study he isolated two
interesting periods of oscillation of the monsoons, one
around 5 days and another around 15 days. The 15-day
(or quasi bi-weekly) oscillation was also analysed by
Krishnamurti and Bhalme (1976). Both of these studies
determined a division of the 2 week period into an active
and a less active period. During a year of near normal
monsoon rainfall one finds oscillations in many of the
elements of a monsoon system. Although these two
studies are somewhat preliminary they both suggest an
interesting sequential ordering of the phase of the various
elements of the monsoon system. There is reason to
believe that the oscillation of the elements of a monsoon
system during drought years may be quite different than
for the years of near normal rainfall.
4.4. 1 Inter-hemispheric interaction
The upper westerly jet stream, which is known to
circle around the southern periphery of the Tibetan
Plateau during the cool season, shifts northward and
strong easterlies develop near 150 mb at the beginning
of and during the summer monsoon (Koteswaram, 1958).

Based on a simple barotropic model with a horizontal
divergence prescribed as an external forcing, Murakami
(1958) showed that diabatic heating over Tibet plays an
important role in replacing the upper westerlies with
easterlies. However, his barotropic model is inadequate
to investigate the changes in winds in the lower troposphere below about 500 mb. In May, weak and ~hallow
westerlies prevail near the surface in assoeiation with a
heat trough, which is capped by a mid-tropospheric anticyclone near 700-500 mb over central India with easterlies to the south. After the onset of the monsoon, the
monsoon westerlies become deep extending from the surface to about 500 mb with a maximum intensity near
850 mb. During MONEX, scientists should be encouraged to develop numerical models which could simulate
the rather rapid change in winds occuring over the entire
troposphere at the initial stage of the summer monsoon.
One could speculate that if global-scale disturbances
generated in the Southern Hemisphere are intense and
persistent, they may propagate into the Northern Hemisphere across the equator, and through the process of
critical latitude absorption the westerly jet may eventually
disappear and an easterly wind may replace it in the
upper troposphere while the intensified cross-equatorial
southerly flow in the .lower troposphere may deepen and
accelerate the monsoon southwesterlies. Verification of
this hypothesis would probably require much more data
than are currently available in the tropics, particularly
in the Southern Hemisphere. It is important that measurements be made of the wave energy flux at the equator
before and after the onset of the monsoon.
The monsoonal flow in the lower troposphere below
about 500 mb undergoes rather drastic changes in
association with active and break monsoons (see Paragraph 4. 3 . 2). During a severe break monsoon, winds
near 500 mb, which should normally be westerlies, are
replaced by easterlies over central and south India and
these easterlies work downwards replacing the normal
strong westerlies of the 700 and 850 mb levels (Dixit
and Jones, 1965). Based on the satellite cloudiness data
for the 9-year period from 1965 to 1973, Murakami
(1975) showed that the changes in cloudiness over India
are positively correlated to those over the maritime continent and over the Coral Sea near 20 S, 160 E. Perhaps
this indicates that the phase change between active and
break monsoon should be viewed as a part of large-scale
lateral and vertical coupling processes between the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Further study is warranted in order to investigate these problems.
0

0

During the summer monsoon, a strong cross-equatorial
eastnortheasterly current is encountered in the upper
troposphere near 200 mb (20 m sec-I) over the central
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Indian Ocean, carrying easterly momentum into the
Southern Hemisphere. This northward flux of westerly
momentum is associated with an ENE-WSW tilt of
ultralong waves during the monsoon season (Krishnamurti, 1971a). In a numerical model experiment, Murakami (1974a) showed that when the diabatic heating
prescribed at 28°N, 1000E intensifies (active monsoon),
the northward flux of westerly momentum at the equator
increases, but it diminishes as the prescribed heating
decreases (break monsoon). The wave-energy flux in
this model was directed southward across the equator,
although it changed intensity in association with the
fluctuation in prescribed heating. No observational
information has thus far been available concerning the
sensible heat and wave-energy fluxes across the equator.
Inter-hemispheric interaction will be studied primarily
using the FGGE data network; a substantial augmentation would perhaps be required in the south Indian
Ocean. Whether the strong winter jet near Australia
interacts with the Indian summer monsoon is a matter
of conjecture and certainly worthy of further study. The
measurements of low-level, cross-equatorial latent heat
(moisture) flux were previously made by Pisharoty (1965),
and Saha (1970). Rao (1962) and Findlater (1969b) have
calculated the flux of mass across the equator in the
lower troposphere.
4.4.2 Interaction with the central and western Pacific
circulations
The upper tropospheric trough is a dominant feature
of the summer circulation over the Pacific. Considerable
synoptic activity is encountered in the upper troposphere
as contrasted with less activity in the lower troposphere
where easterlies prevail. The mid-Pacific trough occasionally extends as far west as 1000E with several cyclonic
vortices in it, sometimes facilitating the development of
typhoons over the South China Sea (Sadler, 1968). When
a severe break monsoon occurs over India, the 10wertropospheric anti-cyclonic axis shifts southward over the
western Pacific (Ramamurthy, 1972). Perhaps these features are indicative of monsoon interaction with the
circulation regime over the Pacific. Furtherobservational
evidence is needed to ascertain this interaction.
A marked band of cyclonic vorticity stretches westsouthwestward from the central North Pacific, across
the South China Sea, India and the Arabian Sea and
into equatorial west Africa (Murakami and Frydrych,
1974). This band coincides with the axis of the midPacific trough over the north Pacific and is located
slightly to the south of strong easterlies over the monsoon
region. Parallel with the band, the meridional gradient
of relative vorticity has large negative values, indicating
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a possible development of transient unstable waves by
local barotropic instability, as suggested by Kanamitsu
et al. (1972), Colton (1973) and Webster{1973b). Astudy
by Colton, using a simple barotropic model of the upper
tropical troposphere, tends to support this possibility,
and though di'ltinct .modelling problems existed, he was
at least able to suggest that disturbances propagate from
the mid-Pacific trough along the easterly maximum and
over the Indian Ocean. During their passage, these
disturbances interacted with the large-scale flow producing surges or variations in intensity of the upper
tropospheric easterly jet.
In order to investigate the nature of circulation changes
during the early summer monsoon, Murakami (1976)
proposed a linear, 5-level, primitive model with the zonal
mean motions and diabatic heat sources prescribed as
external parameters. As the time integration proceeds,
the perturbation motions responded to the changes in
heat sources which were assumed to be proportional to
cloudiness changes between - 20 day to + 20 day.
(The monsoon onset data at 75°E, 17.5°N is referred to
as "O"-day.) The upper monsoon anticyclone gradually
intensified after the onset date. At about the fifth day
the mid-Pacific upper trough became most pronounced.
Since no significant cloudiness changes occurred over the
central Pacific region, the development of upper trough
over that region cannot be thought of as a direct response
to nearby heating changes. It turns out that the energy
transport from the monsoon (source) region is largely
responsible for the intensification of the mid-Pacific
trough about 5 days after the monsoon onset over the
central western India. The numerical results strongly
indicate the possible existence of the atmospheric teleconnexion between the monsoon region and the Pacific
region. This problem deserves more careful examination
with the MONEX and FGGE data sets.
4.4.3

Interaction with the mid-latitude waves

The steadiness of upper winds is quite high indicating
rather weak synoptic activity in the upper troposphere
over the monsoon region. This is perhaps due to the
presence of strong easterlies which inhibit the upper
tropical troposphere from coupling laterally with the
upper mid-latitude troposphere and vertically with the
lower tropical troposphere where the westerlies are predominant with considerable synoptic activity. Due to
insufficient upper air data over and around the Himalayas,
observational information is scanty concerning the lateral
coupling processes of the monsoon circulation with waves
in the westerlies. Only a few synoptic studies have so far
been made in this particular area of monsoon problems.
Ramaswamy (1962) and Ramamurthy (1972) reported
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that the southward protrusion of a large amplitude
trough in the mid-latitude westerlies, although not frequent, leads to changes in upper flow fields over India.
Similarly the upper air flow over eastern equatorial
Africa becomes disturbed when large amplitude troughs in
the westerlies of the Southern Hemisphere penetrate equatorward in the vicinity of the Mozambique Channel. The
Tibetan Plateau inhibits the interaction of the monsoon
circulation with mid-latitude waves in the lower troposphere. However, the eastern edge of the Tibetan Plateau being oriented from north to south facilitates active
lateral interaction over southeast China and Indochina.
Due to the occasional penetration of eastward propagating waves as far south as lOoN, most pronounced
near 500 mb, the steadiness in the low-level winds is
lower over southeast Asia (70-80%) than other parts of
the monsoon region (80-90%). The warm and humid
monsoon southwesterlies carry vast amounts of sensible
and latent heat energy from India and Indochina through
south and central China across the East China Sea to
Japan and beyond.
Based on a two-layer primitive equation diagnostic
model, Webster (1972 and 1973a) showed that, although
the latent heat is responsible for most of the atmospheric
response in the tropics, orography and remote (prescribed
at the northern boundary) effects become more important
in exciting steady response in the sub-tropics. In his
10-layer numerical model, Murakami, M. (1973) investigated the effect of forcing specified initially at the midlatitude boundary as a marching problem with respect to
time. He found that the response is very sensitive to the
vertical scale of forcing, i.e. larger vertical scales are
more favourable for wave penetration into the tropics.
An analytical study by Chang (1974) essentially confirms
these findings.
4.4.4 Interaction with the circulation in the stratosphere

The quasi-two-week periodicity in the stratosphere has
been studied from various viewpoints (Angell et al., 1973;
Miller, 1974; Hirota, 1975). By making use of data of
rocket sounding, Hirota (1975) showed the interaction
between the monsoon activity in the subtropical troposphere and the fluctuation of upper disturbances in the
middle stratosphere. The dynamical and thermal coupling of the tropospheric and stratospheric circulations
must be examined as one of the supplementary programmes of MONEX.
The existence of equatorial stratospheric waves, confined to within about 100 of the equator, was confirmed
by Yanai and Maruyama (1966), and Wallace and
Kousky (1968). Kelvin waves are predominant when the
westerly shear zone is descending through the strato-

sphere in the biennial oscillation, while mixed-Rossby
gravity waves are generally associated with the descent
of the easterly shear zone.
Holton (1972) has investigated the generation mechanism for these vertically propagating waves and has found
that a standing oscillation of convective activity could
excite such waves. In his diagnostic model with diabatic
heat sources prescribed as an external forcing, Murakami
(1972) showed that monsoon rainfall fluctuations with
periods of about 16 days are capable of exciting Kelvin
waves with u-amplitude of about 8 m sec-I. The westerly momentum carried upward by excited Kelvin waves
damps out rapidly above about 25 km due to existing
dissipation, thereby resulting in the westerly acceleration
accounting for the downward propagation of the westerly shear zone in the quasi-biennial oscillation. Based
on a simple, yet comprehensive, one-dimensional prototype model, Holton and Lindzen (1972) investigated the
quasi-biennial oscillation of the alternating easterly and
westerly wind regimes at 17 to 30 km altitudes above the
equator. In their model the local zonal acceleration of
the mean flow is balanced by the vertical convergence of
the momentum flux carried upward by both Kelvin and
mixed Rossby-gravity waves.
Quasi-biennial oscillations of monsoon rainfall have
been noted at a number of stations in India (Koteswaram
and Alvi, 1969). Recently, investigations have been conducted in the U.S.S.R. and India using data of researc.h
ships which launched meteorological rockets over the
equator during ISMEX-73 and also of the equatorial rocket
launching station at Thumba (India). The results
obtained indicate the existence of certain interactions
between quasi-biennial oscillation and sea surface temperature and monsoon currents in the equatorial area of
the Indian Ocean.
According to the most recent information available
from Petrossiants (personal communication, 1974), around
SOP-I we should experience a changeover from easterly
to westerly phase. However, during SOP-II we should
expect to be in the westerly phase.
4. 5 Heat sources
4. 5 . 1 Mean heat sources

The vast, elevated Tibetan Plateau acts as a heat
source in the mid-troposphere, with strong convection
activity in southwest Tibet. In the Assam plains, the
average daily rainfall is 26 mm, corresponding to about
1,350 ly/day. This amount would be sufficient to heat
the atmospheric layer between 950 and 200 mb by
approximately 7.5 Cfday. However, no rainfall data are
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available over the vast Changtang Plateau between 80 E
to 90 o E. It is important that during MONEX a sufficiently dense network of rainfall stations be established
over this region. Flohn (1968) estimated the sensible
heat flux over an elevated semi-arid surface in western
Tibet to be about 250 ly/day, which is of the same order
as that over a sea level desert at the same latitude. However, this estimate was from a rather limited data coverage. During MONEX, we will require direct measurement of sensible heat flux at several stations over the
Tibetan Plateau. Radiation measurements are also
essential.
During the northern summer, a large zonal asymmetry
of heating is encountered along about 20 N with the
most intense positive heating (R::! 400 ly/day) over the
Indian region, contrasted with marked cooling over the
Arabian Sea and the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans
(Katayama, 1964; Kubota, 1970). The latent heat
accounts for approximately 80% of the total variance
while the contribution due to radiative effect and sensible
heat flux is substantially smaller (20%). A pronounced
zonal asymmetry of heating is also found over the equatorial area: anomalous heating regions appear over the
maritime continent (Indonesia) and the equatorial continents (Equatorial Africa, Central America and Brazil),
while an anomalous cooling region exists over the equatorial central Pacific. Previous estimates of diabatic
heating were based on observed rainfall distributions,
which are inevitably biased towards continental regions;
the oceanic areas are very poorly covered in comparison.
The data coverage for radiative heating and sensible heat
flux was also poor. Furthermore, the estimates were
only for vertically integrated heating. It would be useful
for MONEX as well as for the FGGE to obtain a vertical
profile of diabatic heating, because the behaviour of
atmospheric motions depends sensitively on the vertical
scale of heat sources.
0

There is CL deficiency in the rainfall measurements over
the Himalayas, some parts of Indonesia, the Indian
Ocean, and the equatorial western Pacific. The deficiency
is made serious by the fact that latent heat sources
account for a large part of the atmospheric heating
during monsoon seasons (both winter and summer). It
is important that a qense network of rainfall stations be
established over the continental part of the MONEX
region. Over oceanic areas, it is not feasible to establish
a ground observational network of the required density,
even with a network of suitably calibrated weather radar.
However, the effective coverage of surface observation
can be greatly enhanced when used in conjunction with
satellite observations. It is expected that the imaging
microwave radiometer on NIMBUS-G will be operational
during FGGE to estimate the magnitudes of rainfall
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rates (such as light, moderate, intense and very intense
rainfall) over oceans. It will be necessary, however, to
devise appropriate techniques to estimate rainfall
amounts, rather than rainfall rates. Recently, Kilonsky
and Ramage (1976) extracted the frequency of highly
reflective clouds from visual satellite picture mosaics of
the tropical Pacific Ocean. The correlation coefficient
between frequencies of highly reflective clouds and coral
island rainfall was found to be + 0.75 during the period
from May 1971 through April 1973. Although accurate
precipitation estimates are difficult to achieve, precipitation is such a fundamental parameter that an added
effort to obtain better estimates of its distribution over
the oceanic regions seems well warranted.
We also recommend that accurate measurements of
sensible heat flux be made at arid continental surfaces.
The drag coefficient is a basic factor used for flux computation in the surface layer of the atmosphere. When
the friction velocity exceeds a certain threshold, wind
erosion situations may occur and seriously affect the
radiative transfer properties of the atmosphere (for
instance, the horizontal spread of aerosols of desert
origin). The radiative cooling rate in the atmosphere
should be measured accurately by radiometersondes at
least twice a day over the Thar and Arabian deserts to
investigate the temporal and spatial changes in the midtropospheric inversion layer near 600 mb.
The atmospheric response induced by diabatic heat
sources is very sensitive to the Coriolis parameter and
the basic zonal mean flow. Based on a linear, 2-layer
primitive model with steady heat sources prescribed as
an external parameter, Webster (1972, 1973b) argued
that different wave modes are excited within and without
the equatorial zone and with the easterly basic flow.
Within the easterlies, much of the structure of the steady
waves excited by the equatorial heat sources corresponds
to that of rotationally trapped Kelvin waves with
extremely weak response in v and strong response in u.
In extra-tropical latitudes, the response appears to be of
the Rossby type with both u and v velocity components
contributing equally to wave motions. This point was
confirmed by Murakami (1974b), using a non-linear,
9-layer, spectral model.
Over the monsoon region, there exists a dominant
east-west thermally direct circulation, besides a meridional direct circulation (Koteswaram, 1960; Krishnamurti, 1971b; Murakami, 1974a and b). Thus, both u
and v components of winds are of equal importance for
maintaining the monsoon circulation.
In Murakami's model, the easterlies (westerlies), which
occur as the upper (lower) branch of the east-west circulation, attain their maximum speed at about 60 0 E (80 0 E).
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Thus, the east-west thermally direct circulation is characterized by the predominance of wet climate to its east
(India and southeast Asia) and persistent dry weather
to its west (Middle East and Africa).

deviation was found to be largest over the monsoon
region, exceeding 0.6 okta at 25°N, 80°E. From a computation of correlation coefficients, he noted that changes
over the central North Pacific and their correlation with
cloudiness were - 0.6 at 20 o N, 170 W and the western
North Atlantic - 0.6 at 15°N, 50o W. Perhaps this
indicates that changes in the monsoon activity are related
in some way to abnormal events occurring over a much
larger area. Obviously, changes in the sea surface temperature over the Arabian Sea and Indian Ocean may
have a substantial influence on the monsoon activity.
0

Except for the central Indian Ocean, upper equatorial
wind,s are predominantly zonal. The presence of strong
upper westerlies (departure from the zonal mean) over
the equatorial central Pacific is particularly conspicuous
as noted by Manabe et al. (1970, 1974), Krishnamurti
(l971a), Webster (1972, 1973b) and Murakami (1974b).
Refer also to observed normal upper-wind fields (Sadler,
1975). The westerlies are directly related to the outflow
from the diabatic heat source over the Indonesian region.
Outflow from this heat source is carried off both
towards the west as easterlies and towards the east as
westerlies. The westerlies converge into the heat sink
(radiational cooling) region over the equatorial Pacific
dry zone. This planetary-scale, zonally oriented circulation corresponds to the so-called Walker circulation
and in many respects resembles the atmospheric Kelvin
waves. The Walker circulation is one of the important
features of the large-scale circulations during the northern summer. It is of interest to investigate the conditions
under which the Walker circulation changes its intensity
and location and in what way it interacts with the
monsoon circulation.
4.5.2 Long-term heating variations
Variability of monsoon rainfall over various parts of
India has been studied in some detail by Indian workers.
The Indian Meteorological Department has prepared
maps of the coefficient of variation of rainfall on a
monthly, seasonal and annual basis. Low variability
over high-rainfall areas of northeast India and the West
Coast and high variability over the arid and semi-arid
areas of Rajasthan and the interior peninsula have been
brought out. Examination of time series for 50-100 years
of annual and monsoon rainfall at a number of stations
revealed that, except along the West Coast, no significant
trends or periodicities exist (Koteswaram and Alvi, 1969).
Along the West Coast north of BON .there was a distinct
increase of rainfall from the beginning of this century to
about 1960. Quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) in rainfall
has been found at a number of stations in the country.
The relationship of QBO in rainfall with QBO in the
atmospheric winds and temperatures is worth investigating.
Murakami (1975) computed the standard deviation of
monthly mean satellite cloudiness for June, July and
August during the 9-year period, 1965 to 1973, over the
tropical belt between 25°S and 25°N. The standard

We know that changes in wind speed and in moisture
content of surface air largely determine sea surface temperature changes through changes in evaporation, sensible heat exchange and mixed layer depth. Whether
feedback from ocean to atmosphere effects important
weather change has yet to be determined. Tests with
the GFDL general circulation model suggest that rains
over India are very sensitive to even slight changes in
sea surface temperature over the western Arabian Sea.
This, then, points to the need for accurate sea surface
temperature measurement during the monsoon season.
The surface temperature, including its variation with
time, is an essential interface specification for a numerical model. The temperature over land undergoes rather
drastic changes in association with the phase changes
between active and break monsoons (see Paragraph
4.3.2), resulting in large fluctuations of temperature
contrast between land and sea. The surface albedo is a
sensitive quantity for the amount of solar radiation
absorbed at the ground. It undergoes temporal variations
over most land surfaces, particularly over the Tibetan
Plateau where drastic changes in snow cover are encountered during the early summer. The Thar desert, with
high surface albedo, is a radiative sink in comparison
with its south which is in wet surface conditions.
Increases in albedo over the Thar desert may produce
strong (above normal) sinking motion and a displacement of the rainfall zone further to the south than normal. Das (1962), in calculating the vertical motion field
for the monsoon, found that the cooling needed to
maintain subsidence over the desert was more than the
radiation divergence calculated from observed distribution of water vapour and carbon dioxide content of
the atmosphere. Bryson and Barreis (1967) suggest,
therefore that the high aerosol content over the desert
increases the subsidence through an increase in cooling.
While the impact of aerosols is not yet fully settled, it is
recognized that they can affect radiative transfer by
scattering and absorbing both terrestrial and solar
radiation. They are important in cloud condensation
processes. Increases in the aerosol content of the air
could conceivably contribute to the intensification of
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monsoon circulation by overseeding clouds. It is quite
important to conduct numerical sensitivity experiments
with varying meteorological parameters (e.g. surface
albedo, aerosols) and to determine to what extent changes
in each parameter would affect the monsoon activity.
Several meteorological parameters can be identified as
factors that could conceivably influence the monsoon
circulation. We shall list some of the important parameters which should be measured by ground and/or
space-based observations during the entire FGGE period.
At the earth's sUlface
Surface albedo
Sea surface temperature
Surface humidity and temperature of the top soil
Soil moisture
Turbulent fluxes of momentum, sensible heat and
moisture
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Net long wave radiation
Net short wave radiation
Rainfall amount over land and sea (radar measurement)
Snow cover over Tibet
It may be highly desirable to obtain aircraft based
radiometric measurements of short and long wave radiation, turbidity and cloudiness at several selected places.
The purpose of such measurements would primarily be
to calibrate the satellite based measurements. Furthermore, detailed numerical calculations of the short and
long wave heating profiles can be calibrated from the
use of aircraft based measurements. Mapping of the
components of the radiation balance at the top of the
atmosphere should be possible on a daily basis. It is
recommended that the capability of available satellites
(both polar orbiting and geostationary) be exploited to
determine the earth's radiation budget.

5. WINTER MONSOON (THE SCIENTIFIC PROBLEMS)

One major question that was given considerable
thought was the appropriate period of the winter monsoons. SOP-I of FGGE is designed to take place during
the winter months January and February of 1979. Those
dates for intensive observations do not coincide with the
periods of the most intense rainfall over southeastern
India, Sri Lanka and Malaysia. In these places, the
most intense rainfall from post-monsoon (the summer
monsoon) tropical storms occur in late October and
November.
Since the months of November and December are of
much relevance to winter rainfall in a number of countries, the FGGE observations during these months could
be an important extension of their winter monsoon
efforts. Several factors were of primary importance in
the following considerations for selecting the SOP-I
period for winter monsoon studies.

rain producing systems. The primary motivation for
studying winter monsoons during January and February
over the Malaysia, Indonesia, East and South China Sea
Region (see Figure 7.8) is that this is where the northeast winter monsoons and the following features are best
developed.
(i)

Surface flows from the north are most intense.

(ii)

Hadley cell with rising motions along and just south
of the equator is fairly strong. Sinking branch of
the Hadley cell near 35°N is most intense.

(iii) The subtropical westerly jet near and east of southern Japan is the strongest wind systel11 of the
troposphere.
(iv)

The studies of monsoons (winter and summer) are not
primarily designed for studies of tropical storm type

Rainfall totals over these so-called maritime continental regions is still fairly large: 10 to 20 inches/
month (see Tables 5.1 and 5.2).

TABLE 5.1
Monthly and annual temperature (first line: degrees and tenths Fahrenheit) and rainfall (second line: inches and hundredths)
"Yrs." represents the number of years of record, "Elev." the elevation in feet above mean sea level, "Lat." latitude and "Long." longitude
(After Wernstadt, 1972)
Station

Yrs. Elev. Lat.

Long.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar. Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept. Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Annual

Indonesia
131

7.458

Asembagus

47

Babadan

26

7.325

Bandjar

35

130 7.228

Bandjarnecara

56

948

7.238

Bandung

63

2345

6.548

Bangelan

35

1214

8.078

Bangkalan

63

16

7.028

Banjuwangi

63

16

8.128

Bantenan

27

0

8.468

Baturetna

33

820 7.598

78.1 78.3 78.6
114.12E 8.07 6.61 5.63
No temperature
110.27E 18.62 13.62 8.98
No temperature
108.32E 13.15 11.50 12.60
No temperature
109.4lE 18.90 15.32 18.62
72.3 72.1 72.3
107.36E 7.95 7.36 9.92
73.4 73.8 73.8
112.30E 15.28 12.13 14.09
No temperature
112.44E 11.10 9.45 10.08
No temper;lture
114.2lE 8.66 6.57 6.10
No temperature
114.32E 9.53 7.17 7.28
No temperature
110.56E 12.76 12.52 11.54

79.3 79.2 78.6 77.9 78.6 80.1 80.8 80.6 79.2
2.76 2.13 1.46 0.79 0.08 0.12 0.32 1.61 5.31

79.2
34.88

6.85

5.04

3.11

1.77

1.10

2.44

3.58

9.33

80.16

9.84

7.48

5.35

3.11

2.68

2.64

8.74 10.98 11.65

99.72

5.71

15.12 10.59 6.42 3.43 2.76 4.09 10.75 17.88
72.9 72.7 72.1 71.6 72.0 72.9 73.0 72.5
8.86 5.71 3.62 2.36 2.17 3.23 6.54 9.37
73.8 73.4 72.7 71.6 71.6 72.9 73.9 73.4
11.18 5.83 4.06 2.01 1.38 1.73 5.75 10.31

21.85 145.71
72.3
72.5
9.65 76.73
73.4
73.0
15.39 99.13

9.96

7.44

4.84

2.91

1.89

1.50

3.15

6.57 10.79

79.68

3.43

3.31

3.58

2.48

2.48

1.77

2.64

3.27

6.30

50.59

4.72

3.23

3.74

1.54

0.98

1.18

1.93

4.53

7.99

53.82

7.20

4.37

2.72

0.83

0.87

0.83

2.64

7.17 10.87

74.29

5.
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TABLE 5.1 (continued)

Station

Yrs. Elev. Lat.

Bendo

23

Besuki

63

Blitar

53

540

8.068

Blora

49

295

6.578

Bodjonegoro

62

49

7.098

Bocor

63

872

6.258

Brebes

46

10

6.538

Demak

52

6

6.538

Dieng Plateau

26

6763

7.138

Djakarta

63

26

6.118

Djapara

46

10

6.358

Djember

54

272

8.108

Gajam

10

16

7.108

Gamlok 8elong

10

3674

6.458

Garut

38

2329

7.138

Genteng

15

328

8.228

Gradjakan

33

1017

8.358

Gunung Pangrango 30

9915

Gunung Rosa

41

3771

7.008

Indramaju

58

33

6.208

Jogjakarta

63

Kajumaas

54

3477

7.568

Kalibagor

63

98

7.288

Kaliredjo

10

49

7.378

Kalisat

27

3608

8.018

Kalisogra

17

426

7.248

Karanganjar

30

43

7.348

Kebumen

27

918

7.408

Kediri

57

203

7.498

302

7.288

16 7.458

7.488

Long.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar. Apr.

No temperature
110.43E 11.81 9.72 9.72
No temperature
113.41E 13.46 11.42 8.39
No temperature
112.09E 11.61 10.31 9.69
No temperature
111.25E 12.40 9.92 10.51
No temperature
111.52E 11.50 10.63 11.38
76.1 76.1 76.5
106.47E 16.62 15.39 15.47
No temperature
109.03E 14.84 11.46 10.24
No temperature
110.38E 19.49 15.47 11.69
57.2 57.7 58.1
109.54E 19.92 19.72 20.31
78.3 78.1 78.8
106.50E 12.13 12.28 7.85
No temperature
110.39E 27.95 20.78 16.14
78.3 78.4 78.4
113.42E 16.03 13.98 12.95
No temperature
114.20E 10.47 6.34 7.20
66.0 66.0 67.3
106.56E 19.88 21.30 18.82
No temperature
107.54E 10.28 9.49 11.69
No temperature
114.09E 10.35 9.25 8.66
No temperature
114.13E 15.31 13.19 11.89
49.0 49.0 49.0
18.82 17.44 17.20
67.8 67.8 68.4
107.04E 12.52 11.38 13 .90
No temperature
108.19E 12.01 10.35 6.38
No temperature
110.22E 13.90 13.19 12.24
67.1 66.7 67.5
114.09E 18.66 16.97 18.31
No temperature
109.17E 13.58 12.56 13.74
No temperature
109.22E 12.76 9.09 12.81
65.8 65.7 65.7
114.09E 13.15 11.97 9.76
No temperature
109.14E 15.99 13.80 17.33
79.2 79.2 79.3
109.34E 16.69 13.54 14.69
No temperature
109.39E 19.53 19.02 18.74
No temperature
112.0lE 11.97 11.61 10.79

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept. Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Annual

6.38

3.07

1.68

1.10

0.39

0.43

3.43

5.79

9.41

62.95

3.78

2.44

1.54

0.71

0.20

0.16

0.51

2.40

7.36

52.36

7.40

4.65

3.82

1.54

0.87

0.91

3.74

6.77 10.71

72.01

7.36

5.31

3.07

1.65

1.54

2.60

4.92

8.03 11.65

78.98

6.85 4.49 2.30 1.34 1.02 1.65 3.27 7.32 11.46 74.09
77.4 77.5 77.4 77.2 77.4 77.7 77.5 77.2 77.6
77.0
16.07 14.33 10.55 9.33 9.41 12.68 17.13 15.51 14.06 166.53
6.10

5.08

3.35

1.89

1.22

1.22

2.87

5.24 10.16

8.62 4.88 2.72 1.77 1.42 2.01 4.57 9.45
57.9 57.7 57.0 55.9 54.9 56.5 57.6 58.6
12.05 7.52 3.70 2.28 3.07 5.24 9.84 12.64
79.7 79.9 79.3 79.0 79.3 79.9 80.1 79.5
5.16 4.04 3.43 2.35 1.58 2.73 4.41 5.38

74.05

15.16 97.24
57.2
58.1
18.82 135.12
79.2
78.6
8.33 69.67

7.20 3.62 1.85 0.75 0.47 1.50 3.31 8.62 20.91 113.11
78.6 78.3 77.2 75.9 76.3 77.5 78.6 78.6 78.3
77.9
7.83 6.30 4.33 2.28 2.20 2.87 5.79 10.28 14.17 99.02
7.87 6.02 5.63 1.46 0.47 0.08 0.16 3.94 9.02 58.56
67.5 68.4 67.6 67.3 66.9 67.1 67.5 66.9 66.7
67.1
20.55 12.72 8.23 3.19 7.09 8.03 11.50 22.13 17.32 170.75
8.35

6.10

3.94

2.40

1.65

2.05

4.96

11.57 11.38 12.72 10.12

8.15

6.14 27.87 26.65 15.83 158.69

7.32 4.96 3.07 1.38 0.75 1.22 3.03
50.5 51.5 50.5 50.0 50.5 50.0 50.0
12.87 7.72 4.69 3.03 3.54 4.88 9.37
69.1 70.6 68.5 68.4 67.8 68.4 68.5
16.10 11.50 7.91 5.83 6.89 6.18 12.36
5.91

8.27 4.96 3.46 1.61 0.94 1.22 3.70 8.98 13.39
68.2 68.2 67.8 67.1 67.5 68.9 70.3 69.6 68.0
9.45 5.31 2.80 1.42 0.51 0.47 1.54 8.11 15.47

85.86
68.0
99.02

5.47

2.68

3.11

1.06

2.48

1.30

2.72

4.41

10.16 79.09
49.5
50.0
17.64 130.87
57.6
68.4
14.06 133.15
63.82

7.20

4.25

6.81
50.0
13.66
68.2
14.53

79.55

7.44

10.47

5.31

8.11 10.51

3.50 10.87 13.82 16.61 113.43

9.16 7.30 4.90 1.88 4.21 6.04 13.73 9.53 15.39 106.80
64.8 65.1 63.1 61.3 61.9 62.8 64.2 65.3 65.5
64.2
5.35 4.17 1.69 1.38 0.51 0.47 1.02 4.65 8.94 63.07
13.11 8.10 6.26 3.72 4.38 6.95 15.69 15.60 17.76 138.74
79.7 79.5 78.3 76.6 76.8 77.7 80.4 79.0 78.8
78.6
10.94 8.98 5.91 3.15 1.46 3.58 12.20 13.31 15.43 119.88
15.71 12.87
7.44

4.80

7.72

5.04

4.72

6.61 17.88 20.47 20.24 168.55

3.15

1.10

0.67

0.87

2.13

5.79 10.31

70.63
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TABLE 5.2

See Table 5.1 for detailed information
Station

Yrs. Elev. Lat.

Long.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar. Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept. Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Annual

Malaysia
Temangan

11

Temerloh

30

Trong

39

Tumpat

15

Yen

13

No temperature
5.38N 102.12E 11.01 3.81 3.76 3.72 6.46 5.50 7.59 6.84 7.99
76.6 78.0 79.1 79.8 79.9 79.3 79.0 78.9 78.5
3.27N 102.26E 7.82 3.83 6.32 7.42 6.65 4.64 3.65 5.16 6.73
No temperature
4.42N 100.42E 9.81 8.25 12.61 14.42 9.39 6.16 5.47 9.26 10.77
No temperature
6.15N 102.12E 8.14 3.00 2.65 2.90 5.55 5.26 4.30 4.22 5.54
No temperature
5.47N 100.24E 4.26 3.56 7.84 14.07 17.17 11.54 14.70 13.74 18.85

13.26 14.67 17.53 102.14
78.3 77.7 77.0
78.5
9.01 9.68 9.24 80.15
15.66 15.92 11.36 129.62
6.03 20.40 20.02
23.83 12.86

88.01

5.34 147.76

Sarawak
Baram

22

Bau

17

Bintulu

33

Kapit

15

Kuching

71

Lawas

26

Limbang

21

Lundu

20

Matang

32

Miri

31

Mukah

14

Sarikei

13

Sibu

22

Simmanggang

18

Sungei China

21

No temperature
4.10N 114.19E 10.21 8.14 9.35
No temperature
1.25N llO.59E 20.57 11.60 9.70
No temperature
3.10N 113.02E 14.35 11.84 11.36
No temperature
2.00N 112.56E 16.87 12.07 13.28
No temperature
1.33N 110.20E 25.80 19.19 13.72
No temperature
4.51N 115.24E 12.37 12.15 11.71
No temperature
4.44N 115.00E 14.31 10.50 9.83
No temperature
1.40N 109.50E 21.62 18.47 13.91
No temperature
1.35N 110.11E 33.76 21.35 12.10
No temperature
4.23N 113.59E 12.39 7.34 6.43
No temperature
2.54N 112.06E 20.77 17.83 12.99
No temperature
2.07N l11.3lE 12.97 10.67 10.99
No temperature
2.17N 111.04E 13.61 10.99 12.11
No temperature
I.14N 111.27E 16.47 13.45 12.99
No temperature
1.37N 110.12E 34.73 23.12 15.92

8.67

8.69

7.79

1.39

8.35 10.28 11.61

9.69

8.36

6.83

7.07

8.21

9.45 12.78 112.78

8.95 11.85 12.87 13.86 129.56

10.77 10.30 10.92

9.16 10.80 13.23 15.54 15.84 17.74 151.85

12.54 13.40

8.36

8.94

9.57 11.83 13.64 11.72 13.36 145.58

10.13

8.44

7.55

8.48 10.17 12.77 13.52 18.88 158.11

9.46

16.11 13.99 11.32 11.75 13.07 15.76 17.67 15.78 15.77 167.45
11.17 12.57 11.35
6.86

9.26 lI.18 13.16 13.68 13.25 13.96 144.22

7.96

7.62

5.56

5.62

7.43

8.57 11.42 16.60 131.64

10.75 10.81

6.74

7.77

8.78

9.99 12.01 14.13 20.66 168.85

7.43

9.01

9.67

8.03

8.16 12.57 13.89 14.87 14.38 124.17

5.71

7.46

7.01

5.55

6.27 11.27 11.45 10.49 19.37 136.17

9.99

7.88

6.17

7.03

8.62 10.98 10.94 10.14 13.24 119.62

10.43

9.15

7.53

8.20

9.21

15.18 12.02

8.96

9.53 10.92 11.09 15.47 17.34 16.56 159.98

11.31 12.38

7.94

8.79

9.93 11.09 11.26 12.62 126.13

8.74 12.12 14.75 16.06 23.96 189.82

Sabah
Beaufort

26

Beluran

27

Bundu Tuhan

15

Jesselton

42

Kamabong

10

No temperature
5.21N 115.45E 9.47 7.44 10.48 14.05 14.20 12.19 11.47 12.59
No temperature
5.53N 117.33E 20.47 13.93 10.45 4.93 7.49 9.80 8.12 9.21
No temperature
5.58N 116.32E 6.65 5.47 4.59 8.88 12.09 10.80 8.59 8.25
No temperature
5.56N 116.03E 4.77 2.28 3.39 5.88 9.27 12.00 10.53 10.01
No temperature
4.55N 115.56E 5.96 4.61 8.74 6.98 8.50 6.97 4.01 5.36

15.15 17.86 15.00 14.08 153.99
10.05

9.49

9.07 16.06 129.07

10.42 13.25 13.02 11.61 113.62
13.05 14.17 12.05 10.20 107.60
5.93

7.26

6.85

6.35

77.52

5.
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TABLE 5.2 (continued)

Yrs. Elev. Lat.

Station
Keningau

36

5.21N

Kota Be1ud

30

6.21N

Kubat

34

6.53N

Labuan

30

5.17N

Lahat Datu

25

5.02N

Lamag

29

5.38N

Langkon Estate

23

6.33N

Lingkungan

10

5.12N

Membakut

10

5.27N

Papar

26

5.44N

Penampang

17

5.55N

Pensiangan

19

4.32N

Pitas

10

6.42N

Sandakan

46

5.54N

--I

Long.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar. Apr.

No temperature
116.10E 6.58 5.40 5.85
No temperature
116.27E 5.94 3.22 4.01
No temperature
116.52E 12.18 6.12 6.47
No temperature
115.16E 7.90 5.06 6.49
No temperature
118.20E 8.36 6.91 6.36
No temperature
117.49E 13.62 7.64 8.60
No temperature
116.43E 16.20 7.80 7.54
No temperature
115.38E 15.74 9.55 11.96
No temperature
115.50E 8.72 6.78 11.42
No temperature
115.56E 5.98 3.15 4.27
No temperature
115.07E 7.23 4.03 4.67
No temperature
116.17E 8.85 6.91 9.45
No temperature
117.04E 19.35 11.37 9.46
No temperature
118.04E 18.31 10.87 8.20

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept. Oct.

6.56

8.10

5.82

4.65

4.35

5.91

7.47

5.70

8.66

8.39

6.97

5.99

8.84 10.41

3.23

4.39

5.01

4.30

4.73

4.82

Nov.
5.15

Dec.

Annual

6.17

72.01

7.73 10.42

86.28

7.24 11.49 19.55

89.53

11.31 13.65 14.27 12.76 12.82 15.38 18.44 16.88 13.21 148.19
4.25

6.29

6.25

4.65

5.64

5.00

5.88

6.53

4.74

7.81

8.~4

7.56

9.81 10.29

8.73

9.43 13.42 110.49

5.31

5.80

5.69

3.92

4.25

6.61

6.99 16.15

14.49 14.89 12.84 10.91

4.79

8.34

74.46

91.05

9.07 14.83 22.19 16.78 17.73 170.98

12.36 17.05 13.04 10.86 12.63 15.35 18.56 16.02 15.40 158.19
7.81 10.67 12.56 10.98 10.83 13.83 15.57 12.44 10.89 118.98
8.46 11.90 11.15 10.19 10.34 11.70 15.33 13.20 11.59 119.79
12.53 12.25 11.55

9.63

8.58 10.97 11.85

9.40

8.69 21.57 112.58

7.22

8.42 120.39

5.46

8.24

6.48

5.47

4.31

4.96

4.98

6.08

7.35

7.55

8.49

9.54 10.73 13.57 18.26 123.93

(v)

Strong northerly surges are associated with disturbance lines that show equatorward passage and
a certain enhancement of rainfall. These systems
deserve much detailed study. Present observations
show a spectral peak in the 10 to 15 days' range
for the intensity of these surges.

February, thus ensuring a simpler Hadley circulation with fewer distortions. When storms develop
over the western Pacific, however, they have been
known to propagate westward and produce excessive rainfall over the proposed winter monsoon
experiment region.

(vi)

During these months, ITCZ waves have very pronounced activity near 5 to 7° south over the central
Indian Ocean. Quite a few of these wave disturbances form in the ITCZ over the maritime continental area and propagate west southwestward.
Many of these disturbances become tropical storms
as they move towards the eastern Indian Ocean.
The origin of these waves does seem to be of much
interest in the region of the proposed winter monsoon experiment. Winter position of convergence
zones of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres
defines boundaries of the equatorial climate zone
extending from the western part of the Pacific
Ocean to the western regions of the Indian Ocean
but not reaching the eastern coast of Africa.

(viii) The centre of the most intense east-west circulation
during the northern winter was noted over this
region (see Figure 5.1). This study was poss,ible
because of the availability of commercial aircraft
reports over this region. The coverage of data over
lower levels is extremely poor and deserves to be
enhanced during MONEX.

(vii) The development of tropical cyclones over the
western Pacific is not frequent in January and

(iii) Interaction of winter monsoons and other largescale circulations.

Considering the scale of dependence of the problem
areas we classify the components of the winter monsoon
experiment as follows:
(i)

Cold monsoon surges.

(ii)

Heavy rainfall and dry spells (Indonesia-Malaysia).
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Isopleths of the winter mean velocity potential X at 200 mb, and streamlines of the divergent part of the wind shown with
arrows. Units for X, 104 m 2 sec- 2 ; interval of analysis, every 100 units. Note the two regions of X maxima over the
equatorial latitudes and the asymptotes of streamline convergence over the southern oceans (Krishnamurti et al., 1973).

5. 1 Cold monsoon surges
Occasionally, cold air outbreaks from the Siberian
high are preceded by the development of medium-scale
cyclones over the East China Sea as a family of cyclones
along the frontal zone or as an isolated cyclone with a
wavelength of about 1,000 km. They develop in the
Kuroshio region where air masses modification is quite
active and the supply of moisture and sensible heat is
abundant over the underlying warm water. Mediumscale cyclones, generally associated with a well organized
cluster of convective clouds are the most important of
the rain (or snow)-producing systems over the Far East
north of about 25°N. AMTEX was a short term, regional
observational effort to investigate the role which energy
supply from the sea surface plays in the generation and
development of medium-scale cyclones. During AMTEX,
detailed measurements of the turbulent fluxes of momentum, heat and water vapour were made to identify the
dynamical and thermal structure of the planetary boundary layer over the East China Sea and the South west
Islands of Japan.
When a medium-scale cyclone interacts with an
approaching upper trough, it intensifies into a mature,
large-scale, extratropical cyclone. These extratropical
cyclones then move away east northeastwards with strong
north-westerly winds bursting out from the cold continent. The monsoonal cold surge frequently intensifies
progressively equatorward and reaches as far south as
the South China Sea, sometimes facilitating the development of near-equatorial depressions accompanied by
extremely heavy rainfall (Figure 5.2). Therefore, the
development of medium-scale cyclones over the East
China and near-equatorial depressions over the South

- - - - HOllTHEIlH AHO SOUTHEIIH LIMITI
---- - -- SHEAIl LIHE

Figure 5.2
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3,000-£1 streamlines (top) and mean sea level pressure
(bottom) for 1200 G.M.T., 9 December 1954.
(Bryant, 1958).
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China Sea should be viewed as an integral part of the
lateral interaction processes occurring over a fairly
extensive region. A comprehension of how the regional
disturbance development meshes and interacts with the
entire winter monsoon system is crucial to the success of
the experiment. It is therefore imperative that the Winter Monsoon Experiment covers both regional and much
larger scales, and the observational system be adequate
to sense and resolve the changes in large scale winter
monsoon flow to which the development and structure
of the medium-scale cyclones and equatorial depressions
are related.
5.2 Heavy rainfall and dry spells (Indonesia-Malaysia)
Despite the fact that vigorous tropical storms or other
moving disturbances are extremely rare over the Malaysian and Indonesian region, considerable weather fluctuations occur from one winter to another or within the
same winter.
The majority of occasions of heavy rainfall over the
Malaysian region are due to depressions developing
along the low-level, near equatorial trough (Figure 5.2).

I

These depressions are possible when the north-east
trades are sufficiently broad and deep, surging south
southwestwards from the north of the South China Sea
and eventually merging with the near-equatorial trough
and the equatorial westerlies. It appears that strong
surface north-east trades evaporate relatively large
amounts of water from the South China Sea to maintain
heavy rains over the Malayan region and cool the sea
surface. Energy derived from the rains may then act to
keep the equatorial vertical circulation vigorous.
In the upper troposphere, the subtropical ridge system
'is well organized and displaced slightly northwards of its
normal position, with an above normal temperature
gradient and an intensified jet stream to the north
(Figure 5.3 , top). Unusually strong upper easterlies
occur to the south of the subtropical ridge line. Of
interest is the general weakness of the meridional winds
over the equatorial region. Therefore, it appears that
the upper easterly winds are largely responsible for carrying the heat supplied over heavy rainfall regions, a
great distance downstream. Furthermore, rains are generally below normal over New Guinea and equatorial
western Pacific as contrasted with heavy rains over the
Malaysian region. An inverse relationship exists between
satellite observed cloudiness changes over the two regions
(Murakami, 1975). Perhaps, these features are indicative
of the intensification (above normal), of the equatorial
vertical circulation predominantly in the zonal plane.
However, since the poleward component of the winds
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across the subtropical ridge axis is usually stronger than
normal, the local Hadley cell may also intensify when
heavy rains occur over the equatorial South China Sea
region. In short, some cause (probably of mid-latitude
origin) appears to link the heat source over the Malaysian
region, the equatorial easterly regime and the extratropical westerly circulation system. However, it is not
yet known exactly what the lateral interaction mechanism(s) may be.
The upper and lower circulation undergoes rather
drastic changes in association with the changes between
rain and dry periods. Dry weather over the Malayan
region appears to be associated with two distinct circulation systems. The upper subtropical ridge is displaced
southwards of its normal position. It becomes ill defined
occasionally and disappears from that region when upper
troughs develop in the westerlies. Subsequently the upper
trough irltensifies and penetrates southwards to equatorial latitudes (Figures 5. 3 and 5.4). The weather
associated with the equatorial part of the upper trough
is clear, because of the presence of dry air in and around
the trough (in contrast to extratropical troughs) (see
Figure 5.4). Over Indochina and the northern part of
South China Sea region rains occur to the east of the
sub-tropical part of the extended trough. The surface
northeasterly trades are then weaker than normal. It is
hypothesized that during this type of dry spell, the local
Hadley cell shifts northwards with its updraft portion
over the Indochina region.
An inspection of weather maps indicates that some
dry spells are of a different character and are associated
with a very rapid deepening of the upper trough well into
the Southern Hemisphere. The upper equatorial winds
which should normally be easterlies prevailing to the
south of the subtropical ridges are replaced by extremely
strong southerly flow (> 20 m sec-1). The surface northeasterly trades are also strong and converge into developing disturbances in the Southern Hemispheric near
equatorial trough. In such cases convective activity
appears to be most pronounced south of the JavaNew Guinea area, reflecting the southward shift of the
updraft portion of the local Hadley cell with a strong
upper level return current into the Northern Hemisphere.
In summary, the major scientific problem areas in
relation to heavy rainfall and dry spells are:
-

-

the lateral coupling mechanisms through which
upper troughs in the subtropical westerlies can
penetrate as far south as the equator and possibly
beyond;
the three dimensional structure of penetrated upper
troughs associated with fine weather over the
Malayan and Indonesian region;
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Monthly mean resultant circulations (knots) at 200 mb in January 1963 (wet month; top) and in January
1964 (dry month; bottom). (Ramage, 1968).
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relationship of changes in large-scale air-sea energy
exchange and changes in sea surface temperature
to the development of equatorial depressions over
the South China Sea;
the relationship between the cold air outbreaks and
development of near-equatorial depressions over
the South China Sea;
accurate rainfall forecasting over the Malayan and
Indonesian region;

-

the relationship between rainfall fluctuations over
Malaysia and Indonesia and the changes in the
intensity of the Siberian anticyclone;

-

the influence of topography (Himalayas) on the
southward penetration of upper troughs;

-

the influence of topography (Sumatra, Borneo) on
the formation of equatorial disturbances.
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monsoon trough is a major factor in drawing the northern limit of the north-easterly trades deep into the
Southern Hemisphere (Bryant, 1958). Limited research
In view of the above, and also from consideration of on the Australian summer circulation (poorly developed
interactions of winter monsoons with other circulations monsoon rains) has revealed some similarities to the
on much larger scales, it is felt that the monsoonal nature . northern hemisphere summer monsoon. Disturbances
of the problem during January and February would be resembling monsoon depressions and mid-tropospheric
very worthwhile. Much can be learned regarding local disturbances discussed in Paragraph 4.2.2 develop, with
and larger scale disturbances which would be very ben- rain concentrated mainly on the low-latitude side of the
eficial to the individual countries participating in this tracks (Kelly, 1964). During the winter monsoon
programme.
experiment, it is certainly necessary to gain an understanding of the time and space variations in the southern
5.3. I Interaction between the tropical and extra-tropical hemisphere monsoon trough and the peculiar nature
and cause of the Australian summer circulation.
region:
5 . 3 Interaction of winter monsoons and other large-scale
circulations

The winter monsoon, when fully established (usually
in January), comprises the strongest component of the
northern atmospheric circulation. The local Hadley cell,
being more pronounced in winter than in summer, is
associated with intense cold surface outbreaks from the
Siberian anticyclone, rising motion in the region of
heaviest equatorial rainfall over the Malayan and Indonesian region, and a vigorous upper tropospheric return
flow, subsiding south of the sub-tropical jet's most intense
stream near Japan. Perhaps this is indicative of the
existence of strong lateral coupling between the equatorial
and mid-latitude region during the winter monsoon.
5.3.2 Interaction of the atmospheric circulation of two
hemispheres:

The question about the interaction of the circulation
systems of both hemispheres is very interesting because
each of the convergence zones of the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres experiences seasonal migration
within its hemisphere. It may be expected that due
to the decrease of the water temperature of the ocean
below 26-27°C in some regions the convergence zone of
one or another hemisphere can migrate to another hemisphere influencing the formation of steady and inversion
layers at low levels.
When rains are stronger over the Malayan and Indonesian region, low-level flow across the equator into
Australia is apparently weaker than normal, tending to
reduce the rainfall over northern Australia. When the
convergence zone in the Northern Hemisphere is abSent
or ill-defined during dry weather over the Malayan and
Indonesian region, the summer monsoon trough in the
Southern Hemisphere is active. Occasionally, an intensified depression developing in the southern hemisphere

Based on spectral analysis of upper tropical winds,
Madden and Julian (1972) showed that the zonal wind
disturbance in a 40-50 day period range took the form
of an asymmetrical wave extending all the way around
the earth with a major contribution from zonal wavenumber 1. It appears that the zonal wind fluctuations
are most pronounced near 150 mb over the equatorial
Indian Ocean during winter. To determine the role of
such zonal wind fluctuations and their possible relationship with the. changes in rainfall over Malaysia and
Indonesia would appear over-ambitious for the winter
monsoon experiment of small time duration (SOP-I).
However, it is hoped that a detailed monitoring is made
of not just the SOP-I period, but over the entire winter
months over a sufficiently large area to delineate the
40-50 day period zonal wind fluctuations over the tropics.
Furthermore, it is of much interest to examine the
quasi-biennial oscillation in the equatorial stratosphere,
its relation to the position of convergence zones, temperature of the ocean, migration and speed of current
in the ocean, changes of the sea-level pressure (southern
fluctuation) and monsoon intensity.
In this context, one must not lose sight of the fact that
FGGE lasts for a period of one full year and those months
other than the SOP months would still be covered by the
FGGE observing system which would normally not be
there. As an example: During November and December,
the coverage of data from merchant ships, from commercial aircraft, wind reports from the Japanese Geostationary Satellite and sophisticated surface and upper air
measurements from the polar orbiting satellites such as
NIMBUS-G, SEASAT and a tropical wind sounding
system based on FGGE ships and aircraft will provide an
opportunity to examine the winter monsoon region with
a very high degree of detail.

6. OROGRAPIDC EFFECTS

The impact of orographic barriers, of different size and
shape, on the monsoons is not fully understood. Some of

the principal mountain ranges, which m~ed to be considered for the summer monsoon, are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 6.1

Principal mountain ranges (Summer monsoon)
Average dimensions (km)
Altitude

Length

Breadth

Extreme
altitudes
(km)

Area
(106km 2)

Orientation
and shape

(i)

Himalayas

3-5

3500

1200

8.8

4.2

Elliptic
(E-W)

(ii)

East African
Mountains

1-2

3000

500

4.6

1.5

Longitudinal
(N-S)

(iii)

Burma and
NE India

2

1000

200

3.8

0.2

Longitudinal
(N-S)

(iv)

Western Ghats
(India)

1-1.5

1000

200

2.7

0.2

Longitudinal
(N-S)

(v)

Zagros Mountains
(Iran)

1.5-3

1800

200

4.9

0.4

Elliptic
(NW-SE)

The mountain ranges, which are likely to affect the winter monsoon, are similarly listed in Table 6.2.

TABLE 6.2

Principal mountain ranges (Winter monsoon)
A verage dimensions (km)
Altitude

Length

Breadth

Extreme
altitudes
(km)

Area
(106km 2 )

Orientation
and shape

(i)

Sumatra

1-1.5

1500

100

3.8

0.2

(ii)

Java

1-1.5

1500

50

3.4

0.1

E-W

(iii)

Borneo

1-1.5

1000

200

2.3

0.2

N-S

NW-SE

(iv)

Celebes

2-3

500

200

3.5

0.1

N-S

(v)

New Guinea

2-3

2500

200

4.9

0.5

E-W

(vi)

Annam

0.6-1

1000

150

3.3

0.2

N-S
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Mountain ranges on the west coast of India (Western
Ghats) and in Burma are long and narrow, but the
Himalayan ranges form an elliptic barrier whose major
axis runs in an east-west direction. Some of the highest
mountains of the world are located in these ranges. An
interesting feature of the Himalayan barrier is an
extremely steep slope along its southern edge. The
terrain rises abruptly by approximately 5 km within a
horizontal distance of 200 km.
The Western Ghats and the Burma mountains enhance
the rainfall very considerably in the coastal regions of
west India and Burma during the summer monsoon. It
has been believed that the orientation of mountain ranges
along Burma and northeast India are partly responsible
for diverting the southwesterly winds in the Bay of Bengal
into southeasterly winds which, subsequently, flow along
the Himalayan foothills. It is not known whether the
cyclonic vorticity that is acquired by monsoon winds over
the Bay of Bengal is induced by orography, or whether
it is the result of a quasi-permanent low pressure system
known as the monsoon trough. It is, however, an
observed fact that the axis of the monsoon trough periodically moves north and south, and its orientation often
determines the rainfall distribution over northeast India.
A similar turning of the wind is not observed over the
Western Ghats. But, under weak monsoon conditions
the winds in this region tend to blow parallel to the
mountains, while during periods of active monsoon the
westerly winds are more perpendicular to the mountains.
It is not clear whether the change in wind direction
between periods of weak and active monsoon is brought
about by orography, or whether it is a temporary change'
in the monsoon circulation.
During the winter monsoon, a cyclonic vortex is often
observed over the Malaysian and Indonesian region. It
is not known whether the formation of this vortex is
induced, at least partially, by the alignment of orographic
features in this region. It is known, however, that the

formation of this vortex considerably enhances the precipitation in this region.
The impact of orographic features on atmospheric
circulation has been the subject of modelling experiments
in recent years. Hahn and Manabe (1975) find that the
inclusion of mountain effects in their model improves its
performance considerably. They emphasize the fact that
the Himalayas force the monsoon current to ascend,
and thereby release latent heat. The combined dynamical and thermodynamic effect of the Himalayan ranges
help to sustain the monsoon circulation.
The need for upper air stations over Burma, and
especially in the vicinity of the Arakan range, was
recently emphasized by Krishnamurti et al. (1976). They
noted from a simple numerical integration of idealized
flows over the Arakan range that the formation of disturbances over the northern Bay of Bengal are influenced
by the presence or absence of this mountain range. They
found that when the large scale monsoon trough is far
enough south, the flows over the Arakans at 850 mb are
generally east southeasterly. If these flows carry sufficient potential vorticity then the flow downstream from
the Arakans can acquire large cyclonic relative vorticity.
This problem has been investigated in a parameter space
including variations of potential vorticity, mountain
height and strength and position of monsoon trough.
While incorporating large orographic features in
numerical models, the choice of appropriate boundary
conditions has often posed interesting problems. On
some occasions, difficulties are encountered by the reflection of computational modes from the surface of the
barrier; while on other occasions, instabilities develop
when the barrier has a very steep slope. The interaction,
between adjacent sharp peaks is another problem on
which our understanding is still fragmentary. Further
experiments with realistic mountain profiles could well
improve our understanding of the monsoons.

7. OBSERVATIONAL REQUIREMENTS AND THE OBSERVING SYSTEMS FOR MONEX

The scientific problems identified in Chapters 4, 5
and 6 of this document require observations on different
space and time scales over different regions. In this
section, we shall present the observational requirements
for each of the monsoon component studies proposed
for MONEX. Next we shall examine the capabilities of
the FGGE observing system towards meeting these
requirements. And finally we shall identify the resulting
inadequacies and propose a special MONEX observing
system for fulfilling the total requirements for MONEX.
7. I
7.1 .1

should be representative to obtain some reliable
measures on a daily basis over the deserts, the
semi arid regions, the wet regions and the mountainous regions.
(v)

Definition of the heat balance of the earth's surface over land areas is essential. This poses an
observational requirement on the measurement of
the incoming and reflected short wave radiation
reaching the earth's surface, the incoming and outgoing longwave radiation, measurement of soil
temperature at various depths, measurement of
soil moisture, surface albedo and the ground wetness. Twice a day measurements over a 500 km 2
resolution throughout the FGGE year over land
areas are desirable.

(vi)

Estimating the vertical profile of radiative cooling
rate (twice/day) over arid, semi arid and wet monsoon belts are required with a spatial resolution of
500 km 2 throughout the FGGE year.

The observational requirements of MONEX
Planetary scale monsoons

As stated in Section 3 we divide the problem areas into
planetary and regional scales. The planetary scale monsoon phenomena are also of much interest to the FGGE
planners. The FGGE observational requirements are
stated in Appendix D. For the most part these would
define the requirements of the planetary scale monsoon
problem. A concerted effort on MONEX requires that
an adequate definition of the planetary scale component
of the heating be measured on a daily basis for the entire
year. In Section 4.5 we have defined these components;
they are:

(vii) The albedo of ice has been stated as an important
problem for MONEX. Measurement of snow cover
over the Himalayas on a daily basis throughout the
FGGE year is desirable.
(viii) The estimates of the heat balance components
require detailed surface meteorological observations
of the conventional parameters. This requirement
is on the same space and time scale as for the
FGGE requirement.

(i)

At the top of the atmosphere: the incoming shortwave and net outgoing long wave radiation, the
albedo at the top of the atmosphere. Daily mapping of the earth's radiation budget.

(ii)

Variability of monsoon rainfall over a broad scale
monsoon belt, 30 S to 50 N and 20 W to 180 E.
This daily product could be required throughout
the FGGE period. The spatial resolution of this
product would be the same as that for FGGE.

The observational requirements for the following
MONEX planetary scale problems are the same as those
stated for FGGE (see Appendix D).
(i)

Onset of monsoons.

Daily measurements of sea surface temperature
over the planetary scale. The FGGE requirements
over space and time define the MONEX requirement as well.

(ii)

Active and break monsoons.

(iii)

Interhemispheric interactions.

(iv)

Interactions with central and western Pacific circulations.

(v)

Interactions with middle latitude waves.

(vi)

Interactions with circulation in the stratosphere.

0

(iii)

(iv)

0

0

0

Measurements of sensible heat and water vapour
(evaporative) fluxes over both oceanic and land
areas are required. Over oceanic areas the FGGE
requirements of a spatial resolution of one measurement every 500 km2 should be met twice a day.
The observational requirements over land areas

(vii) Interaction of the winter monsoons with the other
large-scale circulations.
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7.1.2 Regional MONEX problems

Ocean area, and the western part of these
oceans. The narrow regions of cold waters over
the western oceans (primarily from the coastal
upwelling effects) require a more stringent observational requirement for the measurement of sea
surface temperature. These observational requirements are stated in Table D .la. It is desirable to
have a mapping of the air-sea interaction (sensible
and latent heat fluxes) on a daily basis.

The basic observational requirement here is that we
adequately resolve in space and time the phenomena
described in Sections 4.1, 4.2 and Chapter 5. We shall
discuss these requirements in some detail here.
Arabian Sea component
Air sea interaction over the Arabian Sea. The
observational requirements here are divided into
two parts: the broad-scale Arabian Sea/Indian

(i)

(ii)

Low-leveljet. The intense cross-equatorial low level
jet needs to be monitored on adequate lateral, ver-

TABLE 7.1
Major observational platforms during the FGGE operational year (1978-79)
Observing system
1.

Meteorological elements to be observed

WWW
Upper air stations: radiosonde,
rawinsonde, pilot balloon
Surface stations
Polar orbiting satellites

winds, temperature, pressure a,ltitude, and moisture
surface wind, surface temperature, surface pressure, surface moisture, olbuds
amount, etc.
temperature (vertical profile) and cloud images day and night

2. Geosynchronous satellites (5); 2 US,
Japan, USSR, ESA

cloud motion vectors, cloud images day and night, visible infrared radiometer

3. Tropical wind observing ships (50)

radar and omega winds, temperature, pressure, and moisture

4. Dropwindsonde aircraft

omega winds, moisture and pressure altitude

5. Commercial aircraft,. merchant ships

winds, temperature, pressure altitude (by radar altimeter)

6. NIMBUS-G, TIROS-N, METEOR
and other polar orbiting satellites

(a) sea ice, rainfall rate, and soil moisture (by Spin Scan Multichannel, Microwave
Radiometer (SMMR»
(b) net radiation budget, and surface albedo (Earth Radiation Budget Experiment
(ERB»
(c) outgoing longwave radiation, and albedo (by Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR»

7. Drifting buoy system

surface pressure and sea surface temperature (25°S-65°S)

8. Constant level balloons

winds, temperature at and height of the 200 mb level (equatorial belt)
winds, pressure and (hopefully, temperature) at low levels (~IOOO m) over Arabian
Sea

9. Oceanographic programme under
FGGE
10. Other measurements

sea, land and ice surface temperature, precipitation and run-off

7.
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tical and temporal scales. Because of the scale of
this phenomenon, at least for a period of 20 days
of the SOP-Il, it would be desirable to provide
measurements of pressure, wind speed, temperature,
moisture, boundary layer turbulent fluxes, sea surface temperature, sea state measurements, ocean
current measurements, radiative flux divergence
measurements, cloud cover (day and night) and
rainfall. Desired horizontal resolution in the vicinity of the jet R:! 20 km for a 100 km wide region.
Desired vertical resolution in the vicinity of the
jet R:! 0.5 km below 700 mb, every 3 km above
that level. The total requirement is stated in
Appendix D.
(iii)
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As stated in Paragraph 4. I .4 it is essential that
radiative flux measurements, air-sea interaction
measurements, cloud mapping and large-scale flow
descriptions be available to evaluate the dynamics
of the inversions.
Bay of Bengal cyclogenesis

Observational evidence suggests that during the formative stages the scale of a monsoon depression is
approximately 500 km in the horizontal and 10 km in
the vertical. An adequate observational system needs to
be designed to measure the three dimensional structure
of the atmosphere within such an area. The observational
requirements are stated in Table D .2a. This is a requirement for the two months July/August.

Inversion layer. The inversion layer is evidently
closely tied to the other problems over the Arabian
Sea. Adequate measurements in the lower troposphere of the temperature and moisture would be
required to monitor the day-to-day variability of
the inversion across the Arabian Sea and the Indian
Ocean. The near simultaneous monitoring of the
low-level jet and the structure of the inversion layer
is an essential requirement.

Mid-tropospheric cyclones

The scale of this phenomenon is roughly 2,000 to
3,000 km in the horizontal and about 5 km in the vertical.
The observational requirement here is that such an area
over the northeastern part of India and Bangladesh
be adequately observed in three dimensions. The detailed
requirements are stated in Table D. 2a.
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Winter monsoon experiment

shown in Appendix D. In Figure 7. 1, the observational
coverage of various elements of the FGGE composite
observing system is schematically illustrated. Model
distribution of ships and aircraft soundings is shown in
Figure 7.2 over the equatorial belt.
We shall next examine briefly the FGGE observing
system from the viewpoint of MONEX with respect to
the WWW surface-based observations, WWW spacebased observations and the proposed special observing
system.

In order to adequately monitor the cold monsoon
surges, monsoon rainfall and dry spells it is again necessary to consider a broad scale winter monsoon domain.
Within this domain it is important to identify regions
where these phenomena need to be monitored in three
dimensions. Based on the description presented in
Sections 5. 1 and 5.2 we propose observational requirements that are presented in Table D .10a.

In summary we present the observational requirements
for the planetary and the regional MONEX components 7.2. 1 WWW surface-based observations
in Appendix D, Tables D .la through D .12a. It should
Figure 7.3 shows the network of existing radiosonde/
be stated here that the MONEX philosophy is similar to '
that of the FGGE in that we shall be looking at composite rawinsonde stations and those proposed under WWW,
observing systems which, taken together, would meet the and some proposed particularly for MONEX. The
activation of these stations is very vital for MONEX.
above stated requirements.

The FGGE observing system is designed to meet the
FGGE requirements. As stated in the previous section
the MONEX requirements are for the most part the
same as those for the FGGE. Here we shall first present
the FGGE observing system prior to examining the
question of how far the MONEX requirements are
indeed being met by the FGGE observing system.

The surface synoptic network needs to be strengthened
over the Indonesian region, Tibetan region and Arabia.
. Many tropical countries mainly in Africa do not provide
daily observations at 00 GMT, many of the Pacific
Islands and parts of Indonesia do not operate at 12 GMT,
and Burma, Indonesia and Eastern Africa do not operate
at 18 GMT. The strong recommendation is made that
twice daily upper air and four times daily surface observations be made from the WWW networks during
MONEX.

In Table 7.1 the major relevant FGGE platform are
listed. The FGGE requirements for the tropics are

Regarding synoptic observations from ships, the Indian
Ocean is a data-sparse region. But the collection of even

7.2 The FGGE Observing System relevant to MONEX
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the existing observations needs to be strengthened, particularly the transmission from the coastal stations to
the National Meteorological Centres. Perhaps, the only
way would be to collect all ship logs.
Similarly, the collection of all commercial aircraft
data at the main airports like Nairobi, Bombay, Calcutta, Colombo, Bangkok, Singapore, Hong Kong,
Tokyo and Manila in the monsoon region will considerably enhance the upper tropospheric wind network. (A
special effort to collect aircraft reports at Bombay during
ISMEX-73 was promising.) In Appendix B, we present
a preliminary commercial aircraft plan. Its implementation is a necessary requirement.
7.2.2

Space-based observations

The space-based part of the global observing system
will provide temperature and moisture measurements at
5 to 6 levels (500 km resolution) twice daily from the
polar-orbiting satellites. High resolution pictures of day
and night cloud cover (visible and infra-red) will be
available every 6 hours. Four times daily, cloud-wind
observations (eight times for some components) at two
levels from geostationary satellites will be invaluable,
particularly in the tropical area. Cirrus blow-off winds
at high level will also be quite useful for delineating the
direction of the flows.
As to the measurement of wind by cloud tracers using
geostationary satellites, one might initially doubt the
usefulness of this platform in relatively cloud-free regions

like the western Indian Ocean off the East African coast
(the crucial region of the low-level jet). However, preliminary analyses by Krishnamurti covering the GATE
period show that with high resolution geostationary
satellite pictures, it is possible to get adequate low level
winds over most tropical oceans.
Rainfall estimates should be possible from the satellite
carrying the microwave radiometer and will be useful
especially over the oceanic areas.
Satellite measurements of sea surface temperature twice
daily with a resolution of 2° to 5° over the entire MONEX
region are required. These have to be augmented by bucket
or intake (four times daily) sea surface temperature observations by all the special ships and twice daily by merchant ships. The capability of satellites to derive surface
wind speed from the state of the sea should also be
exploited (see Appendix C).
Reference should be made to Appendix D where more
details in the observational requirements and observing
systems are presented.
7 .2.3

SpeCial observing systems

During the two Special Observing Periods (SOPs) of
FGGE, increased emphasis will be put on ships capable
of making surface and upper-air wind observations in the
equatorial tropics. In order to strengthen the wind
requirements with a limited number of ships (of the order
of 50 ships), the concept of active and inactive regions
with differing resolution requirements was introduced
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(Table 7.2 and Figure 7.4). This tropical wind observing
system together with the equatorial aircraft dropwindsondes and the constant level balloons over the equatorial
belt proposed for the FGGE will be invaluable for
MONEX.

will provide the three-dimensional structure of the
atmosphere over the Indian Ocean.
TABLE 7.2
Wind requirements in the equatorial tropics (looN-lOOS)
(During the two Special Observing Periods)

The tropical wind observing system as well as the
aircraft dropwindsonde system will utilize the OMEGA
or other VLF radio navigation aids network (NAVAID)
for the determination of wind profile in the atmosphere.
NAVAID winds are generally averaged over some vertical depth and it may not be possible to get the detailed
structure of the wind in the boundary layer, which is an
important requirement in MONEX. This makes it
highly desirable to have radar wind-finding ships in the
equatorial regions of MONEX. Also, the location of
Reunion as one of the Omega navigation stations precludes the use of this system in the neighbourhood of
this area within 1,000 km.
The special observing system of the Southern Hemisphere over the Indian Ocean from 20 S to 65°S, that is
drifting buoys (together with satellite temperature),
0

*

Horizontal
Resolution

Vertical
Resolution

Number of
Obs/day

4000 km

3 levels

1

350 km
or
500 km

5 levels

1

5 levels

2

5 levels

1

5 levels

2

Stratosphere
Troposphere

Active regions:

500 km
or
700 km

Inactive regions:

*

The requirements stated above replace the ones given in the
GARP Publications Series No. 11 (see Paragraph 5.2.2(i)) and
in the report of the eight session of the JOC (see Paragraph 4.2.4).
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Figure 7.4 Preliminary definition of the "active" (hatched) and "inactive" (blank) regions in
the equatorial tropics during the two Special Observing Periods.

A small number of commercial aircraft may be provided with prototype Aircraft to Satellite DATA Relay
(ASDAR) equipment packages. These aircraft will automatically transmit meteorological data via the geostationary satellite International Data Collection System
for real time use.
7.3

Additional observing systems required for MONEX

The observational requirements and proposed observing system for each of the MONEX components were
stated in Section 7. 1. In this section we examine the
observing systems based on stated requirements. We
look upon the MONEX requirements and the MONEX
system as a slight addition to the Global Experiment for
most of its components. The essential elements of the

FGGE observational platforms were stated in Paragraph 7.2.1. For the most part, the MONEX observing
system is not stating any accuracy requirements that are
more stringent than those stated for the FGGE platforms. Only in those cases where special measurements
by ships and/or aircraft are called for, we have indicated
some accuracy requirements that are better than those
for the FGGE.
In Appendix D, a number of tables on the MONEX
observing system are being presented in some detail. This
system calls for additional observations (not part of the
FGGE) such as:
(i)

Special surface stations for rainfall measurement.

(ii)

Special upper-air observing network.
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(iii)

Special MONEX ships.

(iv)

Research aircraft with dropsonde capability.

(v)

Enhanced resolution for cloud motion vectors from
geosynchronous satellites.

(vi)

In addition to the above it would be necessary to have
the following additional MONEX special observing
systems:
(i)

A plan for collection of data from the merchant
ships (see Appendix E). The implementation of
this plan should be given high priority.

(ii)

Surface wind speed over the ocean assessed via
remote sensing from satellites (see Appendix C).

Sea surface temperature from research aircraft.

{vii) Special collection of data from merchant ships.
(viii) Special collection of data from commercial aircraft.
(ix)

Implementation of a coastal radar network along
the Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal, China Sea coasts
and the Indonesia-Malaysia region.

(x)

High frequency of day and night imagery from geosynchronous and/or polar orbiting satellites.

{xi)

Surface drifting and airborne expendable buoys for
measurements over data-void oceanic regions.

(xii) Equatorial constant level balloons near 150 mb.
(xiii) Special surface radiation measurements for defining and calibrating elements of the heat balance
problem.
(xiv) Airborne radiometric measurements in cloudy and
cloud-free regions again for calibrating the satellite
measurements of the elements of the heat 1;>alance
problem.
It should be stated that one or more of these special
MONEX systems are called for in the different components of MONEX and these are illustrated in the
various tables of Appendix D.

We shall next look at some details of the observing
system for the component experiments.

7 .3 . 1 Arabian Sea and Western Indian Ocean studies
(May and June 1979)

Air-sea interaction
Bulk aerodynamics procedures will be used to determine the fluxes of sensible and latent heat from the
ocean. It is thus desirable to have a reasonable distri'bution of surface observations of air temperature, of sea
temperature, of humidity and of wind speed over
the entire region of the Arabian Sea and Indian
Ocean.
The following components of the observing systems
for the FGGE platforms would be required to implement
this task:
(i)

Aircraft dropwindsonde (one sonde every 500 km 2
once per day).

(ii)

FGGE ships in the equatorial area.

(iii) A high resolution geosynchronous or polar orbiting .
satellite (resolution: 1 mile) with capability of IR
and visible product. The digital product to be used
for the determination of sea surface temperature
distributions over the entire ocean area (see
Appendix F).
(iv)

Dedicated MONEX ships: from an examination of
past records of air-sea interactions over the Arabian
Sea, and from considerations of the other phenomena to be studied over the Arabian Sea we recommend that three dedicated MONEX ships be placed
at the following three appropriate locations: II ON,
53°E; 14°N, 61 0E and l7°N, 70 0E.
The rationale for the choice of these sites was
discussed at a number of meetings of international
experts.
The dedicated MONEX ship positions are selected
such that the ship at 1l0N, 53°E may monitor the
strong off-shore low level winds. This is also an
area where upwetled cold water markedly modifies
the temperature structure of the lower layers, and
where air-sea interactions are very important. The
ship at 14°N, 61 0E forms a triangle with two
FGGE ships to the south of that position. This
triangle represents a minimum network for the
computation of mass divergence, mean vertical
motion and horizontal and vertical momentum and
energy fluxes. These parameters are important for
the investigation of the interaction between the
large-scale monsoon circulation and the planetary
boundary layer. The triangle of ships could be
permitted to drift slowly so that air-sea interface
fluxes can be measured on buoys.
Lastly, the ship at lrN, 70 0E forms another
triangle with two Indian coastal RS/RW stations
such that studies similar to those mentioned above
may be conducted in that area.
The FGGE ships to be located within the 5° latitude/longitude squares (F) in Figure 7.5 are based
on the lOC document (1975) on equatorial winds
(see Annex E of the Report of lOC-XI, 1975). At
this stage of planning it is recognized that this is
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somewhat tentative. The MONEX plans however
recommend these as useful positions for FGGE.
(v)

We recommend an enhanced WWW network with
a priority list of additional upper-air weather
stations. This list is presented in Table D. The
implementation of this list should be given much
consideration.

(vi)

Research aircraft: in the Arabian Sea component
of MONEX we propose 5 staging areas for research
aircraft, see Figure 7.5. (Not all of these areas are
required for the measurement of parameters to
determine the air-sea interaction.) In this section
the staging areas (1), (2), (4) and (5) would be
important. The research aircraft would provide
detailed measurements of sea surface temperature.
These measurements would be very useful here as
well as for several other scientific problems. The

151-----+""'"-t-t---

satellite . measurements of the sea surface temperature can be calibrated from the aircraft products.
(vii) Constant level balloons: the launching of 50 to
100 constant density low level balloons is planned
by a French group (Laboratoire de Meteorologie
Dynamique). It should complement the boundary
layer data by furnishing Lagrangian trajectories of
the mixed layer over the ocean (tentatively at the
500 meter level). The launching points of the balloons being the Seychelles Islands, Diego Suarez or
Agalega, it should be possible to get cross-equatorial trajectories all the way to India. The balloons, tracked by the TIROS-N satellite, should
provide, along with their positions, recordings of
pressure at flight level and possibly temperature
and moisture. (Cadet, Ovarlez and Ovarlez, 1975;
Cadet and Ovarlez, 1976.)
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Inversion layer and low level jet
The inversion layer is of interest from the equatorial
western Indian Ocean to the northeastern Arabian Sea.
The understanding of the inversion and its changes
requires measurements of parameters such as:
(i)

air sea interaction;

(ii)

turbulent fluxes in the boundary layer;

(iii)

vertical profiles of radiative fluxes and flux divergences;

(iv)

large-scale subsidence and associated divergence
distributions;

(v)

three dimensional distribution of the motion, thermal and moisture variables;

(vi)

entrainment and detrainment of cloud matter.

where air-sea interactions are large, the low level jet
has its beginnings somewhere in this vicinity and lower
tropospheric flows are generally southeasterly. For this
problem research aircraft flights are required in all the
five staging areas. Strategies of simultaneous staging
days and periods of observation need to be defined. The
frequency of observations and resolution requirement
for this problem are identical to the previous section.
It should be stated here that the strategies of deployment of ships, aircraft and other observing systems over
the Arabian Sea and Indian Ocean proposed here take
into account the needs for a detailed definition of the
initial state for limited area numerical prediction models.

7.3.2

Monsoon disturbances over the Bay of Bengal
(July and August 1979)

The observational requirements for this problem are
essentially identical to those stated in the former section
on air-sea interaction. The implementation of the surface and upper air network over land and sea, shown in
Figure 7.5, is essential for this problem. The only
additional requirement is that in the staging area (l),
(2), (4) and (5) of Figure 7.5, the aircraft should have:

A better understanding of the monsoon depressions
would require a detailed definition of the three-dimensional structure of a number of these disturbances.
Observations of wind, temperature, pressure and humidity
on a scale of 100 km and at 5-6 levels in the vertical will
be required in those regions where such disturbances are
expected to form:

(a) The capability of measuring long wave fluxes along·

(i)

selected vertical soundings.
(b) In addition the research aircraft are expected to

provide measurements of wind, temperature, pressure, moisture and cloudiness within these staging
areas.
It is recommended that out of a total of 60 days of
MONEX in this region research aircraft take measurements for about 20 days in each of the staging areas.
Furthermore, for each mission it is recommended that
several vertical soundings be made by the aircraft. No
direct measurements of turbulent fluxes are stated as a
req~irement here, because such measurements would be
( prohibitively expensive over such a wide area as
shown in Figure 7. 5. It is felt that based on GATE,
ATEX and AMTEX experience this quantity should be
parameterized as a function of other known variables in
a diagnostic sense. The preferred flight level for the
research aircraft is suggested to be around the 1 km
level. In the horizontal flights it is suggested that research
aircraft provide observations at least every 20 km.

Next we shall address the problem of the low-level jet.
With reference to this phenomenon, the observatiomil
requirements are identical to what has been stated above.
The only additional detail here refers to research aircraft
flights in the important staging area (5). This is a region

The implementation of radiosondefradiowind sta~
tions over Burma and the Andaman-Nicobar
Islands and over east central India under WWW
Plan and some stations specifically for MONEX
(Table D. 2), are to be an important part of the
observing system.
These stations should make 2 daily ascents; but
on occasions of passage of monsoon lows and
depressions 4 daily ascents are recommended.
The period most suited for study of these
disturbances is July and August. On an average
about 2 depressions and 2 lows form per month.
It would be desirable to probe at least 4--6 such
disturbances during MONEX.

(ii)

The MONEX planners met in Geneva on a number
of occasions to discuss the question of the number
and positions of special MONEX ships for the Bay
of Bengal experiment. Based on a series of discussions it was felt that a minimal system of 5 ships
was essential. The WWW and ships alone do not
form an adequate system for monitoring the formative stages of the Bay of Bengal disturbances.
It is a combined system composed of these 5 ships
plus research aircraft plus the other observing systems (shown in Tables D. 1b through D. 12b) that
provide the needed resolution in space and time.
Based on these discussions five special MONEX

7.

will be required to fill the large gap between peninsular India and Andaman-Nicobar Islands and
would enable us to monitor changes in the monsoon current to the south of these disturbances
and also any possible poleward fluxes in this region.

ships, Ml> M 2 , Ms, M 4 and Ms, stationary at
locations were recommended:
20 o N, 88SE
17 SN, 87°E
17.5°N,90o E
l3°N,87SE
9°N,87.5°E

M1
M2
Ms
M4
Ms

(iii)

These should take 4 times daily upper wind and
radiosonde ascents. The triangle of ships formed
by M1 , M 2 , Ms as well as triangles formed by these
ships with coastal stations over the northern Bay
of Bengal would enable computations of divergence, vertical motion and fluxes in the region of
formation of these disturbances. Ships M 4 and Ms
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As this coverage is still inadequate to delineate the
detailed structure of these disturbances it is essential to have aircraft probes over the north Bay of
Bengal (Figure 7.6). At least 2 aircraft will be
required to probe the disturbances at 900 or 850,
700 and 200 mb. The flight patterns need to be
carefully planned for the probing of these disturbances. An aircraft flying at 300 or 200 mb with a
dropsonde capability could be one of these aircraft
and the other aircraft a long-range low flying air-
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Figure 7.6 The implementation plan of the surface and upper air network for the study of monsoon disturbances over the Bay of Bengal
(July and August 1979). U: The most important stations for MONEX.
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craft. It is suggested that the frequency of flights
be once in two days during inactive days and once
each day during active periods. The major airfields in this area are Calcutta, Rangoon, Madras
and Singapore.

(vi)

It may be worth noting that the period of study

of these disturbances falls outside the period of
SOP-I! (May-June). No FGGE equatorial ships
or other special equatorial wind finding system
would be available. Therefore, it is recommended
that resources like ships and aircraft from the
Arabian Sea and possibly from East China Sea be
moved into the Bay of Bengal during July and
August.
The suggested aircraft flights are tentatively identified in Figure 7.6. One aircraft shown over the
northern part of the Bay of Bengal augments the
ship observation by providing dropwindsonde
observations. This combined system may be
designed to obtain a resolution of the order of
100 km in the horizontal over the depressions.
The other aircraft shown in the southern Bay of
Bengal is tentatively scheduled to fly from Madras
to Rangoon and provide low level wind temperature and moisture information for a selected period
of roughly 20 days during July and August. An
alternate for this low level flight would be: near
equatorial flights between Colombo and Singapore
again with a similar frequency. The absence of an
equatorial wind system outside of SOP-I! makes it
very' important that such a long-range aircraft
flight plan be implemented during the Bay of
Bengal component. This long-range flight will·
monitor the broad scale lower tropospheric mass
and moisture fluxes near the equator for the Bay
of Bengal monsoons.
(iv)

Wind observations from cloud motion vectors at
2 levels derived from geostationary satellite observations will be a very important data source for
delineating the wind field in the area of monsoon
disturbances .. It is essential to have suitable ground
equipment for deriving these winds from film loops.
It should be possible to derive wind vectors every
3 hours.

(v)

The collection of all merchant ship data and
commercial aircraft wind data with special effort
is a requirement (see Appendices B and E).

The next important requirement is the detailed
delineation of the cloud and rainfall field. It is
essential to have the capability of receiving high
resolution satellite pictures from polar orbiting and
geostationary satellites. In addition to the coastal
radar network it is essential to have radar on at
least one ship (20 N, 88SE) to estimate rainfall
over the Bay of Bengal. Detailed cloud surveys
(visual and photographic) are also desirable on
board aircraft used for other measurements.
0

(vii) The observations of sea surface temperature over
the north Bay of Bengal is an important requirement. .Daily measurements of sea surface temperature by bucket or intake from merchant ships in
the area and the special MONEX ships is essential.
It is desirable to have measurements of sea surface
temperature with an accuracy of O.soC by IR radiometers and AXBT using the above research aircraft. Satellite measurement of SST will be inadequate in cloudy regions; however this should also
be examined wherever possible (see Appendix F).
. A detailed tabulation of the observing system for
MONEX is presented in Appendix D.
For the studies of mid-tropospheric cyclones over the
north Bay of Bengal, the observational requirements
stated above will be adequate. Additionally, it is desirable to implement the WWW observational network
which covers the mid-tropospheric low over the Arabian
Sea.

7.3.3

Onset ofthe monsoon, active and break monsoons

Onset of the monsoon
For the planetary scale aspects of the onset, the FGGE
observational platforms are considered adequate. For
the regional aspects of the onset it would be desirable to
have observations at a resolution of less than 500 km.
The observational requirements stated for the Arabian
Sea and Bay of Bengal regional components of MONEX
will meet these requirements for the regional onset problem as well. The proposed FGGE ships over the equatorial Bay of Bengal during SOP-I! will be desirable for
monitoring the onset of the monsoon.

Active and break monsoons

The above observing system is designed to fulfil
the requirements of limited area fine mesh numerical models.

The large-scale aspects of this component will require
the determination of wind, temperature, moisture and
geopotential fields in the troposphere between 20 S and
30 N covering the African continent, Indian sub-continent
and western Pacific with a resolution of 500 km. This
will be largely met by the FGGE observing system.
0

0
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Strengthening of the present WWW network west of the
Himalayas and over Tibet is highly desirable. Winds
from geostationary satellites will be important over
oceanic areas. A maximum utilization of commercial
aircraft data, merchant ship data and aircraft dropwindsonde data is highly desirable. Monitoring of ocean
temperatures as stated in Appendix F is an observational
requirement.
In summary the observational requirements stated for
the Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea components will
meet the requirements for the regional aspects of the
break monsoon problem.
In July and August, when monsoons are most active,
a substantial augmentation of the FGGE network is
proposed here. This would be necessary over regions
such as the equatorial South China Sea, Bay of Bengal
and Arabian Sea, using shipborne and aircraft observations.

7.3.4

Interaction of monsoon circulation and other
circulation regimes during the northern hemispheric
summer

Interaction of monsoon with the Southern Hemisphere
For monitoring the cross-equatorial flux of mass,
momentum, moisture and energy, observations of wind,
temperature, pressure and humidity with a resolution of
500 km are required in the equatorial Indian Ocean.
The FGGE observing system of the WWW network,
ships and aircraft in this region together with the special
observations proposed for the Arabian Sea component
are adequate to meet this requirement (Table D. 6 in
Appendix D).
The southern hemispher~ special observing system of
buoys and constant level balloons together with satellite
derived temperatures will provide a definition of the
atmospheric flow patterns over the Indian Ocean.

Interaction with the central and western Pacific circulation
In order to study the interaction ofthe mid-Pacific trough
and other Pacific systems with the monsoon, it is essential to have measurement of temperature, pressure and
wind with a resolution of 5-10° over the Pacific and a
higher resolution of 2° over Burma, Malaysia and Indonesia. Implementation of the WWW network and FGGE
observing system over the Pacific and over Asian Longitudes and the observing system for the Bay of Bengal
cyclogenesis will be essential for this component also.
The variation of the easterly jet stream can be monitored by insertion of balloons at 15 km in the Pacific
Ocean, and followed across the Indian Ocean and
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Africa. This is a proposal whose implementation is not
an essential requirement.

Interaction with mid-latitude waves
Observations of temperature, pressure, and wind with
a resolution of 500 km over the mid-latitudes of Asia
are required to study the interaction of mid-latitude
waves with the monsoon circulation. Enhanced WWW
network over this region, especially over the data-sparse
regions of the Middle East and over Tibet is essential
(Table D. 8 in Appendix D).

Interaction with the circulation in the stratosphere
It is important that detailed upper wind and rainfall
observations be collected before, during and after the
MONEX over the entire tropics. Observation of the
equatorial stratospheric waves will require that selected
equatorial stations make soundings to 10 mb between
lOOS and lOoN. Both the phase and amplitude of equatorial waves must be measured accurately. Momentum
and wave-energy transport near the tropopause level are
needed to clarify the causes and role of the equatorial
waves in the lower stratosphere. (Table D. 9 in Appendix D.)

7.3.5

Observing systems for winter monsoons (January
and February 1979)

Based on the scientific objectives of the problem over
the winter monsoon domain we recommend the following
observing systems in addition to the FGGE platform
(Refer to Figure 7.7 for the following):

Dedicated MONEX ships at locations M ll M 2 and Ma.
These ships having the capability of taking surface and
upper air observations during the 60 clays of winter monsoon experiments. Soundings twice a day, at least, up
to 100 mbs in the vertical.
The ships M 1 and Ma determine, along with the proposed and existing network of upper air stations, four
triangles as indicated, i.e. 1, 2, 5 and 6. The selection
of these positions for M 1 and Ma thus would provide
the possibility of detailed studies of disturbances (mentioned earlier). Triangles 1 and 2 locate the regions
where medium scale winter time cyclones form. Triangles 5 and 6, deterInined by Ma, Singapore, Ranai
and Kuching, locate regions where disturbances in the
cold surges are frequently noted in these months. Monitoring of the detailed observational structure will, hopefully, be supplemented by aircraft traverses shown by
lines in Figure 7.7, mainly near the 850 mb level. The
aircraft staging routes, 3 and 4 in Figure 7.7 have been
chosen to provide information on medium scale disturb-
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ances to the north of the Philippines and on cold monsoon surges in the southern part of the South China Sea,
respectively. Vertical soundings between the surface and
the 400 mb level are desirable at turning points distant
from existing upper air sounding stations. Flights should
be made every two days, or perhaps more frequently in
the event of the development of a significant disturbance.
Although not shown in Figure 7.7, it is essential that
an aircraft staging route should exist in the Timor Sea

region. The aircraft should operate out of Darwin and
fly a triangle route between Darwin, Timor imd West
Irian.
The pilot balloon network over land and on islands
should be expanded wherever possible. In addition
every effort should be made to implement the proposed
network in the South China Sea, the Indonesian seas,
and on the north Australian coast (Figure 7.7 and
Table D.lOc).
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It is essential that the FGGE ships shown in the Timor
and Arafura Sea region in Figure 7.7 will be implemented.
Such ships form an integral component of the winter
monsoon study.

Phenomena associated with zonal wind fluctuations in
a 40-50 day period during winter can be studied by the
FGGE data network. However, a substantial augmentation would be required in order to enhance the background FGGE network in December and March over
the equatorial Indian Ocean, using shipborne and aircraft observations together with detailed description of
precipitation and sea surface temperature.

7.3.6 Heat sources
Mean heat sources
Since heat sources play such a predominant role in
the monsoon circulations, it is important that major
efforts be made to measure and estimate heat sources
during MONEX.
Augmentation of the rainfall- network over the Indonesian region and over Tibet is vital. All rainfall data
over south and southeast Asia, which are generally
distributed only domestically, should be utilized.

The surface radiation network measuring incoming
shortwave radiation, albedo, and downward and upward
long-wave radiation (Figure 7.8 and Table D" 11 in
Appendix D) needs to be strengthened over Tibet,
Saudia Arabia, the Sahara region, Somalia and Indonesia. It is also essential to have radio-metersonde
ascents at a sparser network of stations (Figure 7.8 and
Table D. 11 in Appendix D), to define the vertical profiles of radiative fluxes. Surface radiation measurements
should also be carried out on board the FGGE and
MONEX ships. These surface based radiation measurements may also be used to calibrate measurements of
albedo and outgoing long-wave radiation. Soil temperature and soil moisture measurements at agrometeorological stations will provide valuable information for the
heat balance over land and may also be used to calibrate
satellite measurements. This network may need to be
augmented, a detailed inventory of currently operating
stations is desirable.
The estimation of latent and sensible heat flux from
oceans required for heat budget determinations will be
largely met by the other regional components. It is
desirable to have direct measurement of radiative fluxes
with aircraft over the desert regions of Arabia and
northern India. In this connexion monitoring the aerosol content of air in this region will be essential.
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An aircraft flying over domain 1 (Figure 7.8; Arabia)
could measure vertical profiles of short and long-wave
radiation fluxes for about a week in Mayor June.
Similar measures are also of interest over the domain 2
of Figure 7.8. It should be noted here that these are
not being given a higher priority; since they depend on
the availability of research aircraft over Arabia and
Pakistan.
In general, all heat sources are difficult to measure or
estimate precisely, particularly when the large space and
time scales of monsoon circulations are considered.
Satellites offer the best opportunity for information on
the heat sources over the entire period and area of the
monsoon. Scanning types of sensors on satellites allow
for measurements at horizontal resolutions as high as
1 to 10 km although computer resources and model
requirements usually make a 150-500 km scale more
practical for quantities such as the radiative heat budget.
Although satellites are most capable of measuring the
radiative heating at the top of the atmosphere, they can
also be utilized to make estimates of some of the heat
sources within the atmosphere and at the surface.
Ground-based measurements and direct probes. within
the atmosphere are best for obtaining information on
atmospheric and surface heating, but spatial coverage
would be limited. Combined use of these and satellite
measurements could yield good estimates of patterns of
heating over the monsoon area for various time intervals,
and also time variations of large-scale averages over
regions of the monsoon.
Specifically, the various heating components, their
means of measurement or derivation, and the MONEX
requirements for them are as follows:

Estimates of rainfall can also be done from observations made in the visible or the infrared from polar
orbiting or geostationary satellites. Imagery, based on
television pictures and on scanning radiometers, has
principally been used in the past to estimate rainfall.
For example, Follansbee and Oliver (1975) devised such
a method; more recently Kilonsky and Ramage (1976)
correlated the frequencies of highly reflective cloudiness,
extracted from visible satellite picture mosaic~ over the
tropical Pacific Ocean, with coral island rainfall. During
MONEX, data from the AVHRR (Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer) on TIROS-N is expected to be
available in digital form at a resolution of about 150250 km in the form of radiation budget components
(outgoing longwave radiation and albedo). These data
may also be available at a resolution of as high as 4 km
globally arid 1 km for limited areas in terms of brightness, temperature, and reflectance. Furthermore, visible
and infrared imagery from the geostationary satellites
orbited by Japan and the U.S.S.R. could provide similar
estimates of precipitation, with the advantage of nearly
complete diurnal coverage. The availability of these
data in digital form is unknown; even if they were available, the feasibility of handling the data on a large scale
cannot be determined at present.
(b) Heating at the earth's sUlface. Accurate measurements of sensible and latent heat· flux from the surface
to the atmosphere are needed over both land and ocean
areas. Important to calculations of sensible heat flux
are the temperatures of the surface and the air near the
surface, and the wind velocity and drag coefficient. Over
land areas the equation for the surface heat balance can
be very useful. Assuming zero heat capacity of the land
surface, this equation may be written as: F L + F s +
+ H s + H L = 0, where

(a) Heat of condensation. Condensation heating accounts for a large part of the atmospheric heating during
F L is longwave radiation emitted by the surface,
monsoon seasons (both winter and summer). It is importF,'l is solar radiation received at the surface,
ant that a dense network of rainfall stations be established
H s is sensible heat flux at the surface, and
over the continental part of the MONEX region. Over
oceanic areas, it is not feasible to establish a surface
H L is latent heat flux at the surface.
observational network of the required density, even with
Ground-based observations of the surface radiative heat
a network of suitably calibrated weather radar. Howbudget, measurements of air and surface temperature,
ever, the effective coverage of surface observation can
wind speed, and soil moisture would be useful for estibe greatly enhanced when used in conjunction with satelmating H s and H L at a limited number of locations
lite observations. It is expected that the Scanning Multiunder a variety of cloudy and cloudfree conditions.
channel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) on NIMBUS-G
These measurements would be useful also in serving as
will be operational during FGGE to estimate the magniground truth for satellite data which could then be used
tudes of rainfall rates (such as light, moderate, intense
to estimate the surface heat balance and the sensible and
and very intense rainfall) over oceans. It will be necess·latent heating over much broader areas.
ary, however, to devise appropriate statistical techniques
Radiative heat budget measurements from the Earth
to estimate rainfall amounts over a finite time interval
(e.g. six hours) from these microwave estimates of rain- Radiation Budget (ERB) experiment on NIMBUS-G
and also the somewhat more approximate heat budget
fall rates.
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estimates from the AVHRR on TIROS-N will both be
available to aid in estimating the surface radiative
heating. Over dry, cloudless land areas the satellite
albedo and longwave radiation measurements can be
most closely correlated with the surface heat fluxes.
Even over cloudy land regions the satellite radiation
measurements, particularly the reflected shortwave radiation, will contain information about the surface heat
fluxes. Over ocean areas, where the heat capacity of the
water must be taken into account in the surface heat
balance equation, the satellite radiation measurements
cannot be as useful for estimating surface heat fluxes
although they still can yield information on the radiative
heating components at the sea surface.
Surface temperature estimates will be possible from
the AVHRR measurements on TIROS-N in regions that
are cloudless. These could be available as frequently as
four times daily, clouds permitting. Although only sea
surface temperatures have been considered thus far as
an operational product, it is possible that some special
arrangements can be made to provide land surface temperatures as well. Surface temperature estimates throughout the day could also be made from the geostationary
infrared measurements, but it is likely that the data
would be accessible only in image form' when extensive
space and time scales are considered. Geostationary
imagery would be useful principally for delineating surface temperature gradients and their variations over the
day.
The TIROS-N Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS)
will provide vertical profiles of temperature and humidity
which may be useful, in combination with surface temperature and 'surface wind speed, for estimating sensible
and latent heat fluxes. Low-level cloud motions derived
from geostationary imagery should help to provide better surface wind fields than available from only the
surface-based observations.
The SMMR on NIMBUS-G is expected to provide
estimates of soil moisture distribution at both a mesoscale resolution (as small as 19 X 33 km) and a macroscale resolution (about 140 X 250 km). It is expected that
mapped distributions of soil moisture on both these
scales will be produced once a week during MONEX.
Although this frequency of observation might be insufficient in areas of frequent rainfall, it should be adequate
in the drier regions. This information should be especially
helpful in deriving better estimates of both the latent
and sensible heat fluxes from the surface heat balance
equation over land.
(c) Radiative heating. The radiative heat budget
measurements from the ERB experiment on NIMBUS-G
and from AVHRR on TIROS-N will provide mapped
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values of the earth-atmosphere (or top of the atmosphere) heat budget components. These components are
albedo, absorbed solar radiation, outgoing longwave
radiation, and net radiation. The ERB observations,
based on spectrally broad infrared and shortwave channels, will be available globally at a resolution of about
500 km. Observations will be near local noon and midnight, and will be available on about 75 percent of the
days. The highest resolution available from ERB scanning channels would be about 80 km, but processing
data for this higher resolution, even for limited areas,
would require special efforts. Heat budget values from
AVHRR data will be based on narrower spectral channels in both the infrared and shortwave. However, the
data are expected to be available operationally every day
at a grid spacing of 150-250 km over the globe. Observations will be at 03, 09, 15, and 21 hours local time
(09 and 15 hours only for reflected solar radiation).
Special treatment of AVHRR data would be necessary
to obtain estimates of radiative heating at resolutions as
high as 4-10 km on a limited basis over any portion of
the globe.
Some estimates of radiative heating within the atmosphere may be made from these satellite-observed radiation bridget measurements. For the infrared radiation
these could be based on previous comparisons with
radiometersondes. Radiometersonde observations during
MONEX could be used to develop better relationships
between satellite radiation measurements and the infrared heating within the atmosphere. Utilization of satellite measurements to estimate heating within the atmosphere due to the absorption of solar radiation is more
indefinite although the albedo information can provide
useful limits on the amount of solar energy available for
heating clouds or the clear atmosphere. At locations
where surfaqe radiation measurements will be available
during MONEX, more quantitative estimates of atmospheric absorption of solar heating will be possible
through combined use of satellite and surface observations.
Long-term heating variations
It is essential to monitor as many of the above mentioned components of radiation balance as possible for
a number of years before and after MONEX. Studies
of rainfall and ocean temperature anomalies from conventional data sources need to be carried out for long
periods.

7.3.7 J?elevance between FGGE and MONEX observing
systems

Figure 7.9 illustrates the relationship between FGGE
and the regional MONEX Observing Systems. Here we
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present an overview of the FGGE Observing Systems
on the top and the needed augmentation in the bottom
part for each of the components of MONEX.

the pilot balloon network (Figure 7. 10) in the above
mentioned mountainous regions.

7.3.8

7 .4 Priorities for the implementation and extension of
the WWW from the point of view of MONEX

Orographic effects

In view of the growing recognition of the importance
of orographic influence on the various aspects of monsoon it is essential to augment the network in the region
of:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Burma mountains.
Foothills of the Himalayas.
East African mountains.
Indonesian region.
West Iran mountains.

In addition to the augmentation of observations planned under the components (1) Arabian Sea and Western
Indian Ocean studies, (2) Bay of Bengal cyclogenesis
and (3) winter monsoon studies, we need to augment

MONEX cannot be carried out successfully if there
are major observational inadequacies due to data holes
and incomplete network. The MONEX plans present in
Appendix D a list of such upper air stations that need
to be implemented. Careful consideration should be
given to these tables in the further planning of MONEX.
Recognizing the costs of implementation of upper air
stations we recommend that this item be given a high
priority in the next stage of planning. It is quite clear
that not all of the stations identified in these tables can
be implemented. We have identified some of the more
important stations by the letter U in Figures 7.5, 7.6
and 7.7. In addition, the Burmese, Indonesian and
Tibetan regions seem most crucial for the experiment.

8. THE DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR THE EXPERIMENT

The overall structure of the MONEX data management scheme (Figure 8.1) is, to a certain extent, based
on the concept of the necessity for the MONEX Level II-b
Data Collection and Processing Centre (see definitions of
the data levels in Appendix A). However, being a
regional experiment, MONEX will comprise a variety
of special observing systems from which data should be
collected in real time on the regional basis. This implies
a need for a number of the MONEX Level II-a Regional
Data Collection and Operation Centres. Furthermore,
MONEX will be intimately connected with the FGGE
and these interrelations should be reflected by the data
management scheme. Hence the utilization ofthe FGGE
Level II-a and III-a data sets in the production of the

MONEX II-b and III-b sets and in the archival of those
sets in the World Data Centres together with the FGGE
data sets is essential.
The individual components of the MONEX data management system are described below.
8 . 1 Components of MONEX Observing System
Detailed management plans should be worked out for
each of these components and copies of these plans
should then be made available to countries and groups
that will be involved in the implementation of the
observing sub-systems.

GTS

GTS

OPERATIONAL GLOBAL
OBSERVATIONS.
SPECIAL .OBSERVING
SYSTEMS PLUS
ANALYSIS

MONEX

CD DATA
k-~~::::':-:=-':::"---=-~ARCHIVING
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b
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n
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MONEX
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MONEX
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Figure 8.1

Data flow and data collection for MONEX.
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MONEX Special Observing System

Enhanced WWW surface and upper-air network
The additional stations essential for the MONEX
observing requirements are being identified. It is expected
that the data from them can be collected by the present
GTS on a near-real-time basis. The request for the
frequency of observations is at most twice per day. This
additional data will enhance the present Level II-a
(and/or Level II-b) data sets. A list of these stations
appears in the section on Observing Systems.

Buoys
A certain number of fixed buoys may be contemplated
in the MONEX area. Data from these should be handled
similarly to the data flow from ships (see the paragraphs
on Special MONEX ships above).

Coastal radar
Radar information will be extremely useful for estimation of rainfall rates and in the calibration of satellite
imagery into rainfall estimates.

Although a number of coastal radar units currently
exist along the entire coastline of the Bay of Bengal,
Malaysia, Singapore and a few other areas, it is
These are research vessels identified by the MONEX' essential that a comprehensive radar plan be implemented.
observational requirements. Only those ships that are
It is also essential that provision be made to transfer
not a part of the FGGE equatorial ship network are
this
information (e.g. hourly radar charts) to a regional
included here. The FGGE Tropical Wind Observing
MONEX
centre or to the MONEX Level II-b Centre
Ships (TWOS) will contribute to the MONEX Observing
during
the
field phase. This also calls for coordination
System via the FGGE plans and their data management
of
information
from several radar units at these centres.
will be included in the FGGE data management plan.

Special MONEX ships

The data management for the special MONEX ships
will involve considerable logistics since some of these
ships will be moved from the Arabian Sea to the Bay of
Bengal during different periods of the summer monsoons.
Based on the observing requirements, tentative locations
for these ships during different periods can be determined
(see Section 7. 3). The question of near-real-time transmission of data from ships to shore and then through
the GTS needs to be worked out in detail. Delayed data
collection plans also need to be established.

Research aircraft
Several research aircraft with the following capabilities
are identified in the observing system for MONEX:
(i)

Measurement of winds, temperature, moisture and
pressure at flight level.

(ii)

Measurement of turbulent fluxes in the boundarylayer flights.

(iii)

Measurement of winds, temperature, moisture and
pressure via dropsonde.

(iv)

Airborne radiometric measurement of radiative
fluxes and sea surface temperature.

(v)

Aerosol content measurement.

Data under (i) and (iii) should be included in the
Level II-a data set and therefore should be presented for
transmission on a standard format. The remaining three
kinds of data would be required as the Level II-b data.

8. 1 .2

Special collection of data

Enhanced cloud motion wind vectors
High resolution film loops should be available in nearreal-time at a MONEX operating centre for extraction
of a high resolution field of low and high cloud motion
vectors. This would be an additional data base that
would not be covered at this resolution by the FGGE
operational plans. The requirements of the regional
MONEX call for a resolution of 100 km, four times a
day wherever possible. It would be highly desirable to
incorporate these additional vectors into the Level II·b
set. Ground-based equipment for receiving day and
night pictures and the capability of preparing film loops
are essential during the field experiment. The groundbased equipment should include electronic receivers,
digitizers, key punch machines and a small computer'
with the appropriate software to transform the cloud
vector location into cloud motion vectors. This nearreal-time data set would have far better horizontal and
time resolution than the geostationary satellite wind
vector data transmitted over the GTS.

Higher frequency of day and night imagery from polar
orbiting satellites
Since polar orbiting satellites will have both visible
and IR high resolution radiometers, it will be possible
to have cloud photographs several times per day. The
ground equipment to receive high resolution data will be
needed for this purpose.

8.
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Commercial aircraft data

The operational system receives a small proportion of
the upper-air data from commercial aircraft. As a special
data management effort for MONEX we could relatively
easily identify the key airports and airlines that would
provide this important data for MONEX. The implementation of this could be started several years prior to
MONEX. The strategy would be to assess the performance by a direct count of the aircraft reports obtained
via the GTS.
With some degree of persistence, the level could be
very much enhanced from the present counts. Cooperation of individual countries in this regard is essential.
About 20 major airports in the MONEX region handling on the average 30 AIREPS a day could provide
almost 600 observations per day. This important data
source can be stratified into at least 3 vertical levels from
the 300 to the 200 mb surfaces. Furthermore, it should
be possible to separate the INS equipped wide-bodied
jets from the Doppler-type Navigation Carriers. This
separation would identify the high quality INS winds.
Merchant ship data

The present operational GTS system receives only a
portion of the marine surface data from merchant
ships. It is desirable to set up a comprehensive data
management plan for delayed data. Some problem areas
are the following:
(i)

(ii)

to identify major ports where merchant ships call
in the MONEX region, i.e. Arabian Sea, Bay
of Bengal, Indian Ocean, East and South China
Seas;
to organize a procedure for sending these data to
the nearest location where data transmission facilities exist. If the data are too old then procedures
need to be established to mail these data to the
MONEX II-b data centre.
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(ii)

Aircraft measurements VIa radiometersonde over
land and ocean.

8 .2

Regional data collection and operation centres

During the field phase of MONEX, activity will be
focused on several different regions. It is thus essential
that a few regional MONEX data collection and operation
centres be set up for a duration of about three months, in
each of the following regions:
Summer

-

West Arabian Sea
north Bay of Bengal

Winter

-

South China Sea, Malaysia and Indonesia

The main tasks of these regional centres, which will
most probably be attached to certain RMCs or NMCs,
will be the collection of data directly from each special
observing systems such as special aircraft, ships and
buoys, conveyance of these data to the MONEX Level
II-b Data Collection and Processing Centres, and control
and direction of the daily operation of aircraft and ship
missions in the region. Needless to say, there will be also
analysis centres with facilities to receive satellite pictures.
A conventional procedure of data plotting and manual
analysis of weather charts should also be made at these
centres in real-time.
At these MONEX regional data collection and operation centres it would be desirable to have the capability
of direct readout of day and night high resolution imagery from geosynchronous meteorological satellites. This
task cannot be carried out without adequate ground
equipment. Adequate resources for these should be
given a high priority.
.

Special heat balance measurements

Several of the components of the heat balance are
identified as being of a global nature and they will be
monitored by the polar-orbiting satellite systems e.g.
NIMBUS-G, TIROS-N, etc. The observational requirements call for direct ground-based and aircraft measurements of several of these components. The main purpose here is to provide a calibration of the satellite based
measurements.
Two areas that would require data management plans
have been identified:
(i)

Special surface radiation network.

8 . 3 Production of the Level 11 data sets

Data processing required for the MONEX includes
preparation of Level II data sets from meteorological
observations.
Most of the data processing to obtain meteorological
parameters (Level II data) will be accomplished by
operational groups in the field.
The MONEX Level II-a data sets should include all
observational data collected operationally on the GTS
and other telecommunication systems within 21 hours
after the observation is made, the MONEX II-b data
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sets will include the observational data collected after
that cut-off time.
The MONEX Level II-b Data Collection and Processing Centre may be attached to an RMC in the
MONEX area so that telecommunications and other
facilities already existing in the RMC could be used in
the most efficient way.
At the MONEX Level II-b Data Collection and Processing Centre, a quick-look data set can be prepared
after correcting for large errors. This set will, of course,
still not be ideal for all research requirements, but may
be useful for certain immediate research work.
This data set may include the observational data
collected within about 1.5-2 months after observation
time. The data set should be processed by a computer
so that it may be stored on magnetic tapes to be ready
for use.
The final MONEX Level II-b data set should be completed within one year after the end of the MONEX
summer and winter experiments. In the II-b Centre, as
well as in the regional centres there would be a need
for a capability of receiving and developing film loops
from day and night imagery several times a day in order
to extract cloud motion vectors. This capability for real
time satellite readout would also be essential for carrying
out the day-to-day assessment on the progress of
MONEX.

A detailed study of the computer requirements for
MONEX Level II data products should be made prior
to determining or naming an appropriate Level II-b
location.
MONEX plans include several very special observations. Data processing of these special observational
data requires additional efforts in data reading and preparation of Level II data sets from meteorological observations.
8 .4 Data flow and data collection
The primary role of the MONEX Level II-b Data
Centre is to receive data from a number of sources (see
Figure 8. 1) and then upon validation and checks transmit some to the III-b analysis centre and to the archives.
The following six receiving links are identified for the
MONEX II-b Data Centre:
(i)

(ii)

GTS circuit. It is necessary that the MONEX II-b
Centre be identified at a location which is capable
of having a direct link with the GTS circuits. This
link would provide those components of the Special
Observing Systems and global observations and
Level III-a analysis that are handled within the
time frame of the GTS (Figure 8.2).
Other data including satellites: Here a detailed plan
should be prepared to assure that the following
types of data are sent to the II-b Data Centre:

o OFFENBACH
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M

Figure 8.2

Global Telecommunication System (GTS) in the MONEX area.
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(a) Coastal radar (digital and microfilm produced).
(b) MONEX ships (surface, upper-air observations,
surface radiation measurements, ship radar
- if on board - measurements, boundary
layer measurements).
(c) MONEX aircraft (measurements of wind, temperature, pressure, moisture, turbulent fluxes,
radiative calculation, aerosol content, cloud
cover).
(d) Polar orbiting satellites (visible and infrared
imagery and digital product, earth's radiation
budget components, sea surface temperature,
sea-state, soil moisture, total moisture, temperature soundings).
(e) Geostationary satellites (visible and infrared
imagery and digital product, film loops, cloud
motion vectors (low and high levels)).
(f) Special MONEX sUlface and upper-air station

data (agrometeorological measurements, surface based radiation measurements).
(g) Merchant ship data collection.

(h) Commercial aircraft data collection.

(iii)

Delayed data: One of the principal reasons for
having a II-b Data Centre is that much of the data
will not get into the Level II-b transmissions due to
various reasons. An inventory of data, not received
at the Level II-a time frame, should be kept. All
delayed data should be sent to the II-b Centre.

(iv)

Special Observing Systems: It is essential that the
observations from the Special Observing Systems of
FGGE be adequately incorporated in the links
defined here. The FGGE ship's observations,
dropwindsonde aircraft observations, constant level
balloons and observations from buoys are the
principle components here.

(v)

(vi)

RMC regional data and analysis: The regional
meteorological centres that will monitor the progress of the individual regional experiments will
have produced a quick-look analysis and incorporated regional data in these products. It is
essential that copies of such analysis and data be
sent to the Level II-b Data Centre.
FGGE Level II-b data: The delayed FGGE data
will be processed by the FGGE Level II-b Data
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Centre. Soon after this effort is completed it is
essential that copies of this data set for the MONEX
can be sent to the MONEX II-b Data Centre. This
exercise is essential to assure a completeness of the
data sets at the MONEX II-b Data Centre.

8. 5 Production of Level ill data sets
Next we shall look at the Level III-b Analysis Centres
for MONEX. Because of the regional interests in the
various component MONEX experiments, the need for
several analysis centres is proposed. One of these centres
would have a primary interest over the Arabian Sea
experiment, the others would have their primary interests
in the winter monsoons and the Bay of Bengal. It thus
seems logical to consider three MONEX Level IlI-b
Analysis Centres. The domain of analysis would in some
cases have some overlap but the periods of the three
experiments are different from each other. The analysis
of the conventional meteorological variables such as the
velocity, temperature, moisture and pressure field will
be the primary responsibility of this centre. In addition,
other satellite products mentioned above would require
detailed analysis. The space and time resolution of the
analysed products deserves a careful study. These should
consider the overall resolution of the observing systems
and be detailed in a separate data management document
for MONEX.

8.6 Archiving of MONEX data sets
The data archives of the MONEX experiment are
indicated on the bottom right of Figure 8.1. We identify
two separate archives; one of these is an exclusive archive
for MONEX:
(a) MONEX Data Archiving Centre. It is important that
all of the Level II-b data are archived in such a
centre. This would hopefully provide' an early
access to the MONEX data (only) to interested
countries and scientists who would have need for
such.
(b) WDC archives. It is quite important that all of
these data from Level II-b and III-b are also archived
at the World Data Centres. This should be a final
responsibility of the Level II-b and the III-b Centres.

9. OCEANOGRAPHIC PROGRAMME FOR MONEX

The pilot studies for MONEX oceanography (INDEX)
have concentrated on the effect of the monsoon on the
western Indian Ocean. Any study of the effect of the
monsoon on the western Indian Ocean necessarily will
be composed of a number of regional experiments.
These studies are inherently interesting to oceanographers,
and the opportunity of enhanced meteorological coverage during FGGE makes this an attractive time to pursue
them. The Somali Current is a reversing western boundary current, and the Equatorial Current System is an
extreme example of equatorial variability. In order to
interest physical oceanographers and to draw upon their
observational resources, the formulation of the oceanographic programme for MONEX must contain elements
that involve the study ofa variety of oceanic dynamical
processes.
The justification for regional studies is more direct
than that. Both the Somali Current and the Arabian
upwelling contribute to the overall cooling of the western
Arabian Sea; as such, they play an important part in the
ocean-atmosphere feedback mechanism that controls the
monsoon. The dynamics of the Equatorial Current
System is a key mechanism to understanding whether
good low-latitude ocean circulation models are to be
constructed and run coupled with atmospheric general
circulation models. Particular emphasis was placed upon
the equatorial upwelling phenomenon in the Report of
the JOC ad hoc Working Group on Coupled OceanAtmospheric Models (Hamburg, 9-13 June 1975). The
monsoonal variability of the Equat<;>rial Current System
. in the Indian Ocean makes it a unique place for testing
dynamical models and gives it an importance that transcends the Indian Ocean alone.

9 . 1 Equatorial region

(iv)

to correlate changes in the equatorial regions with
those along the Somali coast,

(v)

to advance numerical modelling as an interpretive
and predictive tool for understanding the Indian
Ocean circulation,

(vi)

to attempt identification of vertical and latitudinal
model structure,

(vii) to test the theory of the propagation of equatorial
waves against the observed dispersion relationship,
(viii) to determine phase relationships of the response
time of various parts of the equatorial system,
(ix)

to attempt to determine the importance of upwelling and non-linear effects, and

(x)

to study inertio-gravitational equatorial modes.

Objectives (i) through (iv), and (x) should be met by the
pilot studies during 1975-1976. Objectives (v) through
(ix) will require an expanded field programme during
FGGE.
9.1 .2

Observational requirements and observing systems

The observations needed to meet these objectives will
include an equatorial mooring array at a variety of longitudes (at least three), and current profiling from ships at
a minimum of three 10ngitudes. A detailed knowledge
of the surface wind stress before and during the observations will also be needed at least once a day on a
2 Y2-degree grid (perhaps from a satellite such as SEASAT,
with the necessary ground truth). Ideally, this observation programme should cover at least six months, e.g.
January to June 1979. The moorings should be maintained as long as possible.

(i)

to obtain an expanded time and space coverage of
the undercurrent,

In addition to current meter moorings, a number of
self-contained pressure gauges should be deployed to
monitor the tides in the near-equatorial region in order
to study equatorially trapped first baroclinic modes
(Wunsch and Gill, 1976). The gauges initially deployed
for pilot studies in 1976 should be redeployed in early
1978 and maintained through 1979, if possible.

(ii)

to look for time-dependent motions in the surface
and undercurrents,

9.2 Somali Current region

9. 1 . 1 Scientific problems

The specific scientific objectives in the equatorial region
are:

(iii) to examine the time and space scales in the deep
water,

The most important branch of the complex East
African current system is the Somali Current. It is
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generated by the summer monsoon and flows along the this programme during the next year and, in particular,
coast of East Africa from the latitude of Mombasa to during 1978-1979.
the island of Socotra, corresponding to a distance of .
For the study of these phenomena, plans have been
about 2,200 km. Despite the fact that this current has made to set up a Somali Current Monitoring System
been immensely important to seafarers for nearly (SCMS). The proposed system consists of two major
2,000 years, until recently there existed not a single components:
continuous time series from a modern recording current
(i)
a network of recorders for temperature, currents,
meter.
and sea level to be anchored offshore; and
A sustained effort over the period of several years is
required to begin to understand the rudiments of this (ii) a continuous survey of sea-surface temperatures by
several satellites.
current system. An initial set of scientific objectives is
outlined below. These goals are thought to be realistic,
assuming a continuous effort can be maintained from
1976 to 1979.

9 .2. 1 Scientific problems

The specific scientific objectives of the Somali Current
studies are:
(i)

to obtain long-term time series of the oceanic
response in a western boundary current to transient wind stresses,

(ii)

to obtain synoptic geographical statistics on the
position and the areal extent of the Somali Current,

(iii)

to study the meridional influence of equatorial
wave phenomena,

(iv)

to investigate the possible significance of Kelvin
waves and continental shelf waves travelling along
the coast,

(v)

to distinguish between time scales of the onset of
upwelling and the onset of the large-scale boundary
current,

(vi)

to determine temporal and spatial scales of the
upwelled water that is advected eastward into the
Arabian Sea after the onset of the southwest monsoon, in particular, the generation of mesoscale
thermal anomalies advected into the Somali gyre,

(vii) to determine the adjustment between mass and
velocity fields for transient response to wind stress,
(viii) to determine the vertical structure of the Somali
Current, and
(ix)

to examine air-sea feedback mechanisms, both
observationally and numerically.

Major aspects of objectives (i) through (vi) are obtainable
in pilot studies which have been underway since summer
1975, and are being continued at the present time.
Objectives (vii) through (ix) will await continuation of

9.2.2

Observational requirements and observing systems

The region to be monitored extends from the equator
north to Ras Hafun. A central component of the experiment should be long-term moorings, maintained throughout 1978 and 1979, if possible. Suggested mooring sites
are shown in Figure 9. 1. An additional mooring site
near Ras Hafun should be established.
In addition to deep current measurements from moorings, near-surface currents should be measured using
profiling current meters from research vessels, or possibly
by means of a (Mark Ill) Cyclesonde. SIO stations and
hydrocasts will form an integral part of any shipboard
observational programme.
Satellite radiometric measurements of the SST in the
area should be maintained during FGGE. The XBT
lines from tankers started in 1975 also should be continued throughout FGGE. This will provide some
ground truth for the satellite measurements. Also, it is
hoped that four shore stations for measuring surface
winds, sea-surface temperature, and tides (from selfcontained pressure gauges) can be established. The proposed locations are Obbia, Ras Mabber, Ras Hafun,
and Ras Asir (Cape Guardafui).
9 . 3 Arabian Sea upwelling region
There are two major upwelling areas in the Arabian
Sea, one off Somalia and the other off the Arabian
Peninsula (Figure 9.2). The advection of cold water
from these upwelling regions may play an important role
in determining the SST over the interior of the Arabian
Sea.
A research programme aimed at studying the Arabian
Sea upwelling will be designed for the MONEX observing period. It is anticipated that a mesoscale array of
fixed current meters on the continental shelf, continental
slope and deep ocean adjacent to the upwelling region
will be designed to measure the low-frequency currents
during the onset of the southwest monsoon. It is essen-
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tial that a major research vessel which can take repeated
hydrographic sections, deploy drifting drogues and make
other vital physical and biological oceanographic measurements be made available for two months during this
period. Considerable success in understanding the largerscale coastal upwelling regions has been obtained using
medium-sized aircraft. It is anticipated that a request to
use the NCAR Queenair aircraft will be initiated to study
the atmosphere over the upwelling region and to remotely
study the sea-surface temperature of the ocean. This
aircraft would be required for the two-month period
centered on the onset of the southwest monsoon.
It is strongly urged that scientists from the coastal
countries participate in this research and that the data
and interpretation of the data be used to help them
utilize fishery resources and improve weather prediction
for these regions. The programme for 1976-1977 will
define in more detail this research programme for FGGE.

9 .4 Large-scale oceanic surveys over the Arabian Sea
9 .4. 1

The nature of the sea sUI/ace temperature distribution as a boundary condition of the atmospheric
boundary layer

The most direct feedback mechanism of the Indian
Ocean to the overlying atmosphere is to be found in sea
surface temperature as the bottom boundary condition
to the planetary boundary layer over the Arabian Sea.
It seems plausible that much of the water vapour that
leads to the monsoon rainfall over the southwestern
states of India originates over the Arabian Sea during
the strength of the southwest monsoon. Second, only to
the Arabian Sea in importance as a factor that may trigger the monsoon depressions that release most of the
rain over the northern and northeastern states, is the
more intricate role of sea surface temperature in the Bay
of Bengal.
On the basis of what limited knowledge we have, the
processes within the upper layer of the Arabian Sea
which determine sea-surface temperature are dramatic,
and they differ regionally from year-to-year.
During June and August, when the sea surface temperature in other parts of the northern hemisphere ocean
is mounting steadily, it drops drastically in the Arabian
Sea. The temperature is nearly 30°C over most of the
Arabian Sea in May; by August it has dropped 2°C on
the eastern side of the Arabian Sea, about 4-5°C in the
center, and as much as 16°C in the upwelling areas off
Muscat-Oman and along the Somali coast. The lowered
sea surface temperature appears to be partly due to
evaporative cooling and vertical mixing with deeper cool
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water (deepening of the mixed-layer by vigorous windstirring) in the central and eastern regions. But the
region where the mixed layer develops its greatest depth
(about 120 m in contrast to a 60-m depth in May) does
not extend to the westernmost portions as do the strongest
monsoon winds. Immediately next to the coast much
shallower (40 m), but very cold, mixed layers are found.
These layers appear to be regions of intense upwelling.
Wyrtki's (1971) atlas, based on data from the International Indian Ocean Expedition, shows enhanced surface concentrations of phosphate and silicate in these
upwelling regions as well. At present we do not know
enough about the detailed development of the sequence
of events in the Arabian Sea during the southwest monsoon to determine how much of the drop in temperature
is due to the eastward spread of cold upwelled waters
forced from the coasts and driven eastward by the Ekman
drift, and how much is due to vertical processes of evaporative cooling and mixing and Ekman pumping. There
is a fourth process that could contribute to the cooling.
The Somali Current, flowing northward along the coast,
separates from the Somali coast and has been observed
(Stommel and Wooster, 1965) to project a thin jet of
cold surface water toward the east. This cold jet eventually decays in a series of eddying structures (Diiing, 1970)
which complicate the sampling problem for future programmes of measurement.
On the basis of sea surface temperature reports from
ships using certain heavily travelled shipping lanes
through the Arabian Sea, it has been possible to document the fact that there are significant (± 2°C) differences from year to year in the mean monthly sea surface
temperatures over the sea as a whole (Fieux and Stommel,
1976). These same ship reports also yield clear evidence
of the geographical structure and variability in the time
of the onset of the monsoon itself (Fieux, 1975), but
they do not yield information on the subsurface temperature or chemical structure.
The annual event of surface cooling of the Arabian
Sea during the southwest monsoon thus stands revealed
as a major oceanic phenomenon involving several possible processes and, as such, is complex to measure,
understand, and model.
It appears that the extent of surface cooling is linked
to the rainfall over India and, hence, is of great importance to the world economy. This statement is supported
both by studies using the GFDL numerical general
atmospheric circulation model with arbitrarily varied
sea surface temperature (Shukla, 1975), and by statistical
studies of correlations between observed sea surface temperature and observed rainfall over India during 19001960 (Shukla and Misra, 1976).
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One of the next steps in modelling will be to treat the
atmosphere and ocean as a joint system, allowing not
only for the effect of the sea on the overlying atmosphere,
but also for the inverse, thus making it possible for a
feedback mechanism to operate.
9.4.2

Mixed layer studies during MONEX

The details of the interaction are obscure. It is not
known whether the interaction is mostly between the
oceanic upwelling regions and the low-level East African
jet (Saha, 1974), or more diffusely distributed over the
Arabian Sea as a whole. A clearer picture of the time
development of the mixed layer over the Arabian Sea is
desirable to serve as a basis for identifying the basic
physical processes involved, so that a correct oceanic
model can evolve.
Therefore, during MONEX it is desirable to make
further progress in studying the phenomenon of the
Arabian Sea monsoon cooling. This goal will be served
in part by the regional oceanographic studies of upwelling
and of the Somali Current described elsewhere in this
report. However, a determined effort to observe the
time development of the mixed layer in the Arabian Sea
as a whole is needed.
For a pilot study in 1977, V.S. oceanographers should
consider whether they can collaborate with colleagues of
other countries who are already interested in MONEX
in mounting a regular shallow-cast hydrographic section
between, for example, Kuria Muria Islands and Goa at
. three-week intervals from May through August. The
length of the section would be approximately 1,200 nautical miles, or about 10 days' steaming each way. A rather
large vessel would be required to work near Socotra at
the height of the monsoon. If 20 stations were taken
only on the outward run during each cruise, the actual
time at sea would approximate two weeks, leaving one
week at Goa for port stay between cruises. Provision
for CTD, nutrient determination, and upper air measurements should be considered.

Consideration will be given to utilizing a hydroglider
sensor vehicle, which was successfully employed in
GATE. This device enables the ship to obtain data
with high horizontal resolution while underway, on the
return portion of each leg, for example. Consideration
also will be given to nutrient chemistry as a possible
indicator of the source of the water in the mixed layer.
The experience gained in 1977 on this line of stations
would serve as a guide for the design of a larger, multiship, international effort to monitor mixed-layer development during MONEX 1978-1979.
It is hoped that the Indian Ocean Panel of SCOR
Working Group 47 (Oceanographic Programme for·
FGGE) will be able to put together a programme that
makes optimum use of:

-

the Tropical Winds Observing Ships (TWOS),
merchant ships,
special research vessel studies,
aircraft, and
satellite capabilities.

A strong input from mixed-layer theorists is required,
and effective liaison with the IOC-sponsored CINCWIO
effort is desirable.
The initial estimate for research ship time needed in
the Arabian Sea is given in the following table.
Problem
Mixed-layer study
Equatorial study
Somali Current study
Upwelling study

Total of ships needed

Months
per ship

2
3
3
I

4
2
3
5

(If the FGGE ships are close to the equator, they can serve for
profiling of the equatorial currents. It would be better to have
research ships instead, for longer than two months).

It is also anticipated that some advance work may be
done in 1978 that should be provided for, but this falls
outside of MONEX proper.

10. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTATION PROGRAMME FOR THE EXPERIMENT

A numerical exp~rimentation programme is proposed
with respect to the following component programme:
Summer monsoon:
-

-

Arabian Sea and western Indian Ocean studies
Monsoon disturbances
Onset of the monsoon, active and break monsoons
Interaction of monsoon circulation and other circulation regimes during the northern hemisphere
summer
Heat sources

Winter monsoon:
-

Cold monsoon surges
Heavy rainfall and dry spells (Indonesia-Malaysia)
Interaction of winter monsoons and other largescale circulations

Orographic influence
10.1

Numerical experimentation models

One of the major objectives of MONEX is to increase
our ability to predict the atmospheric motions over south
and east Asia during the summer and winter monsoons.
The problem is obviously complex, having to deal with
a variety of different scales (in time and space) and different physical processes. Perhaps it. would be most
efficient and cost beneficial to try and separate the problem areas in terms of scale (regional, global) and nature
of the problem (e.g., onset). Regional components of
MONEX such as the Arabian Sea and western Indian
Ocean studies can, perhaps, be best investigated by fine
mesh models with limited computational domain.
Phenomena such as the onset, active and break monsoons, are related to both regional and global facets of
the monsoon, and could be investigated by global models
with nested fine grid systems over the broad monsoon
region. Global models would be more appropriate to
study the large-scale and planetary aspects of the monsoon such as interaction between different circulation
regimes and heat sources (in both summer and winter).
Research and numerical experimentation using the
three model types mentioned above cannot be carried
out independently. There will be "feedback" , which will

make it necessary to reformulate individual models and
experimentation programmes from time to time. The
development of more sophisticated and higher resolution
regional models is likely to provide more detailed information, eventually leading to revision of the large-scale
models. Conversely, improved large-scale models may
then improve regional limited models.

10. 1 . 1 Numerical experimentation using regional fine
mesh models

Numerical experimentation within this problem area
must be regarded as urgent as it has a direct influence
on the planning of the MONEX regional subprogramme
and thereby also on MONEX as a whole. In fact, most
of the regional components are related to the investigation of monsoon disturbances which are the most
important rain producing systems in this area. They
provide the energy needed for maintaining large-scale
monsoon circulations (summer and winter). Therefore,
the numerical experimentation programme using regional
fine mesh models calls for high priority.
Judging from the characteristic features of regional
circulation regimes (see, Paragraphs 4.2.1-4.2.3, and
Section 5.2), which differ considerably from one area to
another there seems to be no straightforward way to
select one model that can be applied to all regional components. It is perhaps necessary to construct various
regional models with different vertical and horizontal
resolutions and different physical processes. Preliminary
model specifications, although their rationales are still
open to further investigation, are given in the following:
(a) Arabian Sea and Western Indian Ocean studies:
Moist, primitive equation models to investigate changes
in intensity and location of the low level jet stream along
the east coast of Mrica and over the Arabian Sea,
temporal and spatial variations of the extremely strong
inversion layers, and changes in moisture flux across the
equator. A very fine vertical resolution at very low levels
so as to incorporate air-sea interaction and three or four
levels in the troposphere to include radiational effects
near the midtropospheric inversion layer is possibly
required. Horizontal resolution of about 100 km is
perhaps necessary, in consideration of the horizontal
scale of the low-level jet stream.
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Intensive oceanographic theoretical studies are required
to investigate the horizontal and temporal variation of
the Somali Current. When the ocean model is validated
satisfactorily, it is then required to construct joint oceanatmospheric models which are capable of investigating
the mechanism of local interactive phenomena (Somali
Current).

(b) Bay of Bengal cyclogenesis: Multilevel primitive
equation models with parameterization procedures for
the boundary layer, cumulus convection and orographic
effects and air-sea interaction. From the structural features of monsoon depressions (although no detailed
description is presently available), the minimum number
of levels is estimated to be about five, two at very low
levels and three in the troposphere, and the horizontal
resolution, about 100 km.

10 . 1.2 Numerical experimentation using global models
with nested fine grid system
As discussed in Paragraphs 4. 3 . 1, 4.3.2 and Section
5.1, the components of MONEX on the onset of monsoon, active and break monsoons during summer and
cold surges in winter are of a regional as well as global
nature. These components require a detailed description
of the regional circulation over some particular areas,
but not in the other parts of the atmosphere. It is, therefore, recommended that a global model of the atmosphere
with a nested, fine grid system over the monsoon region
be constructed. Perhaps, a horizontal resolution of
about 300-500 km for the global model, but with a
100-200 km resolution for the nested fine grid, would
be sufficient. The area over which we need the fine grid
system could be that bounded by the meridians 20 W and
180 and latitudes 30 S and 45°N for the summer and winter monsoon experiments.
0

0

(c) Midtropospheric disturbances: Multilevel primitive equation models with boundary layer, and orography
and cumulus convection effects included. Finer vertical
resolution is perhaps required in the mid-troposphere
between 700 mb and 500 mb where mid-tropospheric
disturbances are at their maximum intensity. The horizontal resolution would be about 200 km.
(d) Medium-scale disturbances (summer and winter):
The numerical experiments already carried out in this
particular problem area must be regarded as informative
and valuable for the planning of MONEX. However, it
seems that the results obtained differ considerably and
are not sufficiently conclusive. Judging from the various
approaches. made thus far, a fine vertical resolution at
very low levels and a horizontal resolution about 100 km
seems to be necessary. Emphasis should be placed on
the interaction between convective and mesoscale disturbances, and air-sea interaction which is particularly
important in winter.
.
(e) Near-equatorial disturbances (winter): As no
detailed description has become available on the three
dimensional structure of equatorial disturbances developing over the South China Sea during winter, it is
difficult to specify the most appropriate numerical model.
However, indications point to the need for primitive
models with a fine vertical and horizontal resolution
sufficient to describe the development of sharp low-level
convergence zones, turbulent fluxes at the sea surface
and active vertical coupling processes with the upper
equatorial flow. The low value of the Coriolis parameter
(at only few degrees away from the equator) may introduce additional difficulties in the initialization aspects of
modelling.

0

Our knowledge of the conditions under which monsoon
disturbances for~ and in what way they interact with
large scale circulations is very fragmentary. Many questions remain unanswered on the physical basis of large
scale fluctuations in the monsoon circulations (summer
and winter). Therefore, a numerical experimentation
programme would be invaluable towards the testing of
various hypothesis concerning these particular components of MONEX. On the other hand, large scale
monsoon fluctuations (e.g., active and break) appear to
occur with much longer periods than individual monsoon disturbances. Since the summer (winter) monsoon
experiment is a short-term (few months) observational
endeavor during the SOP-II (SOP-I), some of the large
scale studies may, perhaps, be quite inconclusive. In
this coritext, a low priority may be assigned to the
numerical experimentation programme of large-scale
interaction oriented objectives compared to that described
in Paragraph 10. 1. 1, although the allocation of priorities
is a complex and difficult matter.
At any rate, scientists should be encouraged to construct their own global models with nested grid systems
to anSwer the following qUestions:
(a) What are the dominant physical processes which

describe the large-scale monsoonal circulations
(summer and winter)?
(b) How sophisticated must the models be to adequately

account for the energy exchanges and transformations among different scales of atmospheric motions
associated with apparently different physical processes?
(c)

How sensitive are the models to the specification of
a particular nested grid system?
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(d) How do boundary conditions affect the performance
of the model?

proper vertical and horizontal resolution, degree of terrain smoothing, parameterization procedures for boundary layer and cumulus convection.

10. I .3 Numerical experimentation using global models

The following improvements or developments of models
are particularly needed for accurate monsoon prediction:

The component of MONEX on heat sources and some
of the interaction problems are for the study of the largescale and planetary aspects of the monsoon, and thus
can be investigated more economically using a global
model. The numerical simulation of large-scale steady
monsoon circulations, which have already been carried
out using either sophisticated general circulation models
or simplified, yet realistic, dynamical global models,
though perhaps satisfactory, should still be regarded as
preliminary. More advanced work is urgently needed
using different versions of global models, a comparison
between which would be useful in understanding and
identifying the major physical processes for maintaining
monsoon circulations. This numerical experimentation
programme could be undertaken at any time before,
during and after the MONEX experiments.

10.2 Four categories of numerical experiments
Each of the above mentioned numerical model experimentation programmes could be carried out by different
approaches as follows: (1) predictability experiment,
(2) controlled numerical experiment, (3) observing system simulation experiments (OSSE) and (4) theoretical
model experiment. The research and numerical experimentation within these four programmes cannot be
carried out independently. There should be considerable
interprogramme feedback, which will eventually accelerate the improvement in each programme. For example,
the development of more sophisticated controlled experimentation models will most probably lead to a revision
of numerical prediction models. Conversely, improved
forecasting models will eventually improve controlled
experimentation models.
10.2.1

Predictability experiment

One of the central objectives of MONEX is to investigate the feasibility of numerical weather prediction over
the monsoon region. Scientists should be encouraged to
develop regional and/or global models which are realistic
for such an application. Investigation is necessary to
determine the extent to which it is possible to forecast
the development and movement of monsoon disturbances with a small horizontal scale, but which are primarily important components of the complex monsoon
circulation. For example, experimental work with limited
area models should address themselves to the question of

(i)

Development of a nested grid model free of computational difficulties.

(ii)

Development of a computational procedure which
accurately treats the effects of steep topography.

(iii)

Development of the parameterization of mixing
processes in the Ekman boundary layer, which
accurately handles the modification of the inversion
layer.
.

(iv)

Improvements in parameterization of the macroscopic effects of moist convection.

(v)

Develop initialization procedures for nested grid
models.

The experiments can be directed to ask and answer
questions regarding rainfall rates and energetics in
intense disturbances as well as during break periods.
The results pf numerical models should be subjected
to rigorous testing by real data wherever possible. A
detailed four-dimensional analysis of the life cycle of
monsoon disturbances could be used to diagnose the
energetics and development mechanisms. This would
provide useful information for revising the prognostic
models.

10 .2.2

Controlled numerical experiment

A controlled numerical experiment would be useful to
gain some insight into the complex physical processes in
each component of the MONEX programme. Such
experiments are extremely useful in determining the
relative merits of different meteorological variables, and
for specifying their required observational accuracy,
resolution (horizontal and vertical) and frequency. It is
important that the numerical model must attain a certain
level of accuracy before any "controlled experiment"
can give results of any value.
The following contJ;olled numerical experiments are
suggested to gain some insight into the complex nonlinear physical processes operating during the monsoon
season.
(a) Specified albedo
It has recently been suggested, in the context of the
Saharan drought, that the change in surface albedo may
cause substantial changes in the circulation and rainfall.
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Very strong and very weak monsoon activity is characterized by large variations in the cloudiness and hence in
the cloud albedo. Changes in albedo brought about by
ice cover on the mountains would also need consideration.
(b) Influence of orography
It may be useful to carry out several numerical experiments with and without the orographic features. Such
experiments may be carried out either with the complex
general circulation models or simplified models with
idealized topography.

question of required accuracy of sea surface temperature
measurements.
By the very nature of thermodynamical and dynamical
interactions, sea surface temperature anomaly experiments
have to be conducted using sophisticated numerical
models. It is suggested, however, that for basic understanding of the dynamics of the monSoon circulation,
emphasis should also be placed on the development of
less complicated models so that several experiments may
be conducted and ideas be tested with relatively less
computer time and the convenience of straightforward
interpretation.

(c) Effects of a sea surface temperature anomaly

Air-sea interaction seems to be one of the important
mechanisms of the monsoon phenomena. For example,
warmer sea surface temperatures over the Indian Ocean
and the Bay of Bengal may make the overlying summer
monsoon current more moist and unstable. In order to
gain insight into the response of the monsoon atmosphere
to the changes in the sea surface temperature, the following experiments are suggested:

The Bay of Bengal: Hypotheses may be advanced that
the temporal mean and variability of sea surface temperature may affect the number of depressions generated
over the Bay of Bengal. It would, however, be useful to
conduct some numerical experiments to test the validity
of such hypotheses before embarking on a detailed
observational programme.
The Arabian Sea: It has been hypothesized that sea
surface temperature anomalies may affect the monsoon
circulation and the rainfall over India. It is proposed
that several numerical experiments be conducted using
an interacting ocean-atmosphere model to test such
hypotheses.
The Indian Ocean and the Western Pacific: It appears
that the timing of the monsoon onset may depend on
the magnitude of sea surface temperature anomalies over
the equatorial Indian Ocean during the early summer.
It has also been suggested that very vigorous typhoon
activity (perhaps associated with warmer sea surface
temperature) in the western Pacific may sometimes be
associated with the weakening of monsoon activity over
India and adjoining areas. Such ideas may be readily
subjected to observational and numerical testing.
The East and South China Seas: The development of
medium-scale cyclones (summer and winter) over the
East China Sea and equatorial depressions over the
South China Sea during winter may have some relationship with the sea surface temperature anomalies. A controlled experiment would perhaps throw light on the

10 .2. 3

Observing system simulation experiments
(OSSE)

It has been of great benefit for the planning of MONEX
to have tested the effects of various observing systems
with general circulation models. For example, it has
been learned from such experiments that very accurate
wind observations with high vertical resolutions are
required near the equator.

We want to know what types of data will be required
to understand and forecast transient features in various
parts of the MONEX region. An example of such a
feature is the monsoon depressions which move along
the Ganges Valley. These depressions presumably require
rather detailed measurements of wind, temperature and
moisture. The question to be asked is how accurate the
measurements have to be and how dense in time and
areal extent.
OSSE could shed light on the following specific questions:
(a) Relative importance of winds, heights and moisture and their respective accu~acy.
(b) Are indirect satellite measurements sufficient,
especially in regions with high cloudiness?

(c) Importance of boundary layer measurements.
Based upon the OSSE's study, the MONEX Special
Observational System would be designed so that it should
be possible to define adequately the three-dimensional
structure of the atmosphere for about six weeks in the
broad monsoon region in order to prepare several numerical forecasts and their quantitative verification.
It would also be necessary to propose various fourdimensional analysis schemes capable of making use of
observation information irregularly distributed in time
and space (constant-level balloons, satellite sounders,
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buoys). These schemes must be tested, before and during
MONEX, for individual regional and large-scale MONEX
components.

10.2.4 Theoretical model experiment

:

--\

Simplified theoretical (linear and/or nonlinear) models
with some constraints have been used to identify the
major physical processes occurring in monsoon disturbances. Several authors have demonstrated some success
with simple baroclinic models in describing the development mechanisms of monsoon depressions over the Bay
of Bengal region during summer and medium-scale
cyclones over the East China Sea during summer and
winter. Quite recently, it has been suggested that the
longitudinal temperature gradient in the basic flow is
important to the development of mid-tropospheric disturbances over the Indian region during summer. However, the results are not conclusive and further studies
are certainly needed to gain a deeper insight and clearer
comprehension of the development mechanisms of these
disturbances. Emphasis should be placed on the construction of theoretical models to explore the major
physical processes involved in the development of equatorial depressions over the South China Sea, for which
no attempt thus far has been made.
In Table 10. I, the numerical experimentation programme proposed within the Summer and Winter Monsoon Experiment is summarized with respect to principle
problem areas in terms of their scale (either regional or
global model) and nature (predictability experiment,
controlled experiment, and so on).

10. 3 Priorities among MONEX numerical experimentation programme and possible contribution
The programme of MONEX numerical experimentation proposed in Tables 10. 1a and 1b is quite extensive
and, perhaps, calls for more experimentation than can
reasonably be performed prior to MONEX. Allocation
of priorities is a complex but important matter that
requires a judicious choice of scientific problems to be
investigated with the given resources. Study of heat
sources and interactions (both in summer and winter) can
be identified as being of a long-term nature. Since
MONEX is a short-term, regional experiment within
FGGE, these studies may be quite inconclusive and call
for low priority. The highest priority should be assigned
to observing system simulation experiments and predictability experiments for the MONEX subregional
components. These studies are absolutely necessary in
order to make the regional, but intensive MONEX
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experiment a success, which, after all, is our fundamental
purpose. The other numerical experimentation programmes are given a lower priority only with a view to
implement the above mentioned regional experimentation
programme more effectively.
In the following we will provide a priority list of the
MONEX numerical experimentation programme. The
list was recommended by the JOC Working Group on
Numerical Experimentation (WGNE) and identifies four
priorities, i.e., A, B, C and D in order of higher to lower
priorities.

Priority A
(1) Estimate of data requirement (accuracy, density,
frequency and areal extent of observation) for
component programmes mentioned above using the
technique of OSSE.
(2) OSSE for the study of the relative importance of
meteorological elements on the analysis of largescale features of the monsoon.
(3) Theoretical model experiments .associated with
regional problems of MONEX summer and winter.

Priority B
(1) Predictability experiments of monsoon flow and
monsoon depressions using regional fine mesh
models, particularly regarding

MONEX Summer
-

Arabian Sea and western Indian Ocean studies
Bay of Bengal cyclogenesis
Mid-tropospheric disturbances (Bay of Bengal)

MONEX Winter
-

Heavy rainfall, dry spells (Indonesia-Malaysia)

Priority C
(1) Predictability experiment of onset of the monsoon,
active and break monsoons using global models with
nested fine grid system, that of cold monsoon surges
with the use of regional fine mesh models, and that
of orographic influence.
(2) Controlled experiment of regional problems associated with MONEX summer and winter.

Priority D
(1) Predictability experiments of the large-scale aspects
of the monsoon using global models (with nested
fine grid system, if necessary).

. -..l

Component
Programme

SUMMER
Arabian Sea and
Western Indian
Ocean studies

Experiment

Bay ofBengal
cyclogenesis

Mid-tropospheric disturbances
(Bay of Bengal)

Regional fine mesh models

to->

MONSOON
Onset of
monsoon

Active and break
monsoons

Global models with nested fine grid system

Interaction
(summer)

----------

Heat
sources
Global models

Predictability
Experiment

Prediction of the
changes in the
inversion layer and
the low-Iewel jet.

Forecast of the development
and movement of the monsoon
disturbances. Development of
appropriate initialization procedure.

Forecast of the
onset phenomenon.

Forecast of the phase
change from active to
break monsoons, and
vice versa.

Prediction of the
changes in the upper
and low-level wind
system over the
Northern and
Southern Hemispheres.

Forecast with appropriate heat sources.

Controlled
Experiment

Identification of
effect of the sea
surface temperature
on the monsoon
activity over India
and location of the
low-level jet.

Test of parameterization
procedures both for cumulus
convection and meso-scale
cloud clusters.

Identification of
physical factors
which control the
onset of monsoons.

Test of various problems and hypothesis
concerning the active
and break monsoons.

Study of the midlatitude-tropics interaction and its relation to the onset of
monsoon, active and
break monsoons.
Evaluation of the
influences of sea surface temperature
anomaly in the western Pacific upon the
monsoon.

Test and identification of the effects of
heat sources on the
interannual changes.
Study of the effects
of sea-surface temperature and snow
cover on the monsoon circulation.

Firm establishment
of the data requirements for the planetary boundarylayer study.

Estimate of the resolution of
data network which suffices
the analysis of monsoon disturbances.
Test of the effects of various
observing systems on the
analysis of transient features.
(Accuracy, density, frequency
and areal extent of observation.)

Study of:
- relative importance of winds, heights and moisture and their relative accuracy;
- usefulness of indirect satellite measurement, especially in region with high cloudiness;
- effects of various observing systems on the analysis of detailed features in various parts of
the MONEX region.

Theoretical
Model Experiment

Study of energetics,
structure and mechanism of the inversion
layer and the lowlevel jet.

Development of the instability
theory for monsoon disturbances.
Study of energetics and mechanism for monsoon disturbances.
Simulation of whole life cycle
of monsoon disturbances.

Study of energetics
and mechanism for
the onset of monsoon.

Study of lateral and/
or vertical interaction mechanism.

;
~

~

Observing Systems
Simulation
Experiments
(OSSE)

Study of the differences of energetics
and mechanism
between active and
break monsoon conditions.
Sensitivity study of
active and break situation to heat sources. Simulation of
severe break monsoon.

~
tIl

Sensitivity study of
monsoon circulations to the vertical
and horizontal scale
of heat sources.

~

~

Component
Programme
Cold monsoon
surges

Experiment

Predictability
Experiment

Controlled
Experiment

Observing Systems
Simulation Experiments
(OSSE)

Theoretical Model
Experiment

MONSOON

WINTER

Heavy rainfall,
dry spells
(Indonesia-Malaysia)

Regional fine mesh models

Forecast of the development of
medium-scale cyclones over the
East-China Sea. Two- to threeday real data forecast of cold
surges over the East and South
China Seas.

Forecast of the development of
equatorial disturbances that
cause heavy rainfall over the
Indonesia - Malaysia region.
Forecast of the changes in near
equatorial, low-level, trough
and sub-tropical upper ridge
system.

Interaction'
(winter)
Global models with
nested fine grid system

Forecast of the changes in the
local Hadley cell in association
with the disturbance development over the China Seas and
eastern South Indian Ocean.

Forecast of the development and
movement of monsoon disturbances (summer and winter) with
appropriate orographic features.

~
~

~

~
s::

Study of:
- relative importance of winds, heights and' moisture and their relative accuracy;
- usefulness of indirect satellite measurement, especially with high cloudiness;
- effects of various observing systems on the analysis of detailed features over the East Asian and
Indonesia-Malaysia regions.
'
Development of the instability
theory for equatorial disturbance over the Indonesia-Malaysia
region. Study of the lateral coupling mechanisms in the equatorial
upper troposphere.

.....

o

~

Evaluation of the influence of sea surface temperature anomaly in the China Seas upon cold monsoon
surges. Identification of physical factors which control cold surges and associated equatorial disturbances.

Development of the instability
theory for medium-scale cyclones
(winter). Study of the dynamical
and thermal structure of the
dynamical and thermal structure
of the planetary boundary layer
over the China Seas.

Orographic
influence

Study of:
- energetics and mechanism of
the Hadley cell during winter;
- mechanism for the intensification of the Hadley cell and its
relationship to the changes in
the Siberian high and the
Australian monsoon.

Understanding of thermal and
kinematic effects of the orographic
barriers on the monsoon circulation
(with and without the orographic
features).
Firm establishment of the data
requirement over the orographic
barriers with extremely steep
slope

Study of:
~ the dynamical effects of smallscale or irregular terrain on the
low-level circulation;
- the structure and dynamics of
the planetary boundary-layer
along steeply sloping topography. Determination of the
horizontal and vertical extent
to which the influence of a
mountain of given "size" is
significant.

~

~

~
~

~

~
~
~

i
-.l
W
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(2) Controlled experiments of the large-scale aspects of
the monsoon using global models (with nested fine
grid system, if necessary).
(3) Theoretical model experiments of the large-scale
aspects of the monsoon.
Here, priority A identifies those problems which would
be essential prior to MONEX. It is considered that there
would be an increased interest and participation by
individual scientists and/or institutions in the MONEX

numerical experimentation programmes. It is highly
desirable that more than one group undertake the
research on the same problem using different versions of
numerical models, with some consideration given to
avoiding unnecessary duplication of work. The comparison between .them would perhaps provide useful
information for better understanding of basic physical
processes involved in that particular problem area. The
WGNE will identify and encourage scientists interested
in the MONEX numerical modelling to participate and
undertake several of these proposed experiments.

11. TIME SCHEDULE FOR THE EXPERIMENT

The most important consideration here should be
given to the exploitation of the Special Observing Periods
of FGGE (the SOP-I and SOP-II). If this is not done
then the observational requirements of MONEX would
.
be quite unmanageable.
MONEX should use all of the available FGGE systems during SOP-I and SOP-II; different regional component programmes of MONEX have been designed to
coincide and perhaps extend somewhat beyond the Special
Observing Periods.
The question may be raised as to whether it may be
desirable to keep the periods of the SOP-I and SOP-II
somewhat flexible in the FGGE planning, should
MONEX planning dictate when FGGE should have
these Special Observing Periods. This is a topic that has
been debated at some length in the various MONEX
countries. No unique solution is possible since the
MONEX domain is fairly large and the intensity of the
monsoons extends over several months, being earlier in
some regions compared to others. This is in fact true
for the monsoon rainfall during both summer and winter
months.
The FGGE planning has examined, in considerable
details, the rationale for the timing of the Special Observing Periods. This has already met the approval of JOC
and the Inter-governmental Committees. We must start
with the assumption that the timing of the SOP-I and

SOP-II (as they exist) as being given, and proceed with
the MONEX planning from there.
The following are the presently understood timings of
the special observing periods:
SOP-I: January 1 to February 28, 1979 (see, the Report
of JOC-X, page 15);
SOP-I!: May 1 to June 30, 1979 (see, the Report of
JOC-X, page 15).
There is also the question of a substantial cut in the
length of the Special Observing Periods from two months
to one month. This question was brought up in reference
to the resources needed to adequately mount a wind
measuring system for FGGE in the Tropics. (JOC
Meeting on Equatorial Winds, Washington, D.C.,
14-16 July, 1975.) In this section the assumption is
made that each of the SOP's will be two months long
rather than just one month.
The timing of the various phenomena (when they are
known to be most active or when they should best be
studied in a phenomenological context) is shown in
Figure 11 . 1. The wide time range illustrated here would
satisfy almost every region in the monsoon belts, however, it would be prohibitively expensive to mount an
observing system for all of these periods.
Thus, a list of priorities is necessary and it will be
discussed in the next chapter.
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SOP- I
FGGE
JAN

MONEX

ASPECTS

MAR

APR

1979

AUGUST

1979

I

LARGESCALE
PLANETARY
ASPECTS

REGIONAL

FEB

INTER- HEMISPHERIC
INTERACTION

{

I

COLD MONSOON SURGES

HEAVY RAINFALL (MALAYAN PENINSULA AND INDONESIAN REGION)

Figure 11.1 (a) Timing of winter monsoon studies.

SOP- 11
FGGE

LARGESCALE
PLANETARY
ASPECTS

JULY

JUNE

MAY

MONEX

ONSET OF MONSOON

INTERACTIONS
HEAT SOURCE
IACTIVE AND BREAK MONSOONS

REGIONAL
ASPECTS

MONSOON DEPRESSION AND
MID-TROPOSPHERIC
DISTURBANCE
(BAY O~ BENeAL)

<
IARABIAN SEA STUDIES

I

~

Figure 11.1 (b) Timing of summer monsoon studies.

12. PRIORITIES IN THE MAIN COMPONENT PROGRAMMES OF MONEX

In view of the limited resources, it is necessary to
assign priorities among the various MONEX component
programmes in cases where there is a risk of competition
for resources with each other or with the FGGE itself.

12. 1 Grouping of the main component programmes of
the MONEX
In view of the scale and nature of the phenomena, the
main components of the MONEX have been grouped as
follows. (The number refer to the various chapters,
sections and paragraphs of this report):
Medium and meso-scale processes

Arabian Sea and western Indian Ocean studies (4.1)
-

Air-sea interaction (4. 1. 1)
Inversion layer and low level jet (4.1.2)

Monsoon disturbances (4.2)
- Bay of Bengal cyclogenesis (4.2.1)
- Mid-tropospheric disturbances (Bay of Bengal)
(4.2.2)
Cold monsoon surges (5.1)
Heavy rainfall and dry spells (Indonesia-Malaysia)
(5.2)
Large and medium-scale processes

Onset of the monsoon (4. 3 . 1)
Active and break monsoons (4.3 .2)
Orographic effect (6)
Planetary and large-scale processes

Heat sources (4. 5)
- Mean heat sources (4. 5 . 1)
- Long-term heating variations (4.5.2)
Interaction of monsoon circulation and other circulation regimes during the northern hemisphere summer
(4.4)
-

Inter-hemispheric interaction (4.4.1)
Interaction with the central and western Pacific
circulation (4.4.2)
Interaction with the mid-latitude waves (4.4.3)
Interaction with the CIrculatIOn In the stratosphere
(4.4.4)

Interaction of winter monsoons and other large-scale
interactions (5.3)
-

Interaction between the tropical and extratropical
region (5.3.1)
Interaction of the atmospheric circulation of two
hemispheres (5.3 .2)

-

The component programmes which are of a regional
nature, are grouped under medium and meso-scale processes. For the study of these component programmes,
additional regional observing systems are required to be
implemented. The systems might indeed compete with
each other for special MONEX-dedicated resources.
The component programmes under large and mediumscale processes also require additional regional observing
systems, but the observations from the FGGE observing
systems could be to a larger extent usable for the study
of these component programmes.
The component programmes grouped under planetary
and large-scale processes are related to the study of the
large-scale and planetary-scale aspects of the monsoon.
FGGE observations, with some regional augmentation,
are adequate for this study.

12.2 Priorities for MONEX
In view of the limited resources, it is essential to assign
priorities among the various regional observational
experiments. In assigning priorities, the following facts
need to be taken into account:

-

-

MONEX will be carried out concurrently with the
FGGE
The design of the observing and data management
systems for MONEX and FGGE must be closely
co-ordinated
Regional observational experiments have different
optimum timings (see Figure 11.1)
Observations come from different sources

According to the grouping in the previous section,
therefore, priorities will only be assigned to component
programmes related to large, medium and meso-scale
processes which may conflict with each other for special
resources or with the FGGE itself.
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First priority:

It should be noted that the timing of this phenomenon,

(a) Arabian Sea and western Indian Ocean studies

being in July and August, does not compete for resources
with FGGE during the SOP-lI.

(4.1)
(b) Regional component programmes of the winter

monsoon studies (5. 1 and 5.2)
Second priority:
Monsoon disturbances in Bay of Bengal (4.2)
Third priority:
(a) Onset of the monsoon (4.3. 1)
(b) Active and break monsoons (4.3.2)

Among component programmes for the summer monsoon studies to be carried out during the Special Observing Period (SOP-lI, May and June 1979) of the FGGE,
the great interest of the oceanographic and atmospheric
problems over the Arabian Sea and western Indian Ocean
calls for the first priority. The regional component programmes of the winter monsoon studies will be executed
during SOP-I (January and February 1979) and no conflict of resources is foreseen. Therefore the latter is
also assigned the first priority.
As the Bay of Bengal lows and depressions are the
main rain-producing disturbances of the monsoon, the
next priority is assigned to this component programme.

The onset of the monsoon is a very important problem.
However, study of this phenomenon requires observations over both the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal.
Therefore, a lower (third) priority has been assigned to
this component. This will make the other two components, which are confined to either the Arabian Sea
or the Bay of Bengal, more effective.
The component programme on orography is grouped
under large and medium-scale processes, because it will
need both the large-scale and detailed regional observational networks. However, the programme can be
undertaken at any time, though it is very important.
Therefore we do not assign any priority to this component programme.
Allocation of priorities is a complex but important
matter and it calls for a judicious choice of scientific .
problems to be studies with the given resources. The
selection of priorities as given in the preceding paragraphs
of this section is based on the consideration of the particular problem area in its totality. An alternative way
of assigning the priorities may be to combine the most
important aspects of different problems areas as the
first priori'ty.
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APPENDIX A
DEFINITION OF DATA LEVELS

Level I: Primary data. These in general are instrument
readings expressed in appropriate physical units and
referred to earth co-ordinates. Examples are: radiances or positions of constant-level balloons, etc., but
not raw telemetry signals. Level I data still require
conversion to the meteorological parameters specified
in the data requirements.
Level Il: Meteorological parameters obtained directly
from many kinds of simple instruments, or derived
from the Level I data (e.g. average winds from subsequent positions of constant-level balloons).

These data may be divided into three categories:
Level Il-a data set: Operational data collected through
the GTS within the operational cut-off.

Level Il-b data set: Global Experiment Research Data
Set which is distinguished from Il-a by a delayed
cut-off to acquire a complete global data set.
LevelIl-c data set: Data for climatic investigations
collected in a delayed mode.
Level Ill: Initial State Parameters. Internally consistent
data sets obtained from Level II data by applying fourdimensional assimilation techniques.

Data set Ill-a: Operational Analyses obtained from
Level Il-a data.
Data set IlI-b: Global Experiment Analyses obtained
from Level Il-b data. Level IIl-b sets should be
produced in non-real time but in a quasi-operational ,
mode.

APPENDIX B
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT DATA FOR MONEX

The commercial aircraft wind and temperature information will form an important observing component of
the FGGE. From past experience, it would seem that
an enhanced collection effort during the MONEX period
over the MONEX domain may be very worthwhile. The
FGGE effort would primarily be aimed at improving
the level II-a data sets in this category. Three methods
of data collection deserve consideration:
(a) From major airports (see Figure B.l).

From major airlines.
(c) "AIDS data" via data recorders on board INS
equipped wide-bodied jets.

(b)

The above mentioned three methods were successfully
implemented during the GATE experiment and this
yielded close to 100,000 vectors between the 25,000-foot
level and the 40,000-foot level during the 100 days. In
view of this remarkable success of the data collection
effort, a "commercial aircraft plan" for MONEX would
seem very worthwhile. The MONEX domain being different from the GATE domain, it may be desirable to
build experience during a trial period during perhaps
1977. The suggestion is made here that an experienced
weather service such as "Hong Kong" be requested to
carry out a pilot experiment of data collection from
items (a) and (b) over the MONEX domain during the
winter and summer months of 1977. During this trial
period, it should thus be possible to implement a vigorous
data collection effort from all three items listed above
for the MONEX domain.
The specific tasks for an organization (such as a
weather centre like Hong Kong) that would undertake

the task of data collection during 1977 would entail the
following:
(a) Identify all cities in the MONEX domain that
have major airports (Figure B .1) and weather briefing
offices. With the assistance of WMO, write letters to
these countries and request a special effort in commercial
aircraft data collection during the periods of interest.
Set up a tabulation or AIREP format in which to receive
all the data from these airports by a mailing schedule
(perhaps once a week). Check all the data, retabulate
and punch on cards and archive on magnetic tapes.
(b) Identify several major airlines that flyover the
MONEX domain, but do not supply enough of their
data to airport weather centres. Most of these airlines
were very cooperative in supplying their data after the
fact (as in GATE). Efforts be made to collect, digitize
and archive on tapes all such observations.

Such an effort is essential because the amount of upper
air data that can be collected is usually far more than'
what is possible via the GTS level II-a circuits. This
exercise during 1977 should play an important role in
the proper implementation of the MONEX efforts during
FGGE. It should be possible to enhance the level II-a
collection considerably during MONEX from this experience. This should be given a high priority during the
1977 pre-MONEX effort.
Following such an exercise during 1977, it should be
possible to provide a "Final Commercial Aircraft Plan
for MONEX".
.

~

~

><

=

Figure B.l

Commercial aircraft routes between major airports.
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APPENDIX C
SEA SURFACE WIND SPEEDS FROM SEA STATE

The NIMBUS-G and SEASAT will have the capability of defining the sea state and thus providing a
measure of the Beaufort force type information on the
speed of the surface wind over the oceans. This information will again come from the scanning multichannel
microwave radiometer and from the scatterometer. Once
a day detailed mapping of the oceans in the MONEX
domain should be possible with this information. The
time resolution of this information is of some interest
considering that the wind direction of the surface wind
will not be available from this satellite.

The data should still become extremely useful if it is
used along with the information from MONEXjFGGE
ships and the merchant ships. It would thus seem
desirable that we make a specific requirement for MONEX
for this product.
Once per day mesoscale (19 X 33 km) distribution of
wind speed estimated by satellites be archived on magnetic tapes for the winter and the summer monsoon
experiments. The data over the entire MONEX oceans
should be a requirement for this product.

APPENDIX D
OBSERVATIONAL REQUIREMENTS AND THE OBSERVING SYSTEMS FOR MONEX

In this Appendix tables describing the
(a) observational requirements,
(b) observing systems, and

a list of priorities for special upper air stations
are presented.

(c)

Since frequent reference to the FGGE observational
requirements resolution and accuracy is made here, it is
stated here.
(i)

Wind

Frequency of Observations

Observations should be made twice per day, if possible,
but at least one observation is required. Observations
from conventional upper-air stations and surface stations should be made at the standard synoptic hours of
00 and 12 GMT, if possible. If local conditions dictate, .
observations can be equally useful to the Global Experiment if made at other times.
For sea surface observations, three-day averages will
suffice; more detailed information might be available
and will be useful for special studies.

500 km
4 levels in the troposphere
3 levels in the stratosphere
± 2 m sec-1

The following symbols will appear in the following
tables:

Note: Wind is considered a fundamental parameter
in the tropics because it is only weakly coupled to
the mass field and cannot be satisfactorily derived
from other parameters. Full vertical resolution is a
critical requirement in the zone near the equator.

The following 12 components of MONEX appear in
sequence i~ the following tables:

Horizontal resolution
Vertical resolution
Accuracy

(ii) Temperature

Horizontal resolution
Vertical resolution

4 levels in the troposphere

500 km

Accuracy

±

3 levels in the stratosphere

IOC

(iii) Relative Humidity

Horizontal resolution
Vertical resolution
Accuracy

500 km
2 degrees of freedom in the
troposphere
±30%

(iv) Sea Surface Temperature

Horizontal resolution
Accuracy

500 km
± 1°C

p (pressure), TT (air temperature), Td Td (moisture
variable), WH (horizontal wind: direction, speed).

Table D. 1

Arabian Sea and western Indililn Ocean
studies
D .2 Bay of Bengal cyclogenesis and midtropospheric disturbances (Bay of Bengal)
D.3 Onset of the monsoon (regional)
D.4 Active and break monsoons
D.5 Interaction of summer monsoon in the
Northern Hemisphere with circulation in
the southern hemisphere
D . 6 Interaction of summer monsoon with the
central and western Pacific
D .7 Interaction of summer monsoon with the
mid-latitude waves
D .8 Interaction of summer monsoon with the
circulation in the stratosphere
D.9 Winter monsoon
D.10 Heat sources
D.ll Orographic effects.

\0

o

TABLE D.l.a
Observational requirements

Component
of
MONEX

Required observational elements

Surface .

Upper air

P,Z,TT,TdTd

P,TT,TdTd

Wind direction, wind speed

Period
of
observation

Accuracy
desired

Spatial
resolution

~

May,June

.J

Same asFGGE
-requirement

<500 km over entire
Arabian Sea

I
~
~

~

is:

Arabian Sea
and Western Indian
Ocean studies

Sea surface temperature

VH, TT, TdTd, P

.J

VH, TT, TdTd, P, Z

.J

<Ice over Western
Arabian Sea

Same as above

Every 100 km over
Western Arabian Sea

""20 km over the
Western Arabian Sea

~
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TABLE D.l.b
Observing System

FGGE platforms

Codes 1 through 12

Requests for special upper air
observing stations

Table D.l.c

Request for special
MONEXships

Request for research
aircraft

Enhanced cloud
motion vectors

Sea surface temperatures

FGGE ships (7), one in each 5° sq. in the areas (i) Eq. to
SON, 45°E to 65°E and (ii) SON to lOoN, 50° to 65°E
MONEX ships (3) - i) lIoN, 54°E - ii) 14°N, 61°E_
iii) 17°N, nOE
All these ships will also make surface synoptic and sea
surface temperature measurements (Fig. 7.5)

Location

Upper air data

,j

Boundary layer measurement

,j

Region

In five staging areas (Fig. 7.5)

Dropsonde

,j

Low

,j

High

,j

Ships, aircraft

,j

Satellites

,j

Constant level balloons

,j

Merchant ships

,j

Special collection of
commercial aircraft

,j

Radar

Coastal

,j

Ship

,j

High level near 150 mb; low level near 900 mb

At Nairobi, Bombay and Colombo

Frequency ofday-night
satellite imagery

,j

At least 8 times per day

Buoys

,j

At least 5 buoys over the Arabian Sea

Other special requests

Full implementation of WWW

\0
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TABLE D.l.e
Arabian Sea and Western Indian Ocean Studies Requests for Upper Air and Surface ~tations, WWW and Extra (MONEX) .stations. Extra Stations Marked with (M)
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Names of stations

~

<:>

N

~

"-<

~
Priority I

40
41
43
63
63
63
63
63

509
350

Priority 11

Socotra (M)

RW

RW

Gan

RW

RW

Arninidivi (M)

RW

RW

Gardo

RW

RW

Mogadiscio

RW

723
820

Garissa

RW

Mombasa

RW

RW

980

Seychelles

RW

RW

311
225
260

40
40
40

575
586
597

42
43

909
395
974
986
988
175
235
624
799
971
009

61
61
61
63
63
63
63
63
67

Priority III

995
180
190

Erigavo (M)

Pibal Pibal

~

Las"Anod (M)

Pibal Pibal

"l:I

RW

63

200

Alula (M)

Pibal Pibal

63
63
63
63
63
63
63
67

220
237
247

Scusciuban (M)

Pibal Pibal

El Bur (M)

Pibal Pibal

RW

RW

Riyan

RW

RW

Aden

RW

Veraval (M)

RW

Male Is.

RW

RW

Agalega (M)

RW

RW

St. Brandon

RW

RW

Rodrigues

RW

RW

Burao (M)

RW

RW

Obbia (M)

RW

RW

Mandera (M)

RW

RW

Malindi (M)

RW

RW

Mtwara

RW

RW

R

R

Diego Suarez

~o

61
63
63

Salalah

250
671
227
228
001

Vacoas

R

Iscia Baidoa (M)

Pibal Pibal

Bardera (M)

Pibal Pibal

Wajir (M)

Pibal Pibal

(M)

Surface

(M)

and Pibal

Moroni (M)

R

R

~

~
s:

~

TABLE D.2.a
Observational requirements

Component
of

Required observational elements

MONEX
Surface

Upper air

Sea surface temperature

VH, IT, TdTd, P

VH, TT, TdTd, P, Z

Period
of
observation

Accuracy
desired

Spatial
resolution

July, August

.J

<1°C north of lOoN

100 km

.J

Same as for FGGE
requirement

100 km over the north
Bay of Bengal

±O.l cm

100 km over land areas
(raingauge) over oceans
from radar and satellites

I
tj

Monsoon disturbances,
Bay of Bengal Cyc1ogenesis
Rainfall totals

.J

Cloud photography and
census

.J

4-

Whole sky of camera and
along flight legs

\0
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TABLED.2.b
Observing System

FGGE platforms

Codes 1 through 12

Requests for special upper air
observing stations

Table D.2.c

Request for special
MONEXships

Upper air data

Request for research
aircraft

Enhanced cloud
motion vectors

Sea surface temperatures

M, (200N, 88.S0E) - M2 (17.SoN, 87°E)
M3 (17.SoN, 90oE) - M4 (BoN, 87.SoE)
Ms (9°N, 87.SoE) - Fig. 7.6

Location

.J

Boundary layer measurement

-

Region

Bay of Bengal - At least 2 aircraft

Dropsonde

.J

Low

.J

High

.J

Ships, aircraft
Satellites

1 aircraft with AXBT will be required

.J

Constant level balloons

.J

Merchant ships

.J

Special collection of
commercial aircraft

.J

Radar

2 times a day/4 times a day during intensive observations

High level near ISO mb; low level near 900 mb

Implementation of plan proposed in Appendix B

Coastal

All along Bay of Bengal coast

Ship

M,

Frequency ofday-night
satellite imagery

All least 8 times per day

Buoys

Suggested 4 buoys in Northern Bay

Other special requests

Full implementation ofWWW

TABLE D.2.c
Bay of Bengal Cyclogenesis and Mid-Tr~posphericDisturbances (Bay of Bengal) Requests for Upper Air Stations, WWW and Extra (MONEX) Stations.
Extra Stations Marked with (M)
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::l
l::

l::
l::

<>
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I:Q

tI:l

~

~
.....

t;

""::ll::

.8

392

Patna (instead
of Gaya)

RW

RW

42

693

Ambikapur (M)

RW

RW

or
Pendra (M)

::l
l::

~

~

~

~
.....

<>

~

t;

""l::
::l
l::
l::

41

940

Chittagong

42

667

Bhopal (instead
of Indore)

43

041

Jagdalpur (M)

.:=

tI:l

RW
RW

RW

W

W

RW

43

368

Car Nicobar

RW

RW

W

W

48

025

Kalewa

RW

RW

RW

RW

W

W

895

Balasore (M)

48

062

Akyab

RW

RW

48

053

Meiktila

48

108

Tavoy

W

W

48

080

Sandoway (M)

48

109

Coco Island

W

W

48

097

Rangoon

48

112

Victoria Point

96

011

Banda-Aceh

~
~

~
.....

RW

RW

Priority III

RW

42

Names of stations

.9
.....

Priority 11

42

779

""l::

Names ofstations

.:=

Priority I

42

t;

41

852

Rangpur

917

Dacca

361

Gwalior

R

R

42

623

hnphal

RW

RW

42

724

Agartala

RW

RW

43

014

Aurangabad

185

Masulipatnam

43

I

RW

41
42

W

W

RW

RW

tl

<yv from Gannawaram)

RW
RW

RW

43

418

Trincomalee (M)

RW

RW

W

44

454

Kathmandu (M)

RW

RW

42

475

Allahabad (M)

W

W

42

675

Jabalpur (M)

W

W

42

875

Raipur (M)

W

W

42

886

Jharsuguda (M)

W

W

1

Temporarily on
disturbance days

J

\0

VI

\0
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TABLE D.3.a
Observational requirements

Component
of
MONEX

Required observational elements

Surface

Upper air

Period
of
observation

Accuracy
desired

Spatial
resolution

~

I

MaY,June

~

VH, P, TT, TdTd
VH,P, Z,TT, TdTd
over north Indian Ocean, Asia and Pacific

.J

VH, P, TT, Td Td
VH, P, Z, TT, TdTd
over south and east Arabian Sea and south and east Bay
of Bengal

.J

Same as that for FGGE
platforms

500-1,000 km

Same as that for FGGE
platforms

200-500 km

~

I

Onset of monsoons
(Regional)
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TABLE D.3.b
Observing System

FGGE platforms

Codes 1 through 12

Requests for special upper air
observing stations

Table D.3.c

Request for special
MONEXships

Location

-

Upper air data

Same as those for the Arabian Sea Component
Also FGGE ships over south Bay of Bengal

Boundary layer measurement
Request for research
aircraft

Region

Arabian Sea and Indian Ocean

Dropsonde

..;

Low

..;

High

..;

Ships, aircraft

..;

Satellites

..;

Resolution 300 km ±O.SoC

Constant level balloons

..;

High level near 150 mb

Merchant ships

..;

Enhanced cloud
motion vectors

Sea surface temperatures

..;

Special collection of
commercial aircraft
Radar

frequency of day-night
satellite imagery
Buoys
Other special requests

Coastal

..;

Ship

..;
..;

Eight times per day

..;

Southern hemisphere surface buoys
Full implementation ofWWW

\0
00

TABLE D.3.c
Onset of Monsoon Requests for Upper Air Stations, WWW and Extra (MONEX) Stations. Extra Stations Marked with (M)
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Priority I

Aminidivi (M)

~

"""E:
.Sl

l::

Priority II

43

311

43

368

Car Nicobar

RW

RW

42

909

Veraval (M)

43

395

Male Is.

RW

RW

43

418

Trincomalee (M)

48

062

Akyab

RW

RW

48

080

Sandoway (M)

W

W

61

988

RW

RW

40

509

Socotra (M)

Names of stations
<:;:,

~

~
....

Priority III
RW

61

974

Agalega (M)

RW

RW

RW

RW

61

986

St. Brandon

RW

RW

RW

RW

63

260

Mogadiscio

RW

RW

RW

RW

96

163

Padang

RW

RW

Rodrigues

RW

RW

48

108

Tavoy

109

Cocoa Island

RW

RW

63

225

Gardo

RW

RW

48

112

Victoria Point

RW

RW

63

235

Obbia (M)

RW

RW

63

980

Seychelles

RW

RW

67

009

Diego Suarez

96

011

BandaAced

W

96

035

Medan

R

R

RW

RW

~~
~

RW

48

~

i

TABLE D.4.a
Observational requirements

,
Component
of

Required observational elements

MONEX
Surface

Upper air

Period
of
observation

Accuracy
desired

Spatial
resolution

June, July, August

~
tJ

Active and break
monsoons

VH, P, TT, TdTd
VH, P, Z, TT, TetTd
20° S-400N over Asia, Indian Ocean, east Africa and west
Pacific

.j

Same as that for FGGE
platforms

500-1,000 km

\0
\0
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TABLE D.4.b

Observing System

FGGE platforms

Codes 1 through 12

Requests for special upper air
observing stations

Same as those for the onset and the Arabian Sea,
Bay of Bengal Components

Request for special
MONEXships

Request for research
aircraft

Enhanced cloud
motion vectors

Sea surface temperatures

Location

-

Upper air data

-

Boundary layer measurement

-

Region

-

Dropsonde

-

Low

.j

High

.j

Ships, aircraft
Satellites

-

.j

Constant level balloons

.j

Merchant ships

.j

Special collection of
commercial aircraft

.j

Radar

Coastal

.j

Ship

.j

Frequency ofday-night
satellite imagery
Buoys
Other special requests

Indian Ocean, Pacific Ocean, Bay of Bengal, Arabian Sea

Once every 3 hours

.j

Southern hemisphere oceans
Full implementation of WWW

TABLE D.S.a
Observational requirements

Component
of
MONEX

Required observational elements

Surface

Upper air

Period
of
observation

Accuracy
desired

Spatial
resolution

~

~

MaY,June,
July, August

><
1:1

Interaction of monsoon
with Southern
Hemisphere

VR, P, TT, TdTd

VH, P, Z, TT, TdTd

,j

As stated in the FGGE
requirements

<500 km over equatorial
Indian Ocean and < 100 km
over west Arabian Sea

......
o
......
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TABLE D.5.b
Observing System

FGGE platforms

Codes 1 through 12

Requests for special upper air
observing stations

Table D.5.c

Request for special
MONEXships

Request for research
aircraft

Enhanced cloud
motion vectors

Sea surface temperatures

Location

-

Upper air data

-

Boundary layer measurement

-

Region

Indian Ocean and Arabian Sea

Dropsonde

Execute detailed research aircraft flights

Low

.J

High

.J
-

Ships, aircraft
Satellites

.J

Constant level balloons

.J

Merchant ships

.J

Special collection of
commercial aircraft

.J

Radar

Coastal

-

Ship

-

Frequency of day-night
satellite imagery

-

Buoys

Indian Ocean Southern Hemisphere buoys

Other special requests

Full implementation of WWW

TABLE D.5.c
Interaction of Monsoon with the Southern Hemisphere Requests for Upper Air Stations, WWW and Extra (MONEX) Stations. Extra Stations Marked with (M)
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350

Gan

N
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::l
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Names of stations

.g

RW

RW

40

509

Socotra (M)

~

.......

Tarakan

RW

RW

Pangkalan Bun

RW

RW

RW

RW

W

W

Priority III
RW

RW

96

509

43

311

Aminidivi CM)

RW

RW

43

395

Male Is.

RW

RW

96

645

43

368

Car Nicobar

RW

RW

48

112

Victoria Point

RW

RW

97

180

Ujung Pandang

W

W

61

974

Agalega CM)

RW

RW

97

502

Jefman

97

560

Biak

48

108

Tavoy

63

260

Mogadiscio

RW

61

986

St. Brandon

RW

RW

63

723

Garissa

RW

61

988

Rodrigues

RW

RW

63

980

Seychelles

RW

RW

63

225

Gardo (M)

RW

RW

96

011

Banda Aceh

W

63

235

Obbia CM)

RW

RW

RW

RW

63

799

Malindi (M)

RW

RW

W

W

67

001

Moroni CM)

R

R

W

67

009

Diego Suarez

R

R

RW

RW

96

163

Padang

96

237

Pangkalpinang

96
96
96

413
743
995

Kuching

W

Jakarta
Christmas Island (M)

RW

RW

96

035

Medan

RW

96

147

Ranai CM)

W

933

Surabaya

996

Cocos Is.

R
RW

RW

W

W

014

Menado

072

Palu

I
Ij

W

96

97

RW

~

RW

96

97

~

c:>

~
<>:l

Priority 11

Priority I
41

l::

::l
0:::

~

~
<>:l

..t:l

l::

Names of stations

%;

%;
..t:l

97

372

Kupang

RW

RW

97

724

Ambon

RW

RW

97

900

S2umlaki

W

W
>-

o

w

....o

.j::o

TABLE D.6.a
Observational requirements

Component
of
MONEX

Required observational elements

Surface

Upper air

Period
of
observation

Accuracy
desired

Spatial
resolution

~

tI:I

S

MaY,June,
July, August

~

o

~
VH, P, Z, TT, TdTd

.J

VH,P,TT,TdTd
VH,P,Z,TT,TdTd
over Burma, Malaysia, Indonesia

.J

VH, P, TT, TdTd

Same as for FGGE
requirements

500-1,000 km

Interaction of monsoon.
with the Pacific
circulation

.J

200 km

~

I
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TABLED.6.b
Observing System

FGGE platforms

Codes 1 through 12

Requests for special upper air
observing stations
Request for special
MONEXships

Request for research
aircraft

Enhanced cloud
motion vectors

Sea surface temperatures

Location

Same as those requested for the Bay of Bengal
cyclogenesis

Upper air data

-

Boundary layer measurement

-

Region

-

Dropsonde

-

Low

.J

High

.J

Ships, aircraft

-

.J

Once a day resolution 300 km, ±1°C

Constant level balloons

.J

Equatorial Pacific Ocean, at 150 mbs

Merchant ships

.J

Special collection of
commercial aircraft

.J

Satellites

Radar

Coastal

.J

Ship
Frequency of day-night
satellite imagery

Needed for rainfall measurements over Bay of Bengal
-

.J

Buoys

-

Other special requests

Complete network of WWW upper air stations over Burma,
Malaysia, Indonesia and the Western Pacific. Detailed rainfall
estimation from satellites with microwave radiometric sensors

.....
o

0\

TABLE D.7.a
Observational requirements

~

trI

Component
of
MONEX

Required observational elements

Surface

Interaction of monsoon
with middle latitude
westerly waves

VH, P, TT, TdTd

Upper air

VH, P, Z, TT, TdTd

Period
of
observation

Accuracy
desired

Spatial
resolution

~

May, June,
July, August

vi

~

o

~

~
Same as that for FGGE

<500 km over middle
latitudes of Eurasia

~
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TABLE D.7.b
Observing System

FGGE platforms

Codes 1 through 12

Requests for special upper air
observing stations

Table D.7.c

Request for special
MONEXships

Request for research
aircraft

Enhanced cloud
motion vectors

Sea surface temperatures

Location

-

Upper air data

-

Boundary layer measurement

-

Region

-

Dropsonde

-

Low

.J

High

.J

Ships, aircraft
Satellites

-

.J

Constant level balloons

-

Merchant ships

.J

Special collection of
commercial aircraft

.J

Radar

Coastal

-

Ship

-

Frequency of day-night
satellite imagery
Buoys
Other special requests

Roughly 8 times per day desirable

.J

Buoys over southern hemisphere desirable
Full implementation ofWWW

,....

o

00

TABLE D.7.c
Interaction of Monsoon with Midlatitude Westerly Waves Requests for Upper Air and Surface Stations, WWW and Extra (MONEX) Stations. Extra Stations Marked with (M)

...
'"

.<:l

E:

::l
l:::
~
<J

..9
l:q

%;
.<:l

E:

::l
l:::
l:::

.<:l

E:

::l
l:::
l:::

.<:l

Names of stations

.9
....
.::l

::l
l:::

~

~

<::>

N

~

......

...
'"
E:

%;

~
<J

..9
l:q

%;
.<:l

E:

Names of stations

.~

::l
l:::

~
<::>

J3

N

~

......

~
<J

..9
l:q

'"

E:

::l
l:::
l:::

Names of stations

·9
....
.::l

~

<::>

~

Priority II

Priority I

N

~

......

Priority III

40

848

Shiraz

RW

40

394

Hail

RW

RW

40

938

Herat

RW

RW

40

642

Rutbah

RW

RW

40

990

RW

RW

40

791

Tabas (M)

RW

RW

40

42

105

Chandigarh

R

R

40

856

Zahedan (M)

RW

RW

55

228

Gar (M)

RW

RW

40

911

Mazari Sharif

RW

. Kandahar

...
.<:l

Tarnguk (M)

RW RW
and surface

608

Mosul

RW

40

745

Mashhad

RW

RW

40

766

Kermanshan

795

Dezful

RW
RW

RW
RW

41

715

Jacobabad

RW

RW

40

51

777

Ruoqiang

W

W

40

800

Esfahan

55

279

Bangon (M)

RW

RW

40

809

Birjand

RW

W

40

841

Kerman

RW

41

530

Peshawar

41

594

Sargodha

RW

41

675

Multan

RW

41

56

029

Yushu

W

I
~

RW
RW

739

Panjgur (M)

RW

RW

41

852

Rangpur

RW

RW

42

314

Dibrugarh

R

R

42

392

Patna

RW

RW

44

454

Kathmandu

RW

RW

008

Myitkyina

W

W

48

~

51

828

Hotan

W

W

51

839

Minfeng (M)

RW

RW

51

855

Qiemo (M)

RW

RW

52

681

Minqin

W

W

52

836

Dulan

W

W

55

299

Heihe

W

W

56

137

Qamdo

W

W

~

I

TABLE D.8.a
Observational requirements

Component
of
MONEX

Required observational elements

Surface

Upper air

Period
of
observation

Accuracy
desired

Spatial
resolution

FGGE Year

~

I
tl

Interaction of monsoon
with stratosphere
VH,TT,P, Z
equatorial stratosphere

.J

As stated in the FGGE
requirement

<:;;4,000 km (3 levels
in vertical)

.....
o\0
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TABLE D.8.b
Observing System

FGGE platforms

Code 1

Requests for special upper air
observing stations

Table D.8.c

Request for special
MONEXships

Request for research
aircraft

Enhanced cloud
motion vectors

Sea surface temperatures

Location

-

Upper air data

-

Boundary layer measurement

-

Region

-

Dropsonde

-

Low

-

High

-

Ships, aircraft

-

Satellites

-

Constant level balloons

Constant level balloons at 150 mbs over equatorial latitudes

Merchant ships

-

.j

Special collection of
commercial aircraft
Radar

Coastal

-

Ship

-

Frequency of day-night
satellite imagery

-

Buoys

-

Other special requests

Stratospheric temperature from remote sensing via
NIMBU8-G and similar satellites.
Implementation of equatorial rocketsonde network during
MONEX. Twice a week soundings desirable.

TABLE D.8.c
Interaction of Monsoon with Stratosphere Requests for Upper Air Stations, WWW and Extra (MONEX) Stations, Extra Stations Marked with (M)

.,...

"'::!l::"
s::

.le

"
.Sl
t:Q

.,...

"'::!l::"

s::
s::

~

"'l::"

Names o/stations

~
;::

::!

s::

~

<:>

I>:l

N

C"l
,-.

RW

40

597

Aden

RW

41

350

Gan

43

371

Trivandrum

Daily
soundings
to 10 mbs

48

568

Songkhla

48

694

Singapore

61

967

Diego Garcia

840

Malakal

63

741

Nairobi

63

894

Dar es Salam

91

217

Guam

91

366

Kwajalein

91

610

Tarawa

91

680

Nandi

94

120

. Darwin

96

996

"'l::"

::!

s::
s::

.le

.g

t:Q

I>:l

"
.Sl

~

RW

"'l::::!"

Names 0/ stations

s::

~

;::

<:>

Priority 11

Priority I

62

.,...

~
-.

.,...
"'::!l::"

s::
s::

.le

.g

t:Q

I>:l

"
.Sl

Names 0/ stations

~
<:>

;::

N

C"l

-.

Priority III

~

I
tJ

RW

Cocas Is.

.....
.....
.....

........
N

TABLE D.9.a
Observational requirements

Component
of

Required observational elements

MONEX
Surface

Upper air

VH, P, TT, TdTd
VH, P, Z, TT, TdTd
over equatorial Indian Ocean, Southeast Asia, northwest
Pacific, north Australia

Period of
observation

Accuracy
desired

Spatial
resolution

(December)
January, February

.J

:dt!:I
Same as that proposed
for FGGE platforms

500 km

~

'"o

~
~

Winter monsoon studies
VH, P, Z, TT, TdTd
VH, P, TT, TdTd
over south China Sea, Indonesia and neighbourhood

Rainfall totals

.J

.J

Same as that proposed
for FGGE platforms

200 km

0.1 cm/day

Raingauges radar
satellites 200 km

I
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TABLE D.9.b
Observing System

FGGE platforms

Codes 1 through 12

Requests for special upper air
observing stations

Table D.9.c and Fig. 7.7

Request for special
MONEXships

M1 (28°N, 124°E) - M2 (14°N, 116°E) - M. (00 , 107.S 0 E)

Location
Upper air data

~

2 times a day

Boundary layer measurement
Request for research
aircraft

Enhanced cloud
motion vectors

Region

South China Sea and NE of Philippines
(Staging areas 4 and 3)

Dropsonde

~

Low

~

High
Sea surface temperatures

Ships, aircraft

~

Satellites

~
Equatorial constant level balloons at 150 mbs desirable

Constant level balloons
Merchant ships

~

Special collection of
commercial aircraft

~

~

Desirable to explore possibility of Coastal radar over
Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia

Frequency of day-night
satellite imagery

~

8 images per day desirable

Buoys

~

Buoys over Southern hemisphere desirable

Radar

Coastal

Ship

Other special requests

Collection of all rainfall reports over SE Asia, Indonesia,
North Australia (even those that are distributed nationally)
Enhanced and pilot balloon network over Indonesia

...j::>.

TABLE D.9.c
Winter Monsoon Requests for Upper Air Stations, WWW and Extra (MONEX) Stations. Extra Stations Marked with (M)

~

~

oCl

is

::l
i'::
i'::

oCl

::l
i'::

.le
<:>
~

Cl:l

is
Names of stations

.g

oCl

is

::l
i'::
i'::

::l
i'::

~
~

.l:!

t>:l

~
.....

~

~

oCl

.le
<:>
~

Cl:l

is

Names of stations

.g

~

Priority I

48
96
96
96
96
96
98

Kuantan (M)
Ranai (M)

RW

RW

237

Pangkalpinang (M)

RW

RW

413

Kuching (M)

RW

RW

743
933
618

Jakarta

RW

RW

Surabaya
Puerto Princesa (M)

~
.....

Priority II

657
147

RW
RW

RW

48
48
48
48

615
647
870
914

59
59
96
98
98

981
997
645
223
444

98
98
98

645
754
836

oCl

is

::l
i'::
i'::

::l
i'::

~

.l:!

t>:l

R

Kuala Lumpur

W
R

RW

W

W

An-Xuyen
Xishadao

.le
<:>
~
~

is

Names of stations

.g

~
~

.l:!

t>:l

Priority III

KotaBharm
QuinHon (M)

~

~

oCl

W

Nanshadao (M)

RW

RW

Pangkalan Bun

RW

RW

Laoag

RW

Legaspi

RW

Cebu

RW

Davao

W

W

Zamboanlla

W

W

~
.....

:iltrJ

~

tIJ

o

~

I

TABLE D.lO.a
Observational requirements

Component
of
MONEX

Required observational elements

Surface

Upper air

Period
of
observation

..

FGGE Year

-

Surface radiation
measurements (incoming
shortwave, albedo,
downward and upward
long wave fluxes, soil
moisture and soil
temperature)

Spatial
resolution

Accuracy
desired

500 km

I

.J

tj

Heat sources
Rainfall totals

.J

Vertical profIles of
radiative fluxes to
calibrate satellite
observations

0.1 cm/day

Raingauges radar and
satellites ""200 km

-

500 km

.J

......
......
VI
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TABLE D.I0.b
Observing System

FGGE platforms

Codes 1 through 12

Requests for special upper air
observing stations

Table D.I0.c and Fig. 7.8

Request for special
MONEXships

Location

Surface radiation measurements on board FGGE and
MONEX ships in the area

Upper air data
Boundary layer measurement
Request for research
aircraft

Region

Flights over desert areas of northern India and Arabia
with radiation measuring sensors desirable. Intercomparison

Dropsonde
Enhanced cloud
motion vectors

Sea surface temperatures

Low

-

High

-

Ships, aircraft

-

Satellites

-

-

Constant level balloons

.j

Merchant ships
Special collection of
commercial aircraft
Radar

-

Coastal

-

Ship

-

Frequency ofday-night
satellite imagery

-

Buoys

Desirable 9 buoys, over the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal,
winter monsoon

Other special requests

All rainfall data over India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Burma,
SE Asia which are generally distributed only nationally.
Increased rainfall stations over Tibet and Indonesia

TABLE D.I0.c
Heat Sources Requests for Radiation Stations

..'" .E'"

.<::>

E

::l

:>::

..I(

<.>

.Sl
Cl:l

40

~

.<::>

::l

:>::
:>::

.<::>

~

::l

:>::

~
<;::>

.l:!

<:.:l

495

E

Names of stations

~
~

~

E
::l

:>::
:>::

..I(

.g

.Sl

.l:!

<.>

Cl:l

~

.<::>

.<::>

E

Names of stations

::l

::

~

<:.:l

~
~

::l

<.>

~

<:.:l

.Sl

Names of stations

::
::

Cl:l

..I(

<;::>

..

'"E

.<::>

~
<;::>

.l:!

Priority I

Priority II

Priority III

Surface Radiation Measurements

Surface Radiation Measurements

Surface Radiation Measurements

Sulayil AI Khiran
(Saudi Arabia)

40

438

Riyadh Naqdan
(Saudi Arabia)

51

839

Minfeng

55

279

Bangon
near 21.5°N, 55°E

N

""
~

40

599

Socotra

60

630

In Salab

41

350

Gan

61

017

Bilma

57

560

Biak

I

55

228

Gar

61

202

Tessalit

60

611

In Amenas

1::;1

55

591

Lhasa

62

124

Sebba

61

024

Agades

366

Kwajalein

471

Kota Kinbalu

Radiometersonde Ascents
495

Sulayil

41

350

Gan

42

339

Jodhpur
(instead of Poona)

48

455

Bangkok

55

591

Lhasa

40

63

980

Seychelles

91

64

753

Faya-Largeau

96

96

743

Jakarta Tomo
(in Selung Tibetian
Tarnguk region)

Radiometersonde Ascents
366

Kwajalein

91

700

Canton Island

96

471

Kota Kinbalu

91
Radiometersonde Ascents
42

809

Calcutta

43

333

Port Blair

57

560

Biak

60

680

Tamanrasset

63

980

Seychelles

96

743

Jakarta

><

.....
.....
~

........
00

TABLE D.ll
Observational requirements

Component
of
MONEX

Required observational elements

Surface

Orographic effects

Upper air

VH,P,TT,TdTd
VH,P,Z,TT,TdTd
near the Himalayas and Burma mountains and East
African mountains

Period
of
observation

~

Accuracy
desired

Spatial
resolution

~

FGGE Year

Same as FGGE

.J

~o

<500 km

I

APPENDIX E
MERCHANT SHIPS DURING MONEX

Figure E.I is an example of the distribution of merchant ships during one day. This data coverage is
extremely good, and became possible by writing to a
number of countries around the Arabian Sea and Indian
Ocean. Since the surface observations from the merchant
ships are very vital for the successful implementation of
MONEX, the suggestion is made here that a detailed
plan for the acquisition and transmission of such data
to Level II-a and II-b data centres be made. This kind
of work is best done by one responsible group with the
assistance of the WMO. Many factors are involved in
the successful implementation of such a plan; and scientists or National Weather Centres, who have experience
and interest in this problem, should be given full assistance to implement a detailed plan. The plan should give
consideration to the following factors:
1. Major shipping ports: The locations of some of the
major ports are indicated in Figure E. 2.
2. Major shipping companies: It is necessary to establish a correspondence and procedure for acquisition of
data with these major companies. Also, the current
quantity of marine surface data transmission needs to be

increased. The procedure followed during the "Basic
Data Set" acquisition seems appropriate in this regard.
For example, Tables E. 1, E. 2, and E. 3 could be distributed via the WMO Secretariat to a number of shipping
companies requesting their assistance. It would also help
if we could get some assurance from the major tanker
companies in the Persian Gulf areas. It is felt that the
coverage shown in Figure E. 2 can be enhanced by such
a pursuit.
3. LevelII-a and II-b data sets: In this exercise it is
very important that we make some effort to improve the
Level II~a data sets. Hence, radio transmission of the
surface marine data should be emphasized. This would
mean that more of the shipping companies should be
encouraged to join the WMO cooperative voluntary
assistance programme.
Level II-b data sets would be enhanced if the forms
(Tables E.l, E. 2, and E. 3) are completed by the ships
and deposited either at the nearest port or sent via air
mail to a properly designated data collection centre.
Special mailers need to be prepared for MONEX as was
done for the GARP basic data set project.
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Figure E.l

Merchant ships (Krishnamurti, 1975).
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TABLE E.!

Monsoon experiment -

MONEX

PURPOSE OF PROJECT
For the benefit of the general community meteorologists are continually striving to produce better and longer range weather forecasts.
This can only be achieved through a profound understanding of the physical processes of the atmosphere and how these processes
can realistically be simulated in the "models" of the atmosphere used in forecasting by computers. In order to develop and test these
models it is necessary to have, at least for limited periods, a dense network of weather observations covering the whole world. The
purpose of this project is to endeavour to obtain such sets of basic meteorological data. The long term benefits of the project will be
an improvement in weather forecasts over longer periods which in turn will contribute to the safety, regularity and economy of shipping
and the fishing industry.

PERIOD OF EXPERIMENT
October 1978 through December 1979
SHIPS PARTICIPATING IN THE PROJECT
Ships which do not already take part in the voluntary ship observations programme of WMO, and which are spending more than five
days on the high seas (more than 50 n. miles from land) within the area specified below, are requested to participate in this project by
entering observations on this form.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREA
Observations are required from all ocean areas.

TIME OF OBSERVATIONS
For the analysis of weather charts it is important that all meteorological observations are made at the same time all over the world.
Therefore the hours aa, 06, 12 and 18 Greenwich Mean Time have been internationally adopted as the standard observing hours.

DISPATCH OF COMPLETED FORMS
Please be kind enough to send the forms by airmail, completed as far as possible, in the pre-addressed envelope provided, to the collecting centre. Delay will be detrimental to the project, so please post them from the first port of call made following the end of the
reporting period.
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CALL SIGN

COUNTRY REGISTERED

NAME OF SHIP

_

PLEASE GIVE THE FOLLOWING DETAILS OF INSTRUMENTS AND METl-IODS USED IN MAKING THE OBSERVATIONS
Wind:

Wind force: estimated/obtained from anemometer*

Pressure:

Type of barometer: mercury/aneroid*
Instrument last calibrated at
on
Height of barometer above sea level

Units used: Inch Hg/millimetres Hg/millibars*
(place)
(data)
m/ft*

Air Temperature:

Type of ventilation: forced/natural*
Located

Units used: Celsius/Fahrenheit*

Sea Temperature:

bucket/condenser intake/other (please specify) *

Units used: Celsius/Fahrenheit*

Note: *Please strike out which does not apply
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE FORM ARE GIVEN ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES

I

Year:

Month:
Day
and
time

Position of ship

Latitude

Longitude

..

...

0

.: N/S

0

Wind

Day
Obs.
of
Time
.. : E/W month (GMT)

Pressure

>

....

,t:

"0 c:

Dir.
o 0
Force
- E (true)
::J

::J

U '"

Temperature

'"en
CIl

li;

:c
'in
:>

.s::
....

'"

CIl

~

Barometer
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APPENDIX F
SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE (SST) FOR MONEX

There are two different requirements for the measurements for MONEX. The planetary scale MONEX problems" are on the same scale as FGGE problems and
would require once a day measurement of SST over
global oceans with a resolution of l,Yz degree square.
This will be possible from TIROS-N, SEASAT, and
from the scanning multichannel microwave radiometer
of NIMBUS-G. This product is already identified in the
U.S. FGGE plans. It is extremely important that SST
be obtained with better accuracy and better resolution
in the various regional experiments of MONEX.
F. 1 The cold upwelled water off the East African and
Arabian coasts is of much interest to the oceanographers.
The SEASAT and NIMBUS-G have the capability of providing very high resolution of coastal zone sea surface
temperatures. The following is a MONEX requirement:
twice a day (day and night) digital product of the SST
be prepared along the entire coast line of the "MONEX B
Area" for a distance of roughly 100 kms normal to the
coastline with a resolution of 10 kms. It would be desirable to have magnetic tapes prepared for May, June,
July, August 1979 (summer); and January, February 1979
(winter). Furthermore, it is desirable that this product
be carefully calibrated for ground truth by careful intercomparisons with the MONEXjFGGE dedicated ship
and research aircraft measurements during MONEX.
F .2 Other sources of sea surface temperature will be
from:
1. FGGE ships in the area.
2. MONEX ships in the area, and
3. Merchant ships.
The data management effort for MONEX should consider all of these three components. The FGGE ships
and the MONEX ships are described in the regional
MONEX component experiments. A plan for the merchant ships (based on the International MONEX Planning) .is provided in Appendix E.

F.3 Sea surface temperature from research aircraft.
In each of the following component MONEX regional
experiments, propositions have been made for the use of
research aircraft with the capability of measuring sea
surface temperature from radiometric observations:
(i)
(if)

(iii)

Arabian Sea surfaces,
Bay of Bengal component,
Winter monsoons.

The potential areas where SST measurements are required
are described in the relevant sections of these component
experiments. The resolution and accuracy requirements
are also stated there.
The following GATE experience is relevant to the data
management of this product. During GATE NOAA2
and NOAA3 satellites were used to provide a field of
sea surface temperatures for the 100 days of GATE.
This product was archived by NESSjNOAA on special
tapes once a day on a one-half degree mesh over the
global oceans. This product suffered from the lack of
adequate ground truth as well as from arbitrary interpolations over cloudy regions. In order to incorporate
ground truth and some degree of correction for cloudy
regions, the GATE data management at Florida State
University incorporated the information of GATE ship
temperatures and the temperature from merchant ships.
The procedure for rectification essentially consisted of:
(1) computing a field lap1acian of the sea surface temperature from the satellite-derived values, (2) relaxing
the above laplacian utilizing a fine mesh and normal
gradient boundary conditions but freezing all those grid
points where GATE ships are present, and (3) considering
the smaller confidence limit used for observations from
merchant ships. This product is more valuable than the
data from the satellite derived product.
The above considerations should be carefully examined
in the MONEX planning to "arrive at fields that are
relevant to: (1) global monsoons, and (2) regional monsoon components.
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